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The Mad Greeks
Students angry over canceled activities
Denise Glaros

Salmi 's reasoning for the s udde n
omitta nce of the eve nts, after they were
john Carroll students were less than alreadyprm ted In the schedule, was based
pleased with t he administration-man- on his belief th at "The bee r pong seemed a
dated cancellations of the Beer pong con- li ttle inappropriate.' He said the othertwo
test, the Bell y Flop compemion a nd the were ca nceled for liability sake.
Slip N Slide event, which were noticeHowever, lynch said that he was given
ably absent from th is year's Gree k Week. di fferent reasons by admmistrauon for
Although ma ny activities making up keeping 1he threeeventsoutof Greek Week.
Greek Week remained, including the
He said that he was told by administrasport competitions, the talent show and tion that the Belly Flop was canceled bethe Greek picnic, students were still un
cause it would send the wrong message in
happy with the cancellauons made to relation to the proper usc of the diving
the annual highlight of Greek hfeatjCU. board, rather than for liabilaty reasons.
Ryan Lynch, the treasurer of Greek
Lynch added that he was told tha t the
Council sa1d that thecancellationscame Slip 'N Slide event was ca nceled because
by the orde r of Rev. Richard P. Salmi, SJ., ad ul tsare more prone to mjury tha n young
vice-president of student affairs.
cht ldren and that they were JUSt too old to
Lynch also said that JCU administra- do such things.
tion informed the mem bers of Greek
As for the Beer Pong, Lynch scared rhar
Council, the representative board of the he could not understand why this activity
Greek organizations on campus, that was cance led 1f those participatmg in 1t
these cancellations were to be made in were of \ega\ drmkin ll, a11.c
News Edi t or

Book borrowers beware:
Thefts on rise in Grasselli
Melinda Janowcz
News Editor

Due to an increase in theft at
Grasselli Li brary, the library staff
has circulated a reminder to students, faculty and staff to protect
their belongings.
The flyer, which was posted on
March 20,states, "Today a student
lost a backpack containing her
purse, textbooks and several computer discs with important files.
It appears that they were stolen
from the library. Youarealwaysat
risk for this kind of loss. Please
keep an eye on all personal belongings."
Vivian Harris,library assistant,
said most library thefts happen
during the day and although she
has had nodirectdealing with the
thefts she still posted the reminder.
"Rathert han being so trusting,
students shouldn't carry a lot of
moneywiththem,"Harrissaid. "It
seems they tend to leave everything in their book bags, inviting
someonewalkingbytotakethem."
She said the signs were put up
around the library in an effort to
alenstudents,faculty and staff to
be more careful with their belongings.
Student library workers have
seen numerous opportunities for
theft.
Steven Capuozzo, a student
worker at Grasselli Library, said
he was in a situation recently
where a student asked him to
watch his laptop computer while
he printed out a paper in the library computer lab.
•Although I did keep an eye on
the computer, I don't feel I should

be held responsi ble for watching
the belongings of another student," Capuozzo said.
In addition,other students have
been direct\ y affected by the theft
or known a friend that has been a

"Rather than
being so trusting,
students shouldn't
carry a lot of
money with them."
Vivian Harris
victim of library theft.
Freshman Victoria Shemetillo
said, "My friend was sleeping in
the library and had her book bag,
with her wallet in it, stolen right
out from under her."
Freshman student worker,Jessica Hlucky said, "I had my wallet
with attached keys stolen when I
turned my back on them for a second."
The wallet and keys were returned but her money had been
stolen.
A security alert has been
posted at the circulation desk and
on the from doors of Grasselli reminding students to watch their
belongings.
John Carroll students, faculty
and staff need to keep in mind the
last line of the security alert, "The
responsibility is yours!"

DiCaprio passes away at 67
Melinda Janowicz
News Editor

Watching over others like a father, Nicholas S.
DiCaprio, professor of psychology at john Carroll
University, was appreciated for his warm approach
in dealing with people and· his concern for students and the progress of the university and the
psychology department. Although DiCaprio, age
67, passed away-on April 5 of cancer, his legacy
will forever live on at John Carroll.
DiCaprio joined the faculty of John Carroll as
an instructor in 1958. While at JCU he held a
variety of positions, including chairman of the
Department of Psychology from 1986 to 1994, retiring from the university as a full professor in
1997.
"Unfortunately he died before he could enjoy
his retirement," said Elmer Thames, assistant professor in psychology. "He was such a dedicated
teacher that it was difficult for him to get used to
retirement."
Before DiCapriojoined john Carroll as a professor he was a student there, earning his bachelor's
degree in social science and graduating magna
cum laude.
Upon graduation in 1954, he was honored as
"Carroll's Man of the Year" when he was presented
with the university's Beaudry Award, an honor
selected by a student vote and given to the student
who has contributed most in loyalty, academic
excellence and unusual service to the university.
He left John Carroll in order to receive his
master's and Ph.D. from Case Western Reserve
University in psychology. He soon returned and
continued to achieve n umerousotheraccomplishments.
Despite the fact that DiCaprio was born with
only two percent of his vision, and became completely blind at the age of nine, he never let his
disability stop him.
"You would never know he was blind,"Thames
said. "He did normal things. He walked home,
played the piano and gave better directions tha n
people who could see.•
His comprehensive knowledge of the John Car-

roll campus came
from his days as a
student, where he
quickly learned the
terrain by counting
all the s teps on
campus
and
memorizing the
winding campus
paths.
DiCaprio was
co-founder of the
Foresight Club, a
group of individuals with severe visual impairment
who work in sup- Nicholas DiCaprio
port of the blind.
He also developed a counseling service he
called "satiation therapy." In this process, minor
depression is treated using repetition of words
associated with painful si tuations. The treatment was written up in The]ournalofCounseling
Psychology. In addition, he wrote a number of
books and many articles.
His interests were wide-ranging. He had a
tremendous passion for those in trouble or in
need, and he was always thinking more about
others than himself.
Frances Ross, departmental secretary of psychology said, "You can't say enough good things
about Dr. DiCaprio. He always thought of other
peoplefirst, which is such an unusualtraitin this
day and age."
Funeral services were attended by the administration, university faculty, staff, students and
lifelong friends and family.
NicholasSantilli,assistant professor and chairperson of psychology said, "He was a very kind
and compassionate man, he putJohn Carroll students first. He was blind his entire life but the
accomplishments in his career were more than
he could ever dream of."
There will be a Psychology Alumni Dinner

see DICAPRIO, page 3
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INIEW:£ JEIRJEIFS I
Project H.O.P.E. kicks off Friday
JCU students will begin the fourth annual
project H.O.P.E.at 11 a.m . on Friday at Wasmer Field.
This event is orginized and run by JCU students.
The day will be filled with sports competition
among developmentally disabled young people. The
event has grown considerably in its four year
existance. The day's opening ceremonies will feature University Heights Mayor, Beryl Rothschild.
There will be a complimentary luch for all project
H.O.P.E. participants.

Danford Award goes to Bridget Maloney
This year's Danford Award, which honors an
outstanding student in the field of Campus Ministry on a voulenteer basis, was awarded to senior
Bridget Maloney. Maloney has done an extraordinary job in the numerous events that she has participated in. She has been involved with many activities including: Campus Ministry Antioch retreats, tutoring at Mary B. Martin School, visiting
HIV I AIDS patients, Project H.O.P.E. and F.O.CUS"
campus liturgies and Meals on Wheels. The award
is comprised of an engraved plaque and a cash presentation. The recipient was selected by the Campus Ministry Team which consists of Maloney's
peers who work with her.

Talent/Fashion Show to Commemorate
Sharib Pitts
Mark Spain from WJW-TVB, will host a talent and fashion show on Friday April25. The event
will be sponsored by BUSA (Black United Student
Association)
will award a
to a
s hip
in memory of Sharika Pins, a Cleveland
woman who was killed because of domestic violence. Call Arika Walker, the community director
of BUSA, at 397-5240 for more information about
the event

Cimpennan Seardlina For Campain
Support mel Help
joe Omperman. 27 , is running for the Oty
Council of Cleveland, East 74th and Superior district. He is concerned with juvenile crime and drug
abuse, and he encourages everyone to get involved
in world politics. Current! y he is looking for campaign volunteers for the nonpartisan race. Call6876772 if you would like to help.

Environmental Grant awarded tojCU
john Carroll University and the Cleveland
Commission on Catholic Community Action received a $1,500 grant from the United States Cat holic Conference Environmental]ustice Program. The
grant was awarded for the SHARE (Student Helpers
and Advocates for Renewing the Earth) Team proposal. The SHARE Team will conduct an afterschool program involving middle school-age students, who will use satellite imagery to study the
environmental impacts of urban development and
pollution.

Ed Klein
Staff Reporter
"TheJesuit University in Cleveland," the new motto of john Carroll University, reminds the communitythatJCUcontinuestoeducate students in the tradition of St.
Ignatius. Thistraditionof spirituality will be highlighted during
jesuit Awareness Week.
Jesuit Awareness Week, spon-

urhe aim [of Jesuit

not only for a career, but for life.
Grounded in the spirituality
and enlightenment of the Spiri tual Exercises, jesuit education
seeks to develop the whole person,
Fanning said.
According to jesuit readings,
education was an accident for the
fledgling order, but soon became
the proper niche to compliment
Ignatius' vision of missionaries in
distant and exotic lands.
Well-edu cated indi viduals able to
communicate
Dan Rel·m , SJ.. well and exist
indepen dently were
necessary for mission work. The
earlyJesuits established schools for
their own novices, but were soon
asked to accept sons of the local
families.
Rev. Arthur Madigan, SJ said
that jesuit spirituality "tries toestablish a closeness to God through
prayerful, contemplative action"
However, with the presence of
jesuits diminishing on campus,
questions arise as to the future of
the educational tradition at john
Carroll University. Rev. Peter

education] Is the students."
Rev.
so red by theJUSTlCE com mittee,
will begin on Monday, April 21 ,
and conclude on Thursday at 7
p.m., with mass in the Rodman
Hall chapel.
Comprised of students attemptingtoengagein the !gnat ian
life of faith in action and thejesuit
spirituality on campus, the group
wishes to accent the jesuit mission of a service of faith and a promotion of justice for the greater
glory of God.
According to Tim Hanchin, a
member of jUSTICE and future
member of the jesuit Volunteer
Corps (]VC), during lunch and
dinner hours on April2l, there will
be a table in the Atrium with information about the protest held
at the School of the Americas at
Fort Benning, Georgia this year.
He said thatsornejohnCarroll
students, including Tim Brainard,
justin Rodgers and himself, traveled to the
training facilcitizens and protested the funding, training and establishment of
U.S. supported military governments in Central America. The
Mission, a dramatic film of the
early missionary work of theSociet y of jesus in South America, will
be shown at 8 p.m. on April22 in
the Wolf and Pot.
Hanchin added that members
of the Carroll community who
have participated in service acti vities are invited to gather from 5:307 p.m. in the Facuity Dining Room
on April 23 for an evening of reflection and prayer, followed by a
simple meal.
As Tom Fanning, director of
admissions said, lgnatian education provides ·a breadth and
depth" to the individual's development, which trains the student

Hans-Kolvenbach, SJ, superior
general of the Society of jesus, announced at a gathering of jesuit
educators at Georgetown University in June of 1989, "Our education runs the risk of remaining
cerebral , not fully human in its
quest for God's love and guidance."
A great desire to continue the
jesuit tradition of educational excellence at John Carroll remains,
evidenced by Rev. Francis Smith,
SJ, assistant to the president fo r
the University Mission. Smith
moderates the changing notion of
the University with society while
retaining the University's Jesuit
intent. "The hope is that the ideals
of the jesuit tradition have been
imparted to the lay faculty and
staff," Smith said.
Whether it bejesuitsor lay individuals, one thing remains the
same. Rev. Dan Reim, SJ., said "the
aim [of]esuiteducationl is the students," and continuing the understanding that being action-oriented is forthe benefit of the individual, the community and God.
Fanning added that education,
not for the sake of education, but
rather for the growth of the student as a whole person is the intent of Jesuit education.

Ohio grant to finally ·be
fully funded
Denise Glaros
News Editor

After efforts of john Carroll
Uni versi ty student lobbyists, the
OhioStudentChoiceGrant, which
to allJCU students from

juniors Nicole Koch and Annie
Slota.
Their roles in the event were to
call on legislators and a trend legislativesessionsof the Ohio House
and Senate.

rience
state capiper
1998-99 academic year. This ap- tal] because we were able to meet
propria tion makes the grant fully with representatives within the
funded fort he first time in overlO · Carroll community as well as in
years. Gov. George Voinovich's our own homedistricts,"Slotasaid.
original proposed budget would
She added that in these meetnot have done so.
ings,she was able to "stress the fact
In order to lobby legislators for that the money is needed in order
this increased grant fundi ng,jerry to continue our college educaSheehan, director of public affairs, tions."
accompaniedseveralJCUstudents
According to Ohio state law, the
to Columbus on March 12. These Student Choice Grant is permitstudents were asked to go because ted toequal25 percent of the total
they demonstrate financial need instructionalsubsidygiven tostuand rely on funding from the state dentsin public universities, so this
to supplement their education.
grant becomes an intermediary
Those john Carroll students between public and private colleparticipating in the Association giate education.
of Independent Colleges and UniThe Ohio General Assembly
versities of Ohio's annual Student must first pass the budget, though,
Lobby Day were seniors Timothy and send it to Voinovich for his
BrainardandjamesCarpenterand signature before july L

Singing with the boys..
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Kelly named Distinguished Faculty
Joe Nowak
Staff Reporter
joseph Kelly, professor of religious studies and a 25-year mem ber of the john Carroll faculty is
the 1997 recipient of the Distinguis hed Faculty Award.
The honor is given annually to
a faculty member who exemplifi es quality classroom perfor mance, a balanced contribution
toscholarship,comm unityservice
and dedication to the spirit of Jesuit ed uca tion.
Kelly is only the second person
from the religiousst udiesdepan ment to win the Award .
As a graduate of Boston College, with a master's degree from
Fordham University, Kelly came
tojohn Carroll in1972. He has been
a professor in religious studies
since 1982, and he also served as
the department's cha ir f rom_l98595.
In his25yearsat the university,
he has ta ught the introductory
courses in religious studies and
specialized courses in church history and the history of evil.
Extensively involved in work
outside the university, Kelly has
written s ix books and over 50
scholarly articles in early church
history. He isalsodeeply involved
in The McGinty Foundation and
The Shaker Lakes Nature Center,
twoed ucational and environmental founda tions within the com munity.
"I amobviouslydelighted to be
named for the award," Kelly said.
"All fac ulty members try to do a
lot and it's good to be recognized
for your accomplishments."
Th e awa rd will be prese nted to

Kelly·ar the 'Cortunentemei'it' eel"
emonieson May 18. He will lead

the Commencement procession,
carryingtheschool mace, and will
also address the graduates at the
sum mer Commencement on September 5.
Kelly said the award is a standard of honor for any department
and that it recognizes excellence
in a variety of areas.
"It's important to remember

Joseph Kelly
that this award includes service in
and out of the university and
people do not always see the outside work the faculty of ten does,"
Kelly said.
Fellow department member,
Pa ul Lauritzen, nominated K_elly
for the award and also collected
recommendations from a number
of different sources.
Lauritzen said the nomination
is an appropriate way to commemorate Kelly's years at Carroll .
'TKellyl exem plifies what the
i"Wmf'1J' lfM~ftt'8 'tt! fti:1ftor,
Lauritzen said. "He brings

strength in a number of different
areas: teachmg, scholarship and
service, and he is extremely popular in the classroom."
Lauritzen also added, "!think
Kelly winning the award is a sign
of recognition on the university's
part for an outstandmg contribution to university life. The award
is the highest honor bestowed."
The current chairperson of the
department, Rev. Thomas
Schubeck, SJ., also said that Kelly
is a worthy recipient of the honor.
"Kelly brings a professional,
scholarly mind to the university
and he is very loyal to the school
as well ," Schubek said . "He is a
premier researcher, excellent
teacher and ver ypopularwithstudents and faculty."
Schubek added that Kelly
se rves the university in a number
of ways, and that he obviously
does a lot of things for the school
and the community.
"He really does well in all areas," Schubek said. "Dr. Kelly winning t he award confirms my perception that we have a strong
teaching faculty here at John Carroll."
Kelly plans to continue to be
in charge of the first-year seminar
coursesforfreshman and he would
also like to write two more books
in the near future.
"Also, I would like to perfect
more advanced teaching methods," Kelly said. "I would like to
finish my career here at john Carroll because I find the students to
beextremel y bright and well-prepared."
"l could not have won the honor
tt and encour-

Home Sweet Ho)me ~
.o o
(Or so they say . . .

ELL]

News Real Estate Agency.

Pacelli Hall:

Dolan Hall:

All male. First and ground floors will

All female, third floor uppen:lass

be for freshmen. lba basement and

woman.
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GREEKS
continued from page 1
Salmi added that thedignityof
a human being is important Regarding the Polish Boy eating contest, he said "lt seems rather odd to
stuff two polish dogs down your
throat, run around and expect not
to throw up." I question how eating Polish Boy's is consis tent with
the university," he said.
"!can't give my approval to ac tivities that might endanger students or leave them open and li able for injury," Salmi said . "I hope
they would concentrate on those
more healthyactiviriesor perhaps
more com petiti vega mes that don't
require so much risk."
ln addition to the actions leading up w the cancellation of the
three events, Greek Week suffe red
another blow when junior j ason
Hetterscheidt wasadmonished by
administra tion for his re ndH1on
of AdamSandler's"TheChanukah
Song" at the talent show on April
9.
Hetterscheidtsaid that he sang
thesongsi mpl y forenrertainment
reasons and that he never expected
to win second place. He added
that he did not think the song was
Ami-Semitic in any way since
Sandler himself isjewish,and that
it actual !y praises the]ewish faith .
"1 wast hreatened to be placed
on social probation, which means
that next year, I would not be allowed to have anything to do with
Greek Week or my fraternity."
Hetterscheidt said. He added that
he has not heard anything about
the probation since he was first
threatened last week.
Hetterscheidt said that he was
threatened w\th punitive actions
b

admit~istrauon

<h e da)' after

letters to the seven judges of the
event regarding their awarding
him second place.
Hetterscheidt responded by replacing his act for the Lip Sync
con test on AprillO with the readingof the First Amendment to the
U.S. Consti tution, which offers
freedom of speech.
He said it would be more effective to make such a statement instead of letting the actions of the
week go unaddressed.
NotonlydidmembersofGreek
Council publicly express their
anger towards the turn of events
wah Greek Week, but others such
as Michelle Pesce, treasurer of the
class of l997,spokeof her feelings
toward student life in general.
"ln my four years at john Carroll, it seems as if the adm inistration is always taking something
away from the students," Pesce
said. "Instead of taking a step for-

third noon wAI be ftlruppen:lassmen.

Senior yearbook portraits to be taken
The class of 1998 can now sign up for their senior yearbook portraits in the Student life office.
The sign -ups began earlier this week and go through
tomorrow. Portraits will be taken next week in the
President's Dining Room.

East Hall (Hamlin):

lhe BarRet ..... af lluHdlng will be

Co-educational, upperclass.

caeducatlanll heullng.

Sutowskl Hall:

Murphy Hall~

Co-educational, open housing. First

Coeducational freshman.

noor men's: smoke-free.

BemetHalt

Campion Hall:

Newsbriefs compiled by Michael
McMahon, staff reporter.

Coeducational, upperclass.

year. WUI reopen as caaducatlonal

Rodman Hall:

for the first time, In apartment-

Coeducational, upperclass.

style.

Special: Sign up for a room today and automatically receive your
Members of one of JClls fraternities give it their all during the Greek Week
talent show last week.

choice of meal plans from ManiottJ

ward, we just end up where we
started from."
Pesce added that Greek Week is
one of those events where students
have the opportunity to be free
and theca ncellationof some of its
events exemplifies the empowerment of the adminisuanon and
the apathy of the student body.
"It's an us versus them mentality." Pesce said.
Salmi commented that just because there is a Greek Week, does
not mean that students can do
whatever they want to. He then
questioned what the actual purpose in Greek Week was.
Gina DeGennaro, the vicepresident of Greek Council and
member of the Pi Sigma Phisorority,sa id that"the purpose of Greek
Week is to unite st udents, bring
the student body toge ther and
show off talents."
She added that the profits from
thisform of entertai nmenta nd fun
wenttoagoodcause. DeGennaro
said they raised $1,100 10 be donated tot he Make a Wish Foundation, and the 420 canned goods
they collected would go to the
Epiphany Hunger Center.
"There is nothing on this cam pus that draws this big of a crowd
[on consecutive daysl." said Brian
Goodremont, the secretary of
Greek Council and member of
Delta Kappa Sigma.
Although Ly nch expressed the
problem of this year's Greek Week
and its coordination with wean ness because of its rumored cancellation in the fu[Ure, he said he
hoped future students will have
enough initiative and desire to
keep this tradition going.
"We were a whole new Gree k
Board this ye;~r," \letters h idt
Lynch stated that there were
difficulties with the production
of Greek Week because of confli tingevents,suchastheplay rimes
of the Heart" be ing produced in
Kulas Auditorium and Senior
Week occurring at the same time.
He added that conflicts in trying to straighten matters out and
the "one-sided discussions" with
administration led to some organizational problems in planning
Greek Week.
Through all the confusion of
Greek Week, resolutions on both
sides of the argument were made.
"I have learned that Greek
Council needs to work more
closely with the university," Salmi
said.
"Wealsohope to be able to work
closer with the school and plan
ahead more so that we have time
to meet and discuss any problems,"
Lynch said.

DICAPRIO
continued from page 1
April 24, in the DJ. Lombardo
Student Center, to honor DiCaprio
with a distinguished award from
his department.
DiCaprio loved the outdoors,
good friends, good food and good
conversation. Children would
flock to him , sitting enraptured
while he told them stories.
During DiCaprio's illness, his
biggest concern was for his wife
and how she wouldgetalong without him.
DiCaprio was an extremely
family oriemed person. He is survived by his wife, Rita (nee
La usc he); his son, Paul (wife Zoya
Kashanchi); hisdaughter, Laureen
Kinkopf (husband Timothy);'and
two grandchildren.

New York

Times just
isn't good
enough ..

Read The Carroll News.
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Project H.O.P.E. kicks off Friday
JCU students will begin the fourth annual
project H.O.PE.at 11 a.m . on Friday at Wasmer Field.
This event is orginized and run by JCU students.
The day will be filled with sports competition
among developmentaH y disabled young people. The
event has grown considerably in its four year
existance. The day's opening ceremonies will feature University Heights Mayor, Beryl Rothschild.
There will be a complimentary luch for all project
H.O.P.E. participants.

Danford Award goes to Bridget Maloney
This year's Danford Award, which honors an
outstanding student in the field of Campus Ministry on a voulenteer basis, was awarded to senior
Bridget Maloney. Maloney has done an extraordinary job in the numerous events that she has participated in. She has been involved with many activities including: Campus Ministry Antioch retreats, tutoring at Mary B. Martin School, visiting
HIV I AIDS patients, Project H.O.P.E. and F.O.C.U.S.,
campus liturgies and Meals on Wheels. The award
is comprised of an engraved plaque and a cash presentation. The recipient was selected by the Campus Ministry Team which consists of Maloney's
peers who work with her.

Talent/Fashion Show to Commemorate
Sharika Pitts
Mark Spain from WJW-TV8, will host a talent and fashion show on Friday April25. The event
will be sponsored by BUSA (Black United Student
Association) and
award a
to a

ship is in memory of Sharika Pires, a Cleveland
woman who was killed because of domestic violence. Call Arika Walker, the community director
of BUSA, at 397-5240 for more information about
the event.

Cimpcnnan Searchiq For Cam.pain

Support ad Help

Joe Omperman, 27 , is running for the City
Council of Cleveland, East 74th and Superior district. He is concerned with juvenile crime and drug
abuse, and he encourages everyone to get involved
in world politics. Currently he is looking for campaign volunteers for the nonpartisan race. Call6876772 if you would like to help.

Enviroumental Grant awarded tojCU
john Carroll University and the Cleveland
Commission on Catholic Community Action received a $1,500 grant from the United States Catholic Conference Environmental justice Program. The
grant was awarded for the SHARE (Student Helpers
and Advocates for Renewing the Earth) Team proposal. The SHARE Team will conduct an afterschool program involving middle school-age students, who will use satellite imagery to study the
environmental impacts of urban development and
pollution.

Ed Klein
Staff Reporter

"Thejesuit University in Cleveland," the new motto of john Carroll University, reminds thecommunitythatjCUcontinuestoeducatestudents in the tradition of St.
Ignatius. Thistraditionof spirituality will be highlighted during
jesuit Awareness Week.
jesuit Awareness Week, spon44

The aim [of Jesuit

not only for a career, but for life.
Grounded in the spirituality
and enlightenment of the Spiritual Exercises, jesuit education
seeks to develop the whole person,
Fanning said.
According to Jesuit readings,
education was an accident for the
fledgling order, but soon became
the proper niche to compliment
Ignatius' vision of missionaries in
distant and exotic lands.
Well-edu cated individuals able to
communicate
Da n Rel·m , SJ.. well and exist
independently were
necessary for mission work. The
earlyjesuits established schools for
their own novices, but were soon
asked to accept sons of the local
families.
Rev. Arthur Madigan, SJ. said
thatjesuit spirituahty"tries toestablish a closeness to God through
prayerful, contemplative action."
However, with the presence of
jesuits diminishing on campus,
questions arise as to the future of
the educational tradition at john
Carroll University. Rev. Peter

education} Is the students."
Rev.
so red by the jUSTICE committee,
will begin on Monday, April 21,
and conclude on Thursday at 7
p.m., with mass in the Rodman
Hall chapel.
Comprised of students attempting to engage in the lgna tian
life of faith in action and the jesuit
spirituality on campus, the group
wishes to accent the jesuit m ission of a service of faith and a promotion of justice for the greater
glory of God.
According to Tim Hanchin, a
member of JUSTICE and future
member of the jesuit Volunteer
Corps UVC), during lunch and
dinner hours on April21, there will
be a table in the Atrium with informat ion about the protest held
at the School of the Americas at
Fort Benning, Georgia this year.
He said that some john Carroll
students, including Tim Brainard,
justin Rodgers and himself, travtrainingfacileled to the · ·
ns and protested the funding, training and establishment of
U.S. supported military governments in Central America. The
Mission, a dramatic film of the
early missionary work of the Society of Jesus in South America, will
be shown at 8 p.m. on April22 in
the Wolf and Pot.
Hanchin added that members
of the Carroll community who
have participated in service activitiesare invited to gather from 5:307 p.m. in the Faculty Dining Room
on April 23 for an evening of reflection and prayer, followed by a
simple meal.
As Tom Fanning, director of
admissions said, lgnatian education provides "a breadth and
depth" to the individual's development, which trains the student

Hans-Kolvenbach, Sj., superior
general of the Society of Jesus, announced at a gathering of Jesuit
educators at Georgetown University in June of 1989, "Our education runs the risk of remaining
cerebral, not fully human in its
quest for God's love and guidance.·
A great desire to continue the
Jesuit tradition of educational excellence at John Carroll remains,
evidenced by Rev. Francis Smith,
Sj., assistant to the president for
the University Mission. Smith
moderates the changing notion of
the University with society while
retaining the University's jesuit
intent. "The hope is that the ideals
of the jesuit tradition have been
imparted to the lay faculty and
staff," Smith said.
Whether it be jesuits or lay individuals, one thing remains the
same. Rev. Dan Reim, SJ, said "the
aim (of]esui teducation] is the students," and continuing the understan ding that being action-oriented is for the benefit of the individual, the community and God.
Fanningaddedthateducation,
not for the sake of education, but
rather for the growth of the student as a whole person is the intent of Jesuit education.

Ohio grant to finally ·be
fully funded
Denise Glaros
News Editor

After efforts of john Carroll
University student lobbyists, the
OhioStudemChoiceGrant, which
to all JCU students from

juniors Nicole Koch and Annie
Slota.
Their roles in the event were to
call on legislators and attend legislativesessionsof the Ohio House
and Senate.

to$923per
rience
state capi1998-99 academic year. This ap- tall because we were able to meet
propriation makes the grant fully with representatives within the
funded for the first time in over 10 · Carroll community as well as in
years. Gov. George Voinovich's our own homedistricts,"Slotasaid.
original proposed budget would
She added that in these meetnot have done so.
ings,shewasable to "stress the fact
In order to lobby legislators for that the money is needed in order
this increased grant funding, jerry to continue our college educaSheehan, d irectorof public affairs, tions."
accom paniedseveraljCU students
According toOhiostate law, the
to Columbus on March 12. These Student Choice Grant is permitstudents were asked to go because ted toequall5 percent of the total
they demonstrate financial need instructional subsidy given to stuand rely on funding from the state dents in public universities, so this
to supplement their education.
grant becomes an intermediary
Those john Carroll students between public and private colleparticipating in the Association giate education.
of Independent Colleges and UniThe Ohio General Assembly
versities of Ohios annual Student must first pass the budget, though,
Lobby Day were seniors Timothy and send it to Voinovich for his
BrainardandjamesCarpenterand signature before july l.

Singing with the boys..

Senior yearbook portraits to be taken
The class of 1998 can now sign up for their senior yearbook portraits in the Student Life office.
The sign-ups began earlier this week and go through
romorrow. Portraits will be taken next week in the
President's Dining Room.
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Kelly named Distinguished Faculty
Joe Nowak

the Commencement procession,
carryingtheschoolmace,and will
also address the graduates at the
summer Commencement on September 5.
Kelly said the award is a standard of honorfor any department
and that it recognizes excellence
in a variety of areas.
"It's important to remember

Staff Reporter

joseph Kelly, professor of reli gious studies and a 25-year member of the john Carroll faculty is
the l997 recipient of the Distinguished Faculty Award .
The honor is given annually to
a faculty member who exemplifies quality classroom performance, a balanced contribution
toscholarship,communityservice
and dedication to the spirit of Jesuit education.
Kell yisonly the second person
from the religious studies depanmemto win the Award.
As a graduate of Boston College, with a master's degree from
Fordham University, Kelly came
tojohnCarroll inl972. He has been
a professor in religious studies
since 1982, and he also served as
thedepartmem'schair fromJ98595.
In his25yearsat the university,
he has taught the introductory
courses in religious stud ies and
spec ialized courses in church history and the history of evi l.
Extensively involved in work
outside the university, Kelly has
written six books and over 50
sc holarly articles in early church
history. He isalsodeeply involved
in The McGinty Foundation and
The Shaker Lakes Nature Center,
twoeducationalandenvironmental foundations within the community.
"lam obviouslydelighted to be
named for the award," Kelly said.
"A ll faculty members try to do a
lot and it's good to be recognized
for your accomplishments."
The award w ill be prese nted to

_.,, "l\ell yat'the'Cotnrneritemefit' cer<
emonies on May 18. He will lead

that this award includes service in
and out of the university and
people do not always see the outside work the faculty often does,"
Kelly said.
Fellow department member,
Paul Lauritzen, nominated K_elly
for the award and also collected
recommendations from a number
of different sources.
Lauritzen said the nomination
is an appropriate way to commemorate Kelly's years at Carroll
"!Kelly! exem phfies what the
-awntf"'i~ tfHtgw'e'd' 'to''lttlflor,

Lauritzen said.

"He brings

strength in a number of different
areas: teaching, scholarship and
service, and he is extremely popular in the classroom."
Lauritzen also added, "I think
Kelly winning rhe award is a sign
of recognition on the university's
part for an outstanding contribution to university life. The award
is the highest honor bestowed."
The current chairperson of the
department, Rev. Thomas
Schubeck, SJ., also said that Kelly
is a worthy recipient of the honor.
"Kelly brings a professional,
scholarly mind to the university
and he is very loyal to the school
as well," Schubek said. "He is a
premier researcher. excellent
teacher and very popularwithsrudents and faculty. "
Schubek added that Kelly
serves the university in a number
of ways, and rhat he obviously
does a lot of things for the school
and the community.
"He really does well in all areas,"Schubeksaid. "Dr. Kelly winning the award confirms my perception that we have a strong
teaching faculty hereatjohn Carroll."
Kelly plans to continue to be
in charge of the first-year seminar
coursesforfreshmanand he would
also like to write two more books
in the near future.
"Also, I would like to perfect
more advanced teaching methods," Kelly said. "I would like to
finish my career here at]ohn Carroll because r find the students to
be extremely bright and well-prepared."
"I could not have won 1he honor
without the su

ligi!ltl
"So many deserve credit."
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Members of one of JCtfs fraternities give it their all dl.ling the Greek Week
talent show last week.
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GREEKS
continued from page 1
Salmi added that thedignityof
a human being is important. Regarding the Polish Boy eating contest, he said "lt seems rather odd to
stuff two polish dogs down your
throa t, run around and expect not
to throw up." I question how eating Polish Boy's is consistent with
the university," he said.
"lcan'tgive my approval to activ ities that might endanger students or leave them open and liable for injury," Salmi said. "I hope
they would concentrate on those
more healthyactivitiesor perhaps
morecompetitivcgamesthatdon't
require so much mk."
In addition to the actions leading up to the cancellation of the
three events, Greek Week suffered
another blow when Junior jason
Hetterscheidt was admonished by
administration for his rendition
of AdamSandler's"TheChanukah
Song" at the talent show on April
9.
Hettcrscheidtsaid that he sang
thesongstmplyforentenainment
reasons and that he neverexpected
to win second place. He added
that he did not think the song was
Anti-Semitic in any way since
Sandler himself isjewish ,a nd that
itactuallypraisestheJewish faith
"I was threatened to be placed
on socia l probation, which means
that next year, I would not be allowed to haveanythingtodowtth
Greek Week or my fraternity,"
Hetterscheidt said. He added that
he has not heard anything about
the probation smce he was first
threatened last week.
Hetterscheidt said that he was
threatened with puniuve actions
by ad mm•snat•on the d a

ward, we just end up where we
started from."
Pesce added that Greek Week is
one of those events where students
have the opportunity to be free
and the ca·ncellationof some of its
events exemplifies the empowerment of the administration and
the apathy of the student body.
"It's an us versus them mentality," Pesce said.
Salmi commented that just because there is a Greek Week, does
not mean that students can do
whatever they want to. He then
questioned what the actual purpose in Greek Week was.
Gina DeGennaro, the vice president of Greek Council and
member of the Pi Sigma Phi sorortty,said that "the purpose of Greek
Week is to unite students, bring
the student body together and
show off talents •
She added that the profits from
thisformof entertainment and fun
went to a good cause. DeGennaro
said they raised $1,100 to be donated to the Make a Wtsh Foundation, and the 420 canned goods
they collected would go to the
Epiphany Hunger Center
"There is nothing on this cam pus that draws this big of a crowd
ion cons cutivc days]," satd Bnan
Goodremont , the sec retary of
Greek Council and member of
Delta Kappa igma.
Although Lynch expressed the
problems of this year's Greek Week
and its coordination wtth weariness because of its rumored cancellation in the future, he said he
hoped future students will have
enough initiative and desire to
keep th1s tradition going.
"We were a who! new Greek

after

letters to the seven judges of the
event regarding their awarding
him second place.
Hetterscheidt responded by replacing his act for the lip Sync
contest on AprillO with the reading of the First Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution, which offers
freedom of speec h.
He said it would be more effective to make such a statement instead of letting the actions of the
week go unaddressed.
NotonlydidmembersofGreek
Council publicly express their
anger towards the turn of events
with Greek Week, but others such
as Michelle Pesce, treasurer of the
class of 1997, spoke of herfeelings
toward student life in general.
"In my four years at john Carroll, it seems as if the administration is always taking something
away from the students," Pesce
said. "Instead of taking a step for-

DICAPRIO
continued from page 1
April 24, in the OJ Lombardo
Student Center, to honor DiCaprio
with a distinguished award from
his department.
DiCaprio loved the outdoors,
good friends, good food and good
conversation. Children would
flock to him, sitting enraptured
while he told them stories.
During DiCaprio's illness, his
biggest concern was for his wife
and howshewouldgetalong without him.
DiCapno was an extremely
family oriented person. He is survived by his wife, Rita (nee
Lausche); his son, Paul ( w1fe Zoya
Kashanchi}, hisdaughter, Laureen
Kinkopf (husband Timothy); 'and
two grandchildren.

Lynch stated that there were
difficulties with the production
of Greek Week because of conflicting events,such as the play " rimes
of the Heart" being produced in
Kulas Auditorium and Senior
Week occurring at the same time.
He added that conflicts in trying to straighten matters out and
the "one -sided discussions" with
administration led to some organizational problems in planning
Greek Week.
Through all the confusion of
Greek Week, resolutions on both
sides of the argument were made.
"I have learned that Greek
Council needs to work more
closely with the university," Salmi
said.
"We a\so hope to be able to work
closer with the school and plan
ahead more so that we have time
tomeetanddiscussanyproblems,"
Lynch said.

Wben the
New York
Times just
isn't good
enough ...

Read The Carroll News.
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Pope travels to Sarajevo despite death threat
Pope John Paul, undaunted by an assasination attempt, trav·
eled to Sarajevo, Bosnia-Herzevogina on Saturday Hours before
the Pope arrived, UN officials discovered a large amount of
explosives planted underneath a bridge along the Pope's route.
Oncecarascrophe was averted, the Pope was welcomed by thousands of well-wishersin thisdtydivided by nearly four years of
civil war. 'Never again war. Never again intolerance. This is the
lesson taught by this century and millenium . ." tbe Pope declared to welcoming digniraries.

Controversy surrounds organ donations
The possibility that the two drugs used at the last minute to
keepadyingpatienr's organshealthymaybehasteningadonor's
death is currently being investigated by an Ohio county prosecutor. The proposed set of rules that would allow doctors at
the Cleveland Clinic to administer these drugs is in dispute
because they may make the pulse undetectable, even though
the patient is still alive. Although the controversy is being
sen led in a legal context with a decision still pending. emotions
surrounding the issue grow because of religious beliefs.

Indictment to remain sealed in Cosby case
The grand jury indictment against Mikail Markhasev, the
alleged slayer of Ennis Cosby, will remain sealed for another
three weeks. After this announcement, Markhasev's attorneys
needed to confer with their client's family In order to ensure
that the defendant'sfamilycould still afford the represenration
of three attorneys. Markhasev is scheduled to be arraigned in
Superior court on May 1, with a trial date as early as july.

Problems continue aboard space station Mir
Conditions aboard the deteriorating Russian space sration
Mir have NASA officials concerned for the safety of American
astronaut Jerry Linenger. Because of these conditions, congressional leaders are urging NASA to discontinue future Mir missions. linenger described problems ranging from ventilation

s
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Rebel forces threaten Zaire's capital

fop 11n signs you're readv1Draduam

sara E. Buss

1. l)bugo wcfass on a montlilfj Dasis.

Asst. Int. News & Business Editor

Over five million people in
Zaire's capita!, Kinshasa, rushed
tostockpilesuppl iesaf ter therebel
forces threatened to take over the
city last Sunday.
Pnces in Kinshasa stores have
skyrocketed, and suppliers have
declined to make deliveries in the
war torn country. Shop owners
said they are reluctant to stock the
shelves with theavailablesuppties
because they fear increasing ten sions between rebels and the
Zairian security forces
will lead to looting.
The rebels, mem bers of the Alliance of
Democratic Forces for
t he Liberation of
Congo-Zaire (A lii ance),called fora complete shutdown of the
capital last Monday,
and shop keepers prepared to close their
shops, anticipating protests.
The Alliance, led by Laurent
Kabila, paused for th ree days in
their takeover of the capital to allow President Mobutu Sese Seko
to resign with honor.
Mobutu has shown no signs of
stepping down, despite the fact
that he controls a pproxi rna tel y
half of his country. The military
governor of the capital city
pleaded with citizens to remain
calm, denouncing rumors that
Kinshasa will soon be under rebel
control. •An atmosphere of panic,
due essentially to the situation
east of our country, reigns among

Kinshasa's men and women," said
General Amela Lokima.
The problems between the two
groups began in October of 1996,
when Kabila led his troops into
South Kiva, forcing almost
800,000 refugees back to their
homelands in Rwanda and
Burundi.
Early last week , Mobutu declared a state of emergency and
ordered soldiers to arrest Prime
Minister Etienne Tshisekedi, one
of the three prime ministers of
Zaire appointed by Mobutu in the

peace negotiations, which thus far
have not yieldedanycompromise.
TheUnitedNationsresponded
to the unrest by bringing forces
performing "less than essential"
functions home from the volatile
capital city. The UN believed the
rebels have killed hundreds of civilians, including Rwandan
Hutus who sought refuge in Zaire
after the mass killings of their
people in l994.
Mobutu has been under considerable pressure to resign . The
UnitedStates has withdrawn support from the Moburu
government, and the
Clinton administration has urged Mobutu
tostepdown. Presidential Press Secretary
Mike McCurry said last
In
week that the Mobutu
government was a
Nicholas Burns
"creature of history."
The U.S. expressed
the desire to allow for a
democratic transition through an
past two weeks.
The replacement of Tshise kedi Alliance takeover, yet denied deby General Likulia Bolongo re- manding Mobutu's resignation.
sulted in violence in Kinshasa, "We do know one thing, we think
when Zairian forces randomly at- the time for dictatorship is over in
tacked and released tear gas on Zaire and the time for stability and
crowds protesting the ex-prime democracy, if democracy can be
achieved - we think that the time
minister's arrest.
Last week, while Mobutu ex- isapproaching,"said State Departpressed the desire to pursue de- ment spokesman Nicholas Burns.
Despite the U.S.' alliance with
mocracy at peace talks in South
Africa, rebels marched on Mobutu during the Cold War,
Lubumbashi and took control of Burns said the U.S. has had relathe city, the second largest in Zaire. tions with Kabila for decades, and
Both actions by the opposing par - they would encourage a democties were viewed as means to in- racywith respect for human rights
crease the power they have at the and the electoral process.

uwe do know one thing, we
think the time for dictatorship
I
. Z • ,
s over
alte.••

2. 9fmd0n. iwaituntiftliefastmittutt toaoanassypunem. 9fntwait
unti[tlie ~

Seniors count down
the days until they
enter the 'real world'
Stacy Mlros
Staff Reporter

It is tha t time of year again atjohn Carroll University. In the middle of research
papers, presentations and exams,spring has
arrived. While frantic students are coming
to the realization thatthey have three finals
(on the last day!), the students on the steps
of the Atrium areenjoying Rusted Root blaring from the windows of Pacelli Hall. The
on and off warm weather combined with
the stress of sc hool lead up to one thing for
the class of 1997. A disease that even Health
Services can't cure: senioritis.
"l can't wait to leave," said senior Sarah
Roche. "But there is so muc h to do and so
little time to do it in."
With the May 18dateof commencement
just ahead for a quarter of Carroll's students,
concentrating on classes and studying is
difficult. Those hours in the library seem
trite compared with the stress of finding a
job,findinga place to live and having to say
good-bye to friends and classmates.
"Right now, school is an infringement on
my time," said graduating se nior Katie
Callahan. "I was supposed to be studying
for a test the other morning but 1ended up
doing anything but. I was staring out the
window watching people and I wanted to
scream at the people I knew and go join
them. Afteriwenttoclass in the afternoon,
I came home and took a nap and didn't get

Kotcher, Cari
Year: Junior
Major: Communications
Hometown: Raleigh, N.C.
What do you miss most about
being at home?: Everything, but
mostly the warm weather
Favorite dance club: The
Basement in the Flats. No high
school kids and great music.

How are you going to prepare
for finals?: Sleep, and pray I don't
get sick like I have every year
If you could gi ve all of your

money to one charity, which
would it be?: Probably the
Humane Society, because I love
animals.
Biggest pet peeve: People who

~--~~~~~~~~~~. .~~~ ,~~. .~~t~.~~M&~~~.
Meagan Lynch

\\<brld Briefs wen compiled by Meagan Lynch, In!. News &
Business Editor and Sara Buss and Shane Subler, Asst. Int. News
& Business Editors, with the aid of wire sources.

Jhe John Carroll University
Department of
Communications

presents

Int. News & Business Editor

In an abruptshif t, Republicans
on the House committee responsible for investigating questionable campaign fund-raising practices told the media Ia te last week
that they would widen their scope
to include Republican political
campaigns.
The reversal came after requests by Democrats to be allowed
to inquire into campaign funding
for the Republicans. Representative Da n Burton of Indiana, chairman of the House committee, has
insisted for weeks that the inquiry
be limited to the Clinton White
House and the Democratic National Committee.
The Senate voted last month to
expand its inquiry to examine
improper and illegal campaign
activities in the legislative and
executive branches, including le-

gal fund -raising practices that
have been widely criticized.
Several lawmakers told the media that Burton and other Republican leaders on the House committee grudgingly agreed to take
their investigation wherever the
evidence warranted.
Democrats have already issued
10 new subpoenas to groups that
they think might have abused their
tax -exempt status to help Republicans. The subpoenas represent
the first efforts by Congressional
investigators to look at Republican campaign finance practice.
Until this action, Democrats received more than 60 of the
committee's subpoenas, while the
Republicans received only two,
releasing frequent complaints of
partisanship by Democratic committee members.
Representative Mark Sanford, a
South Carolina Republican who

Safety Clerk Opening

By Beth Henley
Directed by Martin Friedman

Kulas Auditorium
Apri/11, 12, 17, 18,19 I 8:00p.m.
April 20 I 2:00p.m.
For Ticket Information Call:
397-4428
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SYSCO Food Services of Cleveland, Inc, has a
part-time opening for a Safety Clerk. ·Must be
able to prioratize multiple activities in a fast
paced environment and have excellent communication skills. Accuracy and attention to
detail is required. Experience with work
processing and spreadsheet software,
Window's Word Perfect and QuatroPro preferred. Apply in person Monday-Friday from
8:30a.m. to 4:00 p.m. or send resume includ·
ing salary requirements to:
SYSCO Food Seroices of Clet~eland lnc.
22801 Aurora Road· SC
Bedford Hts., Ohio 44146
No phone inquiries accepted. EEO/AA

supports a wider scope, told the
media in an interview that ,"What
the American public wants is not
a witch hunt but a broad look at
wrongdoing, wherever that is."
Although the Republican-led
committee now acknowledges
that it has jurisdiction to investigate the legislative branch, this
does not mean that it will necessarily do so. Several Republicans
have told the media that the
committee's main focus will continue to be on the Clinton Administration and Democratic wrongdoing.
In a statement to the media,
Representative John McHugh, a
New York Repu blican,said,"Idon't
want to prejudge where we'll go,
and l'm not ruling anything out ,
but the preponderance of evidence is substantively at the
White House."
Campaign finance reformists
told the media of their longtime
criticisms of the role of nonprofit
groups in political campaigns.
Theysaythepracticesof sometaxexemptgroupshaveconstituteda
"shadow campaign" that enabled
donors to escape disclosure and
allowed candidates to receive assistance from hidden funds.
Investigations into fund-raising efforts of any campaign remain complicated. Representative Henry A. Waxman of California, thecommittee'stopDemocrat,
said in a statement to the media
that, "There is still a lot that's ambiguous and unresolved."
The full committee is scheduled to meet today to discuss the
investigation's scope and also the
procedures for issuing subpoenas
and releasing confidential information. Senior Republicans cautioned, however, that lawmakers
were still in the process of finetuning the language of these provisions.
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Callahan also said that everyone seems
too busy trying ro figure out their lives to
actually enjoy their senior year.
"We'resupposed to be grown upandsupposed to be having fun , but everything is
hanging over our heads," Callahan said.
john Prestegiacomo is alsos ufferi ng from
a lack of focus. "1am more concerned with
finding a job," he said . "But I am not as bad
as some seniors I know with not being able
to concentrate. I may not be able to pay
attention in class, but at least I go."
Jamie Morris said that he has a "terminal

case" of senioritis. "I'm just tired of classes
and tired of the university," he said . "When
people ask me if I am ready for the real
world, I tell them I am already in the real
world. 1am ready to graduate."
Roche also expressed her concern for the
future. "l t is scary because once we get out,
we are slartingall over at the bottom of the
heap again."
Senior jay Coles claimed to be the "king
of senioritis," and expresses an opinion
shared by many seniors. ·1 invented
senioritis," he said. "I am just glad l never
have to fill out another APR."

~~~=====-==~~

ALLJCUSTUDENTSARE
INVITED TO ATTEND

Project H.O.P.E
Friday, April 18, from
10:30 a.m-1:30 p.m. on
Wasmer Field.
So whether you're looking for
This WISOR, Sea World is bringing a
whole new dimension to Summer jobs: a 1ltde extra spending money, getting
a jump on college cash. or just want to
our new for '97 3-D·PLUS Movi<e
Adventure, "Pirates!" It's the only thing
b'ke tt anywhere around, so it's SW'e to
make thls summer even honer than
ever! Positions include:
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And we've still got all the regular cool
reasons to join your friends- or make
new ones!- at Sea World: fne tlcbla,

''Boola :Btldlo",., .....,_,I'm
tmlforma, JIUl moho mt, , _ ,
a:ptcf

M.

_

.....
.........)._..7.................

hang with some real characters, come
make a splash with us.

..,.._.~,1

Please apply on site at II 00 Sea World
Ddve, Aurora, Ohio 44202.
I I .........
Mondays, Wednesdays 8: Fridays:
10.00 arn-4 :30 prn

i=

p~Thursdays~
:

Satutdays·
9:00 arn-12:00 noon

Sea~

SUPPORT THE
STUDENTS FROM
FOUR CLEVELAND
SCHOOLS WHO WILL
BE PARTAKING IN
THE DAYG

For more Information. pka~ call our
OF OHIO
Job Une at : {216) 562-8101 or I-~3·SHAMU
Sa Wodd ts rm AMnxr-Busch 'Ihent Pwk and .. Equtil Opportanly f..mJ:bru WIFION.
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Pope travels to Sarajevo despite death threat
Pope john Paul, undaunted by an assasinationattempt,traveled to Sarajevo, Bosnia-Herzevogina on Saturday. Hours before
the Pope arrived, UN officials discovered a large amount of
explosives planted underneath a bridge along the Pope's route.
Once catastrophe was averted, the Pope was welcomed by thousandsof well-wishers in thiscitydivided bynearlyfouryearsof
civil war. 'Never again war. Never again intolerance. This is the
lesson taught by this century and millenium .. .' the Pope declared to welcoming dignitaries.

Controversy surrounds organ donations
The possibility that the two drugs used ar the last minute to
keepadyingpatient'sorganshealthymaybehasteningadonor's
death is currently being investigated by an Ohio county prosecutor. The proposed set of rules that would allow doctors at
the Cleveland Clinic to administer these drugs is in dispute
because they may make the pulse undetectable, even though
the patient is still alive. Although the controversy is being
settled in a legal context with a decision still pending. emotions
surrounding the issue grow because of religious beliefs.

Indictment to remain sealed in Cosby case
The grand jury indictment against Mikail Markhasev, the
alleged slayer of Ennis Cosby, will remain sealed for another
three weeks. After this announcement, Markhasev's attorneys
needed to confer with their client's family In order to ensure
that the defendant's family could still afford the representation
of three auorneys. Markhasev is scheduled to be arraigned in
Superior court on May l, with a trial date as early as july.

Problems continue aboard space station Mir
Conditions aboard the deteriorating Russian space station
Mir have NASA officials concerned for the safety of American
astronaut jerry Linenget Because of these conditions, congressional leaders are urging NASA to discontinue future M ir missions. Linenger described problems ranging from ventilation

s

The John urro/1 University
Department of
Communications

presents

Directed by Martin Friedman
Kulas Auditorium
Apri/11,12,17,18, 19/8:00 p.m.

Apri/20 I 2:00p.m.
For Ticket lnfonnation Call:
397-4428
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Top fen signs you're t?ady1owaduafl

Sara E. Buss

1. 9{Jugo tc cfass on a 1TUJ1ttli#J basis.

Asst. Int. News & Business Editor

Over five million people in
Zaire's capital, Kinshasa, rushed
to stock pile supplies after therebel
forces threatened to take over 1he
city last Sunday.
Prices in Kinshasa stores have
skyrocketed, and suppliers have
declined to make deliveries in the
war torn country. Shop owners
said they are reluctant to stock the
shelves with theavailablesupplies
because they fear increasing tensions between rebels and the
Zairian security forces
will lead to looting.
The rebels, mem~~we
bersof the Alliance of
Democratic Forces for
the Liberation of
Congo-Zaire (Alliance>.calledforacomplete shutdown of the
capital last Monday,
and shop keepers prepared to close their
shops, anticipating protests.
The Alliance , led by Laurent
Kabila, paused for three days in
their takeover of the capital to allow President Mobutu Sese Seko
to resign with honor.
Mobutu has shown no signs of
stepping down, despite the fact
that he controls a pproximately
half of his country. The military
governor of the capital city
pleaded with citizens to remain
calm, denouncing rumors that
Kinshasa will soon be under rebel
control." An atmosphere of panic,
due essentially to the situation
east of our country, reigns among

Kinshasa's men and women," said
General Amela Lokima.
The problems between the two
groups began in October of 1996,
when Kabila led his troops into
South Kiva , forcing almost
800,000 refugees back to their
homelands in Rwanda and
Burundi.
Earl y last week, Mobutu declared a state of emergency and
ordered soldiers to arrest Prime
Minister Etienne Tshisekedi, one
of the three prime ministers of
Zaire appointed by Mobutu in the

peace negotiations, which thus far
have not yielded any compromise.
The United Nations responded
to the unrest by bringing forces
performing "less than essential"
functions home from the volatile
capital city. The UN believed the
rebels have killed hundreds of civilians, including Rw andan
Hurus who sought refuge in Zaire
af rer the mass killings of their
people in 1994.
Mobutu has been under considerable pressure to resign. The
Un ired States has withdrawnsupport from the Mobutu
government, and the
Clinton administration has urged Mobutu
tostepdown. Presidential Press Secretary
MikeMcCurrysaid last
week that the Mobutu
government was a
Nicholas Burns
"creature of history.'
The U.S. expressed
the desire to allow for a
democratic transition through an
past two weeks.
The replacement of Tshisekedi Alliance takeover, yet denied deby General Likulia Bolongo re- manding Mobutu's resignation.
sulted in violence in Kinshasa, "We do know one thing, we think
when Zairian forces randomly at- the time for dictatorship is over in
tacked and released tear gas on Zaire and the rime for stability and
crowds protesting the ex-prime democracy, if democracy can be
achieved - we think that the time
minister's arrest.
Last week, while Mobutu ex- is approaching," said State Depanpressed the desire to pursue de- ment spokesman Nicholas Burns.
Despite the U.S.' alliance with
mocracy a t peace talks in South
Africa, rebels marched on Mobutu during the Cold War,
Lubumbashi and took control of Burns s.aid the U.S. has had relathe city, the second largest in Zaire. tions with Kabila for decades, and
Both actions by the opposing par- they would encourage a democties were viewed as means to in- racywith respect for human rights
crease the power they have at the and the electoral process.

2. 9fmlion.'twaituntiftlit fastminutetctloan~ 9fmwait
unti[tlie ~weLt

Seniors count down
the days until they
enter the 'real world'
Stacy Mlros
Staff Reporter
It is that time of year again at john Carroll University. In the middle of research
papers, presentations andexams,spring has
arrived. While frantic studentsarecoming
to the realization that they have three fi nals
(on the last day!), the students on the steps
of the Atrium areenjoying Rusted Root blaring from the windows of Pacelli Hall. The
on and off warm weather combined with
the stress of school lead up to one thing for
the class of 1997. Adiseasethateven Health
Services can't cure: senioritis.
"Lcan't wait to leave," said sen ior Sarah
Roche. "But there is so much to do and so
little time ro do it in."
With the May lBdateof commencement
just ahead for a quarter of Carroll'sstuden ts,
concentrating on classes and studying is
difficult. Those hours in the library seem
trite compared with the stress of finding a
job, finding a place to live and having to say
good-bye to friends and classmates.
"Right now, school is an infringement on
my time," said graduating senior Katie
Callahan. "l was supposed to be studying
for a test the other morning but I ended up
doing anything but. I was staring out the
window watching people and l wanted to
scream at the people I knew and go join
them. After I went to class in theaf ternoon,
I came home and took a nap and didn't get

do know one thing, we

think the time for dictatorship
Z
,
Is over In aire...

Int. News & Business Editor

In an abruptshif t,Republicans
on the House committee responsible for investigating questionablecampaign fund-raising practices told the media late last week
that they would widen their scope
to include Republican political
campaigns.
The reversal came after requests by Democrats to be allowed
to inquire into campaign funding
fo r the Republicans. Representative Dan Burton of lndiana,cha irman of the House committee, has
insisted for weeks that the inquiry
be limited to the Clinton White
House and the Democratic National Committee.
The Senate voted last month to
expand its inquiry to examine
improper and illegal campaign
activities in the legislative and
executive branches, including le-

gal f unci -raising practices that
have been widely criticized.
Several lawmakers told the media that Burton and other Republican leaders on the House committee grudgingly agreed to take
their investigation wherever the
evidence warranted.
Democrats have already issued
10 new subpoenas to groups that
theythinkmight have abused their
tax-exempt status to help Republicans. The su bpoenas represent
the first efforts by Congressional
investigators to look at Republican campaign finance practice.
Until this action, Democrats received more than 60 of the
committee's subpoenas, while the
Republicans received only two,
releasing frequent complaints of
partisanship by Democratic committee members.
Representative Mark Sanford, a
South Carolina Republican who

Safety Clerk Opening

By Beth Henley

FEA11JRES
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Rebel forces threaten Zaire's capital

Meagan Lynch

World Briefs wm; compiled by Meagan ~nch, fnt. News &
BusinessEdilorand Sara Buss and Shane Subler, Asst.lnt. News
& Business Editors, with the aid of wirt sources.
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SYSCO Food Services of Cleveland, Inc. has a
part-time opening for a Safety Clerk. ·Must be
able to prioratize multiple activities in a fast
paced environment and have excellent communication skills. Accuracy and attention to
detail is required. Experience with work
processing and spreadsheet software,
Window's Word Perfect and QuatroPro pre•
ferred. Apply in person Monday-Friday from
8:30a.m. to 4:00 p.m. or send resume includ·
ing salary requirements to:
SYSCO Food

Sen~ices

of Clet~eland Inc.

22801 Aurora Road· SC
Bedford Hts., Ohio 44146
No phone inquiries accepted. EEO/AA

supports a wider scope, told the
media in an interview that, "What
the American public wants is not
a witch hunt but a broad look at
wrongdoing, wherever that is."
Although the Republican-led
committee now acknowledges
that it has jurisdiction to in vestigate the legislative branch, this
does not mean that it will necessarily do so. Several Republicans
have told the media tha t the
committee's main focus will continue to be on the Clinton Administration and Democratic wrongdoing.
In a statement to the media,
Representative john McHugh, a
New York Republican,said,"Idon't
want to prejudge where we'll go,
and I'm not ruling anything out,
bu t the preponderance of evidence is substantively at the
White House."
Campaign finance reformists
told the medi a of their longtime
criticisms of the role of nonprofit
groups in political campaigns.
Theysaythepracticesof some taxexempt groups have constituted a
"shadow campaign" that enabled
donors to escape disclosure and
allowed candidates to receive assistance from hidden funds.
Investigations into fund-raising efforts of any campaign remain complicated. Representative Henry A. Waxman of California,thecommittee'stopDemocrat,
said in a statement to the media
that, "There is still a lot that's ambiguous and unresolved."
The full committee is scheduled to meet today to discuss the
investigation 's scope and also the
procedures for issuing subpoenas
and releasing confidential information Senior Republicans cautioned, however, that lawmakers
were still in the process of finetuning the language of these provisions.

Kotcher, Cari
Year: junior
Major: Communications
Hometown: Rale igh, N.C
What do you miss most about
being at home?: Everything, but
mostly the warm weather.
Favorite dance club: The
Basement in the Flats. No high
school kids and great music.
How are you going to prepare
for finals?: Sleep. and pray I don't
get sick like I have every year.
If you could gi ve all of your
money to one charity, which
would it be?: Probably the
Humane Society because I love
animals.
Biggest pet peeve: People who
are
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rrre alarms at two in tlie morning lfon.'t evm5wlge you.

4.
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10. 96u [J}qul alltlit wonls to tlie aina1111#er.
up until afterdinnerl"
Callahan also said that everyone seems
too busy trying to figure out their lives to
actually enjoy thei r senior year.
"We'resupposedto be grown upa ndsupposed to be having [un , but everything is
hanging over our heads," Callahan said .
john Prestegiacomo is a lsosuffering from
a lack of focus . "I am more concerned with
finding a job," he said. "But I am not as bad
as some seniors I know with not being able
to concentrate. I may not be able to pay
attention in class, but at least I go."
Jamie Morris said that he has a "terminal

case" of senioritis. "I'm just tired of classes
and tired of the university," he said. "When
people a k me if I am ready for the real
world, \tell them lam already m the real
world. 1am ready to graduate."
Rochealsoexpressed her concern forthe
future. "It is scary because once we get out,
we are starting all over at the bottom of the
heap again."
Senior Jay Coles claimed to be the "king
of senioritis," and expresses an opinion
shared by many seniors. "I invented
senioritis," he said. "I am just glad l never
have to fill out another APR."
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So whether yoo're looking for
This season, Sea World is bringing a
whole new dimension to Swnmer jobs: a little atta spending money, getting
a jump on college cash, or just want to
our new for '97 3-D-PLUS Movie
hang with some real characters, rome
Adventt=, · Pirates!" It's the only thing
like It anywhere around, so ~ 's sure to make a splash with us.
make this summer ewn holler than
ever! Positions include:
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Please apply on site at 1100 Sea Wodd
Dttve, Aurora, Ohio 44202 .
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Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays:
10:00 am-4:30pm

Tuesdays & Thur.;days:

And we've sill got
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reasons to joRl your friends- or make
new ones!- at Sea Wood: he tlcbta. 9:00 am-12:00 noon
"BoGa Badia" p., bomda, he
11111fonaa. frat w u h - . IJial
apata;a

Sm~

Friday, Aprill8, from
10:30 a.m-1:30 p.m. on
Wasmer Field.
SUPPORT THE
STUDENTS FROM
FOUR CLEVELAND
SCHOOLS WHO WILL
BE PARTAKING IN
THE DAY.

For more lnfonnation. please call our
OF OHIO
Job Une at : (216) 562-8101 or 1-800-63-SHAMU
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Big cheese on campus

Coming Attractions

Wisconsin native Don Dunbar brings jesuit
ideals to ]CU's Campus Ministry
along the same path 1n life-to
some extent Both Ron and Don
attended Loras College, a small
diocesan-run liberal arts college
in Dubuque, Iowa, and studied
economics. Ron, however, did not
choose the religious life, and lives
not far from Mineral Point in a
town called Whitewater. He has
taught economics ar the University of Wisconsi n,Whitewater for
the past two years, said Dun bar.
Over 500 miles from where he
started out, Dunbar is now an acuve member of the campus ministry program here atJCU, where
he is almost half -way through
completing his journey to become
a Jesuit priest.
Dunbar, who took his vows in
the fall of 1993, said that he considers himself a vehicle of the Holy
Sp1rit, doing formational work
with the students on campus,
which includes helping students
grow into a role in the church
where they feel comfortable.
"I hope togivesmdents the support and encouragement to recogmze God's presence in their lives,
the gifts they have in themselves
and to encourage them to share
this with others to help build the
city of God," said Dunbar.
He achieves this goal of building a community of faith partly
by moderating the Christian Life
Community group
(C LC), said junior
Kristina Rus, a student
"There was no lightning co-chair of the group.
She said that a.c is in·
In 'he sky.
volved with organizing
service projects for sLUgraduaJpR)cessthat
dents. These projects
inc! ude visiting the
Epiphany Hunger Cencame over a period of
ter on severa \weekends
during the semester.
time."
CLC also provides
students with a comDon Dunbar, Sj.
munity in which students can pray and
share their faith, she
pnesthood. "lthtnk I have a stron- sa1d. Dunbar serves as a spiritual
ger sense of God as the father be- advisor and organizer for the
cause of my far her," said Dunbar. group, said Rus. She described
Dunbar also has a close rela- Dunbar as a caring listener with
tion h1p wuh h1s twin brother much energy and a strong comRon The brothers have traveled mitment to the st udents.

Sara Buss
Staff Reporter
He's likely to show up at aJohn
Carroll Un, versay student's door
with a plate of steammgcooklesthat he actuall y baked himself.
For Don Dunbar, SJ, that sort
of gentle act is what good neighbors are about-and good Jesuits.
Dunbar grew up in a smal l exmJnmg town south of Madison,
Wis., where no one ever locked
the1r doors.
Nothing tooexcitingever happened in Mineral Point. The tranquduy of the hdls sheltered the
small town from the anonymity
of the big city Problems of crime
and v1olence were far removed
from his childhood, which is evident from Dunbar's gentle demeanor and genuine smile.
"These are salt of the eanh
people, with a good work ethic,"
sa1d Dunbar of the community he
grew up in. "People depend more
directly on each other," he said.
Family was the center of Dunbar's
world in his youth, preparing him
greatly for his leadersh1p role in
the community of faith that he
has found at Carroll.
Dunbar's parents, Francis and
Darlene, still live in Mineral Point.
He said that he has always been
close With his father, who is very
su pport1ve of his journey to the

Sign up now. ••
and save on the program that more
students take then all others combined!*
Get a head start with:
• Great teachers
• Great strategies
• Great materials

The Ohio Ballet is marking its 30th anniversary with its 1997-1998 season of contemporary ballet.
Next season's programming includes
a variety of works, characteristic of
Ohio Ballet. It will feature a World
Premiere by Artistic Director Heinz
Poll set to music performed by Apollo's
Fire, and the return of jungle Book:
The Adventures of Mowgli. In addition, there will be eight revivals choreographed by various artists. Subscription prices range
from $42 to $87 with discounts available for senior citizens and
students. Call (216) 861-5545or (330) 972-7900 for more information.

Theater

( )f ~i f( )
B.\ 1 .I J I

KAPLAN
1·800-KAP-TEST

John Carroll University's Department of
Classical &: Modern Languages &: Cultures
presents a
lecture by ArthurMadigan,S.j.of
Boston College. The lecture, A
Mirror For Feminists: The
Heroines of Greek Tragedy, will .__..... '\--'rt'\::.J
be held tonight, April17, in the
Jardine Room at 7:00 p.m.
Madigan will discuss women's
roles in fifth century Athenian
society as well as what Greek drama says about today's feminist
agenda. Call397-437l for more information.

Lecture

More than just profit: Don Dunbar enjoys his involvement in Campus Ministry much more than
teaching economics, saying that he hopes to help students find God's prensence in their lives.
Here he talks to two students in his Recplex office.
"Since he is close to our age, he lead programs, but he is very much
knows what we are going through in the students' generation."
Dunbar is directly involved
and tries to set an example without forcing his beliefs Ion others]," with the inc reased retreat options
Rus said.
for Carroll students. Most retreats
Dunbar said that students of- focus on finding God through
ten need to find time away from other people in an environment
schoolconcerns,and theCLCgives thatallows participants to be away
them a cha nee toga ther, grow and from things that occupy their
pray in the spiritual life together. minds, said Dunbar. "Spirituality
Last year, Dunbar related with is brought to life during retreats,"
students in a different capacity- he said. According to Dunbar, rehe taught economics. However, treatsserveasa healing activity in
he did not enjoy it as much as his the period of college life, which i.s
a time of hectic transition.
work with Campus Ministry.
As any resident living in CamThe students have a tendency
to be moregenuinewhen the rela- pion Hall knows, Dunbar takes
tionship grows through a Cam- time to be involved with the resipusMiDistty seuinguoppP&edto dents- Ferguson said that "He
through a classroom ,according to knows everyone's name, and h e
Dunbar. Carroll students are very always remembers to ask !the stuconcerned with their grades, said dents] 'How did your test go?' or
Dunbar, and it was hard to have a 'Did you get that paper done?'"
relationship with them that was Because of this, she said that
not overshadowed by performance Dunbar can offer his co-workers a
in the classroom.
special insight into student life on
"Last year Don was stressed," JCU's campus.
With the decline of Jesuits
said Tasha Ferguson of Campus
Ministry. She said that Dunbar present on jesuit campuses,
gets to be students' friends more Dunbar said that he sees the role
now that he is not teaching, and of Jesuits as defining and collabothat rel axed him . "He has found rating with all those who live and
his niche in Campus Min istry," work at Carroll.
"We should bring spirituality
said Ferguson.
"!Campus Ministry] gives me to campus and make it available
more of a chance to be a catalyst to everyone," said Dunbar. A!and give me access to a wider part though he said that more could
oftheuniversity,"Dunbarsaid. He always be done, Dunbar is genersaid that he has an opportunity to ally pleased with the level of Jeknow students with varied aca- suit presence and sharing atJCU.
demic interests, and he can relate "(The jesuits] do a good job of bewith the students in more of a so- ing visible and strive ro share their
experiences with the campus,"
cial setting.
Rev. Peter Fennessy; SJ, direc- said Dunbar.
Dunbar acquired his sense of
tor of Campus Ministry, said that
students are able to relate better to campus spirituality from his unDunbar than some of the older dergraduate years at LorasCollege
priests. "He speaks th e studems' The Loras faculty were concerned
language," said Fennessy. "He has with student development, and it
a lot of spirituality and is able to was while under their instruction

that Dunbar became interested in
social justice issues, specifically,
the plight of the poor.
Dunbar, an economics major,
was drawn to economics because
in theory, all people are equal in
opportunity. However, this is not
the reality, said Dunbar. "It is not
only indi vidual actions !that ca use
in equalityl, it is a social structure
that either helps people be free or
prevents them from that development," said Dunbar.
Dunbar continued his studies
of economics as a graduate student at the University of Michigan. It was here that Dunbar began theslowdecision-making proC£5$ that brouglu.......t..A.\>1,.......,...._
jesuit life.
He said that there was an active student parish at the university, and he became involved with
a prayer program based on the
spiritual exercises of St. Ignatius,
founder of the Jesuits. His experience with this prayer program,
which he eventually led, motivated him to join the Jesuits.
"There was no lightning in the
sky,"saidDunbar. "Itwasagradual
process that came over a period of
time." He said that he struggled
with the decision but he eventually came to the realization that
the Jesuit life was the kind of life
he wanted to lead.
Not many men are taking the
vows of obedience to which
Dunbar has co mmit ted himself.
Dunbar said that he does not know
if there is a clear answer yet as to
the decline of men committing to
the church. He said that if the
decline persists, the Holy Spirit
may call for the Church to ada pt.
Priests will not be allowed to
marry under thecurrent pope, said
Dunbar, despite the fact that there
is historical precedence for it to
occur. Dunbarsaid,"Weallhavea
vocation in the church, whether it
i
' be as a single or married person, a
lay person, priest or sister."
Although the question of
(PHAB-PHAT PRODUC1lONS CELEBRAllS ll-fE GRAND OPENING)
women priests is one the pope has
asked him and all clergy not to
~~~~~~
talk about publicly, Dunbar al~~-~-~~~
lowed that the church might be
'$1 DFF w/CEILLEGE t.D.
richer if women were allowed to
na CEIVER BEFOWE mPm
ALL LADIES FWEE TILL RPm
be ordained. "lt will not happen in
the near future," he said.
Dunbar said that he hopes to
IHSI!Hii HAPPY HOCI!! ~HIC SPECIALS IIECilll AT SPI't
share with others that the priesthood is a good me,andeven though
Tt1E PARTY STARTS AT 10 ArtD QOES armt .. -there 1sa certain amount of denial
SJ COVER
l'OOR t1AHA COMES TO QET TA!
involved, this denial is not the priHOUSE MUSIC PERPETUAL Y MlX'EO ALL NTGHT
0" lliE COR!Eit OF CEDfllt .. 1 Tllln.olt: CLEVE HTS.
llfll ZILD1 .40TJ
mary feature of religious life. He
said, "A life of service IS a good
EVERY FRI~l' THE 11HYTHM ROCI"'' PRESI:I'tTS -- LiQ{JIJ..;i/Y
thing, if people are willing to con~OMPLETE CI'IITY TOTALLY CI'IOERQ~<XI'IO
sider the option."
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HollywoodFilminstituteisholdingfilmschoolfortwo
days, April 19-20 at Case Western Reserve
•
University. Teaching the
seminar will be DovS-SSimens,anawardwinning filmmaker and founder of the
Hollywood Film Institute. Areas covered
will be learning the procedures for
directing, producing,and shooting films as
well as other aspects of the film industry.
Space is limited. For moreinformation,call
(216) 623-0400.
~~.......,,.._

It may be the hOitest japaDe.~•· ~~«l'.,....
Godzilla.
Invading America next month,
Tamagotchi, the'virtual reality pet' on a key chain is
as popular for Japanese kids as Beanie Babies are to U.S. kids.
When you hatch this egg-shaped toy (loosely translated, it means
'lovable egg·), you get one of six cybercreatures that require as
much round-the-clock care as an infant. If you don't feed it four
square meals a day (done by choosing a meal or snack icon) and
play with it, the Tamagotchi will misbehave, get fat, or even die.
However, because testing showed American kids to be frightened
by the death function, U.S. versions have the neglected pet'return
to its home planet'. The toys, which come in six different colors,
will come to New York and San Francisco next month and will be
distributed nationwide starting in june. Retail price is $20.

In his latest movie, 8 Heads in a Duffel Bag,Joe
Pesci plays a hit man who travels across country to
prove to his boss that he really did complete his task
of killing his eight targets. Bad luck strikes when Pesci's bag gets
switched with a vacationer's and he has to fly to Mexico to get it
back. When the heads stan to smell from the heat and people start
losing them, Pesci then has to go to the trouble of replacing them.
Written and directed by Tom Schulman, the Academy Award
winning screenwriter of Dead Poet's Society, the comedy 8 Heads
in a Duffel Bag starts tomorrow, April lB. Check local listings for
theaters and times.

Magner bares soul in his new book
Professor writes what he feels
Andrea Tracy
that Magner usually uses. He exStaff Reporter
plains the departure by the diffiFor the eleventh time in his culty of getting poetry published.
career, James Magner Jr. once "Usually poetry isn'ta money makagain sees his soul bared in print. ingthing," Magnersaid. "Yougowith
Magner's new book,Onlythe !the publisher] you can."
ShadowoftheGreat Fool, is
a selection of his "concentrated lyrical insights."
ONLY THE
These insights, according
to Magner, come directly
from his soul
"You write the way you
feel. You don't plan poems,"
Magner said about his writBY JAMES MAGNER JR.
ingstyle. Hekeepstwopiles
of poems on either side of
his typewriter. The lef tside
is for poems that he thinks
are good enough to go into
a book. The rest Magner
keeps for himself orthrows
away.
"When you accumulate
enough poems you think
will fit in Ia bookl. you put
them there and the title will
come to you," Magner said.
This time Magner's title
came from thelifeofRinzai,azen
Magner explains that the func master in China. Magner ex- tion of poetry differs from author to
plains that Rinzai was having author. He "gives" his poetry to the
problems with his training at the reader so that "they may love and
monastery. Before he quit, the give." However, Magner says that he
head monk told him togo and see does not "superimpose meaning on
Dai Gu,or"TheGreat Fool."Rinzai !the reader].·
told Dai Gu of his problems and
According to Magner, one of the
Dai Gu said one word to him, reasons it is so hard to sell poetry is
"Grandmotherliness." Rinzai because most people "do not graviwalked away enlightened. "I am tate towards the reading of poetry."
only the shadow of the !Great
"Poetry is the concentrated lanFoolL" Magner said. "But I give guage of human experience,"
the people what I have."
Magner said. In orderto understand
The pub! ishing company that poetry,he explained, the mind must
r·n M n ·
e
e
,
atmngo r uct ons, as
founded by a former John Carroll the more poems will come to you."
Magner bares his soul not only
student, Vicque Fassinger. This
publishing company is a depar- in his books, but also everyday on
ture from the Golden Quill Press campus with the John Carroll com-
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Heads: Joe Pesci stars as mob hit/delivery man Torrrny
Spinelli in the new comedy 8 Heads in a Duffel Bag, a new
release from Orion Pictures.
Coming Attractions were compiled by Colleen Leslie,
Entertainment Editor. Graphics by]ef!Kneile.

munity. "T~eCarrollcommunity
is a sacrament to me,"Magnersaid.
He explained that he thinks of
Carroll as a mother and the students as its children.
On campus, Magner tries to
spend as much time as he can
with the students. He holds
meditation services, "rap" sessions and recently has taken
to sitting outside the library
just talking to those that pass
by. "Without (the students] I
think I would disappear,"
Magner said.
Fassinger comments on
Magner in the beginningof the
new book saying, ·As for me,
nearly two decades after our
paths first intertwined, everything and nothing has
changed. James Edmund
Magner, Jr. is still the most
beautiful person my soul has
ever seen."
The following is a sample
of the poetry from Dr. Magner's
new book.
Do not let me perish
in my poor attempt
To be Your Love

in the resonance of my days.
1am, as You know, pressed,
as it seems, past the wall
of my uttert error,
but, somehow, I am
still here
now, whitehaired,to my
amazement
and I write this, in prayer,
upon a st~ d ent's s~c tlettcr,

ofOu r Eternal Heart
Have Mercy:
Have Mercy.
Have Mercy:

--~~
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Big cheese on campus

Coming Attractions

Wisconsin native Don Dunbar brings jesuit
ideals to ]CU's Campus Ministry

The Ohio Ballet is marking its 30th anni versary with its 1997-1998 season of contemporary ballet.
Next season's programming includes
a variety of works, characteristic of
Ohio Ballet. It will feature a World
Premiere by Artistic Director Heinz
Poll set to music performed by Apollo's
Fire, and the return of jungle Book:
The Adventures of Mowgli. In addition, there will be eight rev ivals choreographed by various artists. Subscription prices range
from $42 to $87 with discounts available for senior citizens and
students. Call (216) 861-5545 or (330) 972-7900 for more informa tion.

Theater

Sara Buss

along the same path m life-to
some extent. Both Ron and Don
He's likely to show up at a John attended Loras College, a small
Carroll University student's door diocesan-run liberal arts college
in Dubuque, lowa, and studied
with a plate of steammgcookreseconomics. Ron, however, did not
that he actually baked himself.
For Don Dunbar, SJ., that son choose the religious life, and lives
of gentle act is what good nergh- not far from Mineral Point in a
bors are about-and good Jesuits. town called Whitewater. He has
Dun bar grew up tn a small ex- taught economics at the Univermrntng town south of Madison. sity of Wisconsin, Whitewater for
Wrs , where no one ever locked the past two years, said Dunbar.
their doors
Over 500 miles from where he
Nothing too exciting ever hap- started out, Dunbar is now an acpened in Mmeral Potnt The tran- tive member of the campus minqUility of the hills sheltered the istry program here atjCU, where
small town from the anonymity he is almost half -way through
of the big city. Problems of crime completing his journey to become
and violence were far removed a Jesuit priest
from his childhood, which is eviDunbar, who took his vows in
dent from Dunbar's gentle de - the fall of 1993, sa id that he conmeanor and genuine smile.
siders himself a vehicle of the Holy
"These are salt of the earth Sptm, doing formational work
people, with a good work ethic," with the students on campus,
said Dunbar of the community he which includes helping students
grew up m. "People depend more grow into a role in the church
directly on each other," he said. where they feel comfortable.
"I hope togivestudents the supFamilywas rhecenterofDunbar's
world in his youth, prepanng him port and encouragement to recoggreatly for his leadershi p role in nize God's presence in their lives,
the community of faith that he the gifts they have in themselves
and to encourage them to share
has found at Car roll.
Dunbar's parents, Francis and this with others to help build the
Darlene,stilllive in Mineral Point. city of God." said Dunbar.
He satd that he has always been
He achieves this goal of build close with his father, who is very ing a comm unity of faith partly
supportive of his journey to the by moderating the Christian Life
Community group
(CLC), said junior
Kristina Rus, a student
"There was no lightning co-chair of the group.
She said that a..c is inIn 'he sky.
volved with organizing
service projects for stugradual process that
dents. These projects
include vis iting the
Epiphany HungerCencame over a period of
teronseve ral weekends
during the semester.
time."
CLC also provides
students with a comDon Dunbar, Sj.
munity in which students can pr ay and
share their faith, she
pnesthood. "1think I have a stron- said. Dunbar serves as a spiritual
ger sense of God as the father be- advisor and organizer for the
ca use of my father," sa id Dunbar. group, said Rus. She described
Dunbar also has a close rela - Dunbar as a caring listen er with
tionship with hi twi n brother much energy and a strong comRon The brothers have traveled mitment to the students.
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John Carroll University's Department of
Classical & Modern Languages & Cultures
presents a
lecture by ArthurMadigan,SJ.ol
Boston College. The lecture, A
Mirror For Feminists: The
Heroines of Greek Tragedy, will .__.__ ..-...-, ....
be held tonight, Aprill7, in the
Jardine Room at 7:00 p.m.
Madigan will discuss women's
roles in fifth century Athenian
society as well as what Greek drama says about today's leminist
agenda. Call397-4 371 for more information.

Lecture

More than just profit: Don Dunbar enjoys his involvement in Campus Ministry much more than
teaching economics, saying that he hopes to help students find God's prensence in their lives.
Here he talks to two students in his Recplex office.
"Since he is close to our age, he
knows what we are going through
and tries to set an example without forcing his beliefs Ion ot hers!,"
Russaid.
Dunbar said that st udents often need to fi nd time away from
schoolconcerns,and theCLCgives
them a chance to gather, grow and
pray in the spiritual life togethe r.
Last year, Dunbar related with
students in a different capacityhe taught economics. However,
he did not enjoy it as much as his
work with Campus Ministry.
The students have a tendency
to be more genu ine when the relationship grows through a CampusMinistryseuinguoppr;!Sedto
through a classroom, according to
Dunbar. Carroll students are very
concerned with their grades, said
Dunbar, and it was hard to have a
relationship with them that was
not overshadowed by performa nee
in rhe classroom.
"Last year bon was stressed,"
said Tasha Ferguson of Campus
Ministry. She said that Dunbar
gets to be srudents' friends more
now that he is not teaching, and
that relaxed him. "He has found
his niche in Campus Ministry,"
sa id Ferguson .
iCampus Ministry! gives me
more of a chance to be a catalyst
and give me access to a wider part
of the university," Dun bar said. He
said that he has an opportunit y to
know students with varied academic interests, and he can relate
with the students in more of a social setting
Rev. Peter Fennessy, SJ., director of Campus Ministry, said that
students are able to relat e bette no
Dunbar than some of the older
priests. "He speaks the studems'
language," said Fennessy. "He has
a lot of spirituality and is able to

lead programs, but he is very much
in the st udents' generation."
Dunbar is directly involved
with the increased retreat options
for Carroll students. Most retreats
focus on finding God through
other people in an environment
that allows participants to be away
from things th at occupy their
minds, said Dunbar. "Spirituality
is brought to life during retreats,"
he said. According to Dunbar, retreats serve as a healingactiv ity in
the period of college life, which is
a time of hectic transition.
As any resident liv ing in Campion Hall knows, Dunbar takes
time to be involved with the resi dent.s. Ferguson said that "He
knows everyone's name, and he
always remembers to ask [the students] 'How did your test go?' or
'Did you get that paper done?'"
Because of this, she said that
Dunbar can offer his co-workers a
special insight into student life on
JCU's campus.
With the decline of jesuits
present on jesuit campuses,
Dunbar said that he sees the role
of jesuits as defining and collaborating with all those who live and
work at Carroll.
"We should bring spirituality
to campus and make it available
to everyone," said Dun bar. A 1though he said that more could
always be done, Dunbar is generally pleased with the level of Jesuit presence and sharing atJCU.
"!The jesuits] do a good job of being vis ibleandstrive to share their
experiences with the campus,"
sa id Dunbar.
Dunbar acquired his sense of
campus sptrituality from his undergraduate years at LorasCollege.
The Loras faculty were concerned
with student development, and it
was while under their instruction

that Dunbar became interested in
social justice issues, specifically,
the plight of the poor
Dunbar, an economics major,
was drawn to economics because
in theory, all people are equal in
opportunity. However, this is not
the reality, sa id Dunbar. "It is not
on Iy ind iv id ua l act ions Ithat cause
inequality], it is a social structure
that ei ther helps people be free or
prevents them from that development," said Dunbar.
Dunbar continued his studies
of econom ics as a graduate student a t the University of Michigan. lt was here that Dunbar begantheslowdecision-makingprocess that brouglu.. ·
· ·
j esuit life.
He said that there was an active student parish at the university, and he became involved with
a prayer program based on the
spiritual exercises of St. Ignat ius,
founder of the jesuits. His experience with this prayer program ,
which he eventually led, moti vated him to join the Jesuits.
"There was no lightning in the
sky," sa id Dunbar. "lt wasagradual
process that came over a period of
time." He said tha t he struggled
with the decision but he eventually came to the realization that
the Jesuit life was the kind of life
he wanted to lead.
Not many men are taking the
vows of obedience to which
Dunbar has committed himself.
Dunbar said that he does not know
if there is a clear answer yet as to
the decline of men committing to
the church. He said that if the
decline persists, the Holy Spirit
may call for th e Church to adapt.
Priests will not be allowed to
marry under thecurrem pope,said
Dunbar,despite the fa ct that there
is historical precedence for it to
occur. Dunbarsaid,"Weallhavea
vocation in thec hurch, whether It
'I
be as a single or married person, a
lay person, priest or sister."
Although the question of
(PHAB- PHAT PRO OUC110NS CHE BRAllS n-IE GRAND OPE NtNC)
women priests ts one the pope has
asked him and all clergy not to
~~~~~~
talk about publicly, Dunbar al~~-~-~~~
lowed that the church migh t be
$1 OFF w / CDLLEiiE 1.Uricher if women were allowed to
no CIJVER BEFORE IIIPm
beordained. "It will not happen in
the near future," he said.
Dunbar said that he hopes to
II'ISIIJI'IIi 14APPY HOO~ ~HIC SPECIALS KQI'I AT SPI't
share with others that the priesthood is a good life,andeven though
TttE PARTY STARTS AT 10 AltD QOES annL • - - thereisacertainamountof den ial
S) COVER
yOUJt HAHA COI'£S TO CIET Jft!
involved, this denial is not the priHOUSE MUSIC PERPETUAL Y MIXED ALl NTGHT
OH THE COIIII'IEit Of CEOIIIt •1 TAY\.Oit, CLEvt HTS.
llt'O ll6.lll.WI1
mary feature of religious life He
said, "A life of service is a good
E\IERl' ~IPfiT THE RH1'THI"'' ROOI"' I>'RESEI'tTS -- t.IQV.,~i/Y
_, thing, if people are willing to conCOMPLETE cn1 Tl' TOT ALL\' cnOERI:'IROCJ'tO
sider the option."
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HollywoodFilmlnstituteisholdingfilmschoolfortwo
days, April 19-20 at Case Western Reserve
•
University. Teaching the
·
seminar will be Dov S-S Simens, an awardwinning filmmaker and founder of the
Hollywood Film Institute. Areas covered
will be learni ng the procedures for
directing, producing,and shooting film s as
well as other aspects of the film industry.
Space is limi ted. Formoreinformation,call
(216) 623-0400.

It may be the houest japa
si
Godzilla.
invading America next month,
TamagotclU,the'virtual reality pet' on a key chain is
as popular for Japanese kids as Beanie Babies are to U.S. kids.
When you hatch this egg-shaped toy (loosely tra nslated, it means
'lovable egg"), you get one of six cybercreatures that require as
much round-the-clock care as an infan t. lf you don't feed it four
square meals a day (done by choosing a meal or snack icon) and
play with it, the Tamagotchi will misbehave, get fat, or even die .
However, because testing showed American kids to be frightened
by the death function , U.S. versions have the neglected pet "return
to its home planet". The toys, which come in six dlHerent colors,
will come to New York and San Francisco next month and will be
di strib uted nationwide starting in june. Retail price is $20.

In his latest mov ie, 8 Heads in a Duffel Bag, joe
Pesci plays a hit man who travels across country to
prove to his boss that he rea II ydid complete his task
of killing his eight targets. Bad luck strikes when Pesci's baggers
switched with a vacationer's and he has to fly to Mexico to get it
back. When the heads start to smell from the heat and people start
losing them, Pesci then has to go to the trouble of replacing them.
Written and directed by Tom Schulman, the Academy Award
winning screenwriter of Dead Poet's Society, the comedy 8 Heads
in a Duffel Bag starts tomorrow, April lB. Check local listings for
theaters and times.

@

Magner bares soul in his new book
Professor writes what he feels
Andrea Tracy
that Magner usually uses. He exStaff Reporter
plains the departure by the diffiFor the eleventh time in his culty of getting poetry published.
career, james Magner Jr. once "Usually poetry is n'ta moneymakagain sees his soul bared in print. ingthing," Magnersaid. "Yougowith
Magner's new book,Only the Ithe publisher] you can.·
ShadowoftheGreat Fool, is
a selection of his "concentrated lyrical insights."
These insights, according
to Magner, come directly
from his soul.
OF THE
"You write the way you
feel. You don't plan poems,"
Magner said about his writBY JAMES MAGNER JR.
ingstyle. He keef6 two piles
of poems on either side of
his typewriter. The lef tside
is for poems that he thinks
are good enough to go into
a book. The rest Magner
keeps for himself orthrows
away.
"W hen you accumulate
enough poems you think
will fit in Ia bookl you put
them there and the title will
come to you," Magner said.
This time Magner's title
came from the life of Rinzai,a zen
Magner explains that the func master in China. Magner ex- tion of poetry differs from author to
plains that Rinzai was having author. He "gives" his poetry to the
problems with his training at the reader so that "t hey may love and
monastery. Before he quit, the give." However, Magner says that he
head monk told him togo and see does not "superimpose meaning on
Dai Gu, or "The Great Fool" Rinzai ]the reader].'
According to Magner, one of the
told Dai Gu of his problems and
Dai Gu said one word to him, reasons it is so hard to sell poetry is
"Grandmotherliness." Rinzai because most people "do not graviwalked away enlightened. "I am tate towards the reading of poetry."
"Poetry is the concentrated lanonly the shadow of the !Great
Fooll" Magner said. "But I give guage of human experience,"
Magner said. In order to understand
the people what I have ."
The
·
poetry, he explained, the mind must

siiAoiiw
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a former john Carroll
student,
Fassinger. This
publishing company is a departure from the Golden Quill Press
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Heads: Joe Pesci stars as mob hit/delivery man Torrmy
Spinelli in the new comedy 8 Heads in a Duffel Bag, a new
release from Orion Pictures.
Coming A !I ra ction s were compi led by Colleen Leslie,
Entertainment Editor. Graphics by]ejjKneile.
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the more poems will come to you."
Magner bares his soul not only
in his books, but also everyday on
campus with the john Carroll com-

munity. "T~eCarrollcommunity
is a sacrament to me,"Magner said.
He explained that he thinks of
Carroll as a mother and the students as its children.
On campus, Magner tries to
spend as much time as he can
with the students. He holds
meditation services, "rap· sessions and recently has taken
to sitting outside the library
just talking to those that pass
by. "Without ]the students] l
think I would disappear,"
Magner said.
Fassinger comments on
Magner in thebeginningof the
new book saying, "As for me ,
nearly two decades after our
paths first intertwined, everything a nd nothing has
changed. James Edmund
Magner, jr. is still the most
beautiful person my soul has
ever seen.•
The following is a sample
of the poetry from Dr. Magner's
new book.
Do not let me perish

inmypoorattempt
To be Your Love
in the resonance of my days.
1am, as You lmow, pressed,
as it sums, past the wall
of my utttr terror,
but, somehow,/ am
still here
now, wh itehai red, to my
amazement
and I write thts, in prayer,
upon a student's sweet letter,
ofOur Eternal
Have Mercy:
Have Mercy:
Have Mercy:
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John Carroll Theater : Crimes steals the stage at Kulas
Susan Mallek
Assistant Entertainment Editor

of a father who abandoned them
and a mother who committed suicide. They also must put up with
Cnmesofthe Heart, a play Chtck (Amanda Slater),
put on by the john Carroll Uni- the obnoxious cousin
versity communications depart- whose movements and
ment , opened last weekend in voice actually do resemble
Kulas Auditorium.
a ch1cken
The play was wmren by
Crimes is filled with
Beth Henley and won a Pulitzer deep emotion as the sisters
Prize in 1981. )t is set in Missis- argue and console each
stppi in L975.
other, reliving the happy
At the heart of Crimes is the childhood memories as
SLOry of three sisters and the well as the sad . Despite the
struggles that they go through. fact that the play deals with
Lenny(Beth Wood),theeldestsis- very serious and potenter, is stuck deahng with thetr tially depressing issues, it
bossy grandfather and feels that also has a strong sense of
she is not entttled to any happi- family loyalty and bonding,
neJs Meg (Tricia Bestic) is disap- which leaves you with a
pointed with her fall mg smgmg good feeling. The play also
career and the marriage of her old coma1 ns a great deal of h uflame (J im Mile ) to another mor-the real life kmd of
woman . Babe (A nne Ordway) has humor that we find andrejust shot her husband and is try- late to in our own experiing to stay out of prison with the ences.
help of young lawyer Barnette
All of the action takes place
Lloyd (Bnan Bossick).
1n the knchen of the Magrath
Together, the Magrath sisters house. The set, created by Keith
also must deal With the memones Nagy of the communicat io ns de -

partment, is absolutely beautiful
and high ly detailed. lf you happened to wander onto the set, you

wou ld probably be confused,
th inking you had stumbled into a
genuine Southern (if three-walled)
kitchen.
The entire production,in fact ,

IS very realistic.There's something

very private about it, as though
you are witnessing a day and a
half of the lives of an actual family. There's nothing fake about
these characters. When they are
thirsty, they make real lemonade.
When they are hungry, they eat
real oatmeal. All of the actors also
do a remarkable job with Southern accents. Thecharactersappear
unaware of theaudienceand consume themselves tn the plot,
which is very rich and intriguing
itself. You must listen closely,
though, to catch all of the twists
and surprises. Many things are
mentioned brief! y at the beginning and then expla ined further
later in the play, so be patient.
Martin Friedman, part-time
JCU instructor, directs Crimes.

The Spinning Edge
THE WORD ON NEW RELEASES IN THE WORLD OF MUSIC

[film clip J Nothin• like the old thing
MlkeMa el
Staff Reporter
Well, we have come to the end
of the road of the Star Wars T1 ilogy reissue. In the last three
months we have had the opportunity to see the fabulous trilogy
again on the big-screen. Compliments of Lucasfilms' revamped
fuotage and a traditional action
modi cum , rhc Star Wars reissue
was a complete success as moviegoers pushed the envelope on
motion picture grossing records.
AddirJonally,a hallmark fi lm
trilogy had the opportunity to
implement computeri zed graphics pleasure for the updated versions, citing raves for a new generation of 5tarWarsfansaswellas
hordes of fans past.
l think the trilogy was spectacular While the newly generatedgraphicsdid not blow me out
of the water, the simple telling of
the tales on the big screen was as
entertaining as any film I have
seen m a long time. How wonderful it is to see an old favorite
rereleased. In fact, the much anticipated Star WarsTrilogy was
such a success that other classics
will be attempted in the theaters.
The Godfather series is a prime
example of an American film clas-

M.I;Gsmith

Nine Lives
(Columbia)

Star Wars: Princess Leia (Carrie Fisher) is held prisoner in Jabba's
Palace.
sic that will be released again. I do
not simply anticipate this film's
return because of any promised
new action shots, but simply beca use the big screen has a wonderful effect.
As I have alluded to before,
unless you have a world record
sized televislon.]urassic Park just
doesn'tdoit for you on a VCR, and
neither does the Godfather. It
could be argued that the Godfather and ]u rassic Park are incomparable, but the Godfather to
many is an epic that demands the

PC SUPPORT
SYSCO Food services c1 Clevelcr1CI, Inc., has
al entry level opetVlg for a PC SUpport star
member. Reql*emenls l1ckJCte presentation/It~ *'tg COITVTUllcaHon skis Clld a
miliTuTt d al assoclales degee i'llhe
CQI'l1JUier fteld. Expedence with UNIX Clld
Novel peefened. Send resume along wHh
&day requiements to:

svsco Food Services a ClevelcJ'ld. nc.
~ Re6ouces Dept.- PCSS

big screen -so mew here you can go
with your friends and escape from
house and home and lose yourself
in this Mafioso world of action and
adventure.
For some, these releases will be
just as vital on the VCR as on the
big screen. I happen to love the
Godfather, and Star Wars , and I
would rather revisit these classics
thanwastemytimewatchingDennis Rodman in Double Team. The
Godfather is a classic that is awesome, and I know that I-will enjoy
it, and the elements of the big
screen and the theater atmosphere
will exacerbate the feeling. With
the success of Star Wars and the
anticipated success of other releases such as the Godfather,
America will be revisiting many
of the movies that we love.
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primary source of self-promotion. The videos for Get A
Grip (1993) boosted album
sales significantly after each
of their releases ("Livin' on
the Edge", "Cryin'", "Crazy"
and "Amazing"). They will
also be going on a lengthy
summer tour after they get
back from Europe in late
spring..
Severalsongssta nd out on
this album, including their
current hit single, "Falling in
Love (is Hard on the Knees)",
the catchy and reminiscent,
"F ll Circle" nd the melod ic
a en nge s•. w tc as an extended ending to close out t:liM

Lim..

As said before, the highlight of
this album is how truly diverse it
is. Aerosmith has used more difAfter an absence of around ferent sounds on Nine lives than
fo ur years, Aerosmith has final! y on any of their other albums.
The most interesting song on
decided to come back for another
round of money making with its the album is "Taste of India,"
which is a totally new sound for
17th album, Nine Lives.
Aerosmith
that may have been an
This album is surprisingly diverse for the band. It rocks with . experiment, but also may have
songs like "Falling in Love(ls Hard been a taste of the future sound of
on the Knees)" and it's pretty me- the band. There is a little bit of
lodic with songs like "Hole in My sitar in the background of this
Soul", "Full Circle" and "Fallen song, along with the typical rockAngels". Aerosmith even experi- ing guitar sound of the band.
Steven Tyler is right on as usual
ments a little bit with the song
with
Nine lives. His voice is still
"Taste of India."
ln fact, Aerosmith experi- in perfectshapeafterall the years,
mented witheverythingfromthe and he can actually still write
cover art for Nine Lives , to the art pretty well. The combination of
on the inside of the album, to the words on this album flow very
fact that they decided to make this nicely with the diverse sound of
a "CD Extra"forusewith your CD- their music.
Overall, Aerosmith has sucROM (something that many
bands are starting to toy with ceeded with this album.
They're getting old, but somemore and more).
how
they manage to keep getting
As usual, Aerosmith seems like
better.
they will be using MTV as their
-Aaron Baker

~ at 14101 Cedar Rd.

~-

Friedman also directed Prelude to
a Kiss atjCU last fall, and has directed at Karamu House and
Cuyahoga Community College.
"I chose this play because it
offered four great roles for women,"
Friedman said. "Modern theater
has not been kind to women , but
none of these women need men.
They do not exist for men, ultimately"
Friedmanalsowanted todothe
play because John Carroll has not
done a realisttc drama in awhile
so it presented an extra challenge.
Crimes of the Heart will be
playing this weekend in Kulas Auditorium on Aprill7, 18 and 19 ai
8:00p.m.and April20 at 2:00p.m.
Tickets can be reserved by calling
397-4428. Prices are $5 for reserved tickets and $7 at the door.
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The
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For the past year, the city of University Heights
and members ofJohn Carroll University have clashed
over various issues. This special CN section takes an
in-depth look at the relationship between the
University and the Heights.

concernsUH
residents?

'U&Jcome to
CUniversit~

John P. Du an
·Special Reporter
RecentacrJons aimed atjoh n Carroll students by
the University Heights City Council might lead one
to believe that UH residents top concern isJCU.

~

GfleigJtts
'U•·Ciro 1( '•/k•uWioJ'/ Foro•·•

But a recent survey found that that is not the case.
"The schools, the school~. the schools," said several residents when asked what three issues facing
their city concerned them the most. The survey
found that
JCU
25
percent
4%
parking
of resiproblems
d e n t s
student
polled said
housing
that the
quality of
I o c a I
schools
schools
was their
taxes
top concern.

UH Residents' Concerns

Many
of the residents said that the quality of schools is not a new
concern at at \.
"It's time to clean up the schools; whatever the
cost," sa id one UH resident. "They're a mess."
After concern with schools, the majority of residents said that ci1y services and taxes were next on
the list of rop concerns.
Only three percent of surveyed residents said
that JCU I UH relations were a top concern, while
nine percenr listed student housing and parking
problems as their top concern.
Twelve percent of surveyed UH residents said
that they were concerned about nothing.
Although !he amount of time spent by council
on issues related to john Carroll might suggest that
is the residents' top concerns, the survey found that
four other issues are ultimately more important to
th em.

The right to vote in U. Heights: -

allII but JCU
I I
students?
CO(

Emily Berdell, John P. Dugan
Rochelle Nowinski
Special Reporters
Election Day 1996 found hundreds of
john Carroll students trekki ng to Pre' II

Ol

eight to nine months of the year ... so
undoubtedly, Univer~ltyHeJghts iSSUCS,
such as housing and parking regula
tions, will directly affect me."
Not all students supporr that 1dea,
though "I don'tthink we should [vote in
University Heights] because there is
li ttle community involvement ourside
of the school," said senior Amy
Giordano.

same issue will plague them unlesssornethinglsdone," hcsaid
Whelhcr or not JCU students vote in
University He1ghts, they apparcnrly care
abo ut what happens rn the city. In ,1 survey of 100 jCU students. all of them ex
pressed concern for my issues.
The Studem Unton led a regJstratlon
drive in the fall ostudemscould switch
their place of voting from their home 10
Umversity Hci?,hts. Also, incoming fresh
me n arc now ablrto r )!;i~tcrtovmcd u rmr,

Waj;I:I!j~ \Ill}£ 1'1CI&IJ~WiJIIJ.I<,_11....JII!J '-""t.JfJJI!iiiMi&ll~~~~~·~

exercise their citizenship right to vote.
Both JCU students and University
Heights residents have expressed mixed
opinions about whether JCU students
should be able to vote in UH.
Mayor Beryl Rothschild said in an October interview with the Carrol l News
thatjCU students'voicesshould be heard
through the university, rather than by
voting.
Nonetheless, at least 544 john Carroll students are registered to vote in UH
Precinct R, according to the Cuyahoga
County Board of Elections. They make
Sophomore Alicia Mazzi said that
up over 47 percent of the total of registered voters in the city, and there are still students should not vote in UH because
more than 1,000 campus residents who they are not permanent residents.
Although students may be tempoare not registered to vote in UH.
"I thinkJCU students should vote on rary residents, the graduating seniors
matters that affect University Heights," will be replaced byincomingfreshmen,
saidsophomoreCathyHauer. "llivehere said sophomore Todd Robejsek. "The

~ Delft
Iiden _,.. fl'.trelf
was a proponent of st udems voting in
U111versity Hetghts
"II is importam for the students to vote
in Um versity Heights," he sa1d last semester. "They belonghereand have every right .
to vote here."
Nevertheless, UH residents remain
staunchly opposed to the idea of Carroll
studems becoming registered UH voters.
Of the residents polled in a survey last
fall , 65 percent said that jCU students
should vote by absentee ballot. Only 35
percent said that students have the right
to vote in University Heights.
Commented one UH resident, 'I'm a
graduate of john Carroll and even I feel
students are better off voting absentee. lf
you are not living in this community full
time then you just don't understand the
problems here.'

Students work with city in Series of Discoveries
Melissa Lenlgan
John Taberskl
Carrie Randel
Special Reporters
John Carroll students demonstrate the
Jesuit tradition of service in University
Heights by volunteering their services in
the community.
Some jCU students participate in the
"Series of Discoveries" with UH residents,
which is a program designed to create ties
between city residents.
"The students were a great help. They
were enthusiastic and made the program
run smoothly,"said Susan Carver of the UH
Committee to Eliminate Hate.
Studenrs performed various tasks during the program which included observati on, feedback, planning and actual participation in rhe events.
Students from aJCU Organizational Behavior class participated in the program.
They served as mediators in the program,
accordmg to F.llen Hepler, a UH resident
who n~rricipated in the program. "They
give us a different perspective to look at,"

said Hepler.
joyable part is teaching the kids ...lt is on a learn a lot from [the childrenl" she said.
Sara Kromer, a JCU junior, volunteered
"This was a great way to interact with different level with a different perspective."
the residents," said Sarah Cook,a volunteer.
Koenig is one of many John Carroll stu- by assisting the Gesu cheerleading coach,
"T he program is a wonderful idea. It dents who volunteer their servicesat the helping three days a week during football
definitelymadeourcommunitycloser,"said school. Other activities at Gesu include season.
"Thegirlswerefunny.l
Bob Hunter, a resident of
made up a dancefor them
University Heights.
William Nadeau, city
and they were so excited
when they caught on to
building commissioner,said "John Carroll students are significant
it," she said. Kromer said
that the reason he gets comthat she also wanted to
plaintsaboutstudents is that our program. They uphold the Jesuit
startacheerleadingsquad
a generation gapexists. "You
have a clash of social ways tradition of service In University Heights." for basket ball season but
there were not enough
of having a good time," he
girls
interested.
said. Alleviating that probMary Lou Bongomo
Along with Kromer,
lem was one of the goals of
numerous john Carroll
Series of Discoveries.
students assist in coachStudents also volunteer
time in the community at Gesu School. coaching, student teaching, tutoring and a ing the 30sports teamsGesuoffersfor their
fifth through eighth graders.
"John Carroll students are significant to our day care program called the "245 Club."
Carroll students are "intrinsically moprogram. They uphold the Jesuit tradition
FiveJCU students currently teach Sunof service in University Heights," said Mary day School on a weekly basis. Koenig and tivated" through community service such
Lou Bangor no, of the Gesu Religious Stud- her partner, Patty Raimer, follow a routine as this. "By volunteering,it gives me a sense
ies Department.
which includes talking to the children, of accomplishment and the satisfaction
Sophomore Amy Koenig, who teaches plannmg a lesson, reading a story, doing a that lean have an impactonsomeoneelse's
Sunday school at Gesu, said "the most en- craft project and learning a prayer. "We life,• Cook said.
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John Carroll Theater : Crimes steals the stage at Kulas
Su~an Mallek
Assistant Entertamment Ed1tor
Crimes of the Heart, a play
put on by the john Carroll Uni·
versity communications depart·
ment , opened last weekend in
Kulas Audi tori um.
The play was w ritten by
Beth Henley and won a Pulitzer
Prize m 1981. )t IS set m Miss1s·
sippi in 1975.
At the heart of Crimes is the
story of three sisters a nd the
struggles that they go through
Lenny(Beth Wood), the eldest sister, is stuck deali ng with rhe1r
bossy grandfather and feels that
she is not entitled to any happi·
ne~s. Meg (Tricla Bestic) is disappomted with her failing singing
career and the marnageofher old
flame Oim Miles) to another
woman. Babe(AnneOrdway) has
just shot her husband and 1s try·
ing to stay out of prison Wll h the
help of young lawyer Barnette
Lloyd (Bnan Boss1ck)
Together, I he Magrath sisters
alsomustdeal with the memories

of a father who abandoned them
and a motherwhocomminedsui·
Cld~. They also must put u p wnh
Ch 1ck (Am anda S l ate~),
the obnox1ous cous1n
whose movements a nd
vo1ce actually do resemble
a ch1cken.
.
Crimes IS fiLled with
deep emotion as the SISters
arg ue and . console each
other, reh v1ng the h appy
childhood memories as
well as the sad. Despne th e
fact thatthe play deals With
very se n ous _and potennally depressmg 1ssues, lt
also has a strong sense of
fam•ly loyalty and bond mg.
whiCh !~aves you With a
good feel mg. The play also
contams a great deal of humor-the real life k1nd of
humor that we find andrelate to in our own experiences.
All of the action takes place
in the knchen of the Magrath
house. The set, created by Keith
Nagy of the communications de·

partment, is absolutely beautiful
and highly detailed. If you hap·
pened to wander onto the set, you

would p robably be confused,
thinking you had stumbled into a
genuine Southern (if three-walled)
kitchen.
The entire production, in fact ,

isvery realistic.Th.ere'ssomething
very private about it, as though
you a re wi tnessing a day and a
half of the lives of an actual fam·
ily. There's nothing fake abo ut
these characters. W h.en t hey are
thirsty, they make real lemonade.
When they a re hungry, they eat
real oatmeal. All ofrheactorsalso
do a remarkable job with South·
ernaccents.Thecharactersappear
unawareoftheaudienceandcon·
sume t hemselves in the plot,
which is very rich and intriguing
itself. You must listen close] y,
though, to catch all of t he twists
and surpnses Many things are
menttoned briefly at the begin·
ning and then explained further
laterintheplay,sobepatient.
Martin Fnedman, part·time
JCU instructor, directs Crimes.

THE WORD ON NEW RELEASES IN THE WORLD OF MUSIC

Mike Mapel
Staff Reporter
Well, we have come to th.e end
of the road of the Star Wars Tril·
ogy retssue . In the last three
months we have had theopportu·
mty to see the fabulous trilogy
agatn on the big-screen. Compliments of Lucasfil ms' revamped
wa a complete success as movie·
goers pushed th e en velope on
motio n picture grossi ng records.
Additionall y, a hal lmark film
mlogy had the o pportumt y to
imple ment computerized graph·
ics pleasure for the updated ver·
s1ons, ci u ng raves for a new gen·
erationof StarWarsfansas wellas
hordes of fans past.
1 think the trilogy was spectacular. While the newly gener·
atedgraph icsdid not blow me out
of the wa ter, the simple telling of
the tales on the big screen was as
entertaining as any film I have
seen in a long time. How y,onder·
fu l it is to see an old favorite
rereleased. In fact, the much an·
tici pated Star WarsTrilogy was
such a s uccess that other classics
will. be attempted in the t heaters.
The Godfa therseries is a prime
example of an American film clas-

rec ted at Kar a mu House and
Cuyahoga Communi ty College.
"I chose this play because it
offeredfourgreatrolesfory,omen,"
Friedman said. "Modern theater
has not been kind ro women but
none of these wome n need ~en.
They do not exist for men ulti·
marely."
'
Fnedmanalsowantedtodothe
playbecausejohnCarrollhasnot
done a realistic drama in awhile
so it presented an extra cha ll enge.
Crimes of the Heart will be
playingthisweekendinKulasAudnorium on April l7,18 and 19 ac
8:00p.m. and April20at 2:00p.m.
Tickerscanbe reservedbycall ing
397·4428. Prices are $5 for re·
served tickets and $7 at the door.

The Spinnint: EcJee

[!!lm cliji] Nothin• like the old thing

iootage and a ttadltional action
modic um the S1ar Wars reiss ue

Friedmanalso directed Preludeto

a Kiss atjCU last fall, and h.as di·

~ith

Nine Lives
(Colum bia)

primary source of self-promotion. The videos for Get A
Grip (1993) boosted album
sales significant!y after each
of their releases ("Li vin ' on
the Edge ", "Cryin'", "Crazy"
and "Amazing''). They will
also be going on a lengthy
sum mer tour afte r they get
back fro m Europe in late
spring..
Several songs stand out on
th is album, includi ng their
current hit si ngle, "Falling in
Love (is Hard on the Kneesl",
the ca tchy and reminiscent,
"Full Circle" and the melod ic
"Fal en nge s", w tc as an ex·
tended ending to close out l1i.n-'.

L.i.ru..

Star Wars: Princess Lei a (Carrie Fisher) is held prisoner in Jabba's
Palace.
sic that will be released again. 1do
not simply anticipate this film's
return because of any promised
new action shots, but simply be·
cause the big screen has a wonderful effect.
As I have alluded to before,
unless you have a world record
sized television.]u rassic Parh just
doesn't do it for you on a VCR, and
neither does the Godfather. It
could be argued that the Godfa·
ther and jurassic Pari! are incomparable, but the Godfather to
many is an epic that demands the

PC SUPPORT
SYSCO Food servtces d Clevek:n:l, Inc., has
at entry level openilg for a PC Support stat
rnerri>er. Requiements ilclude presenlatlon/1railhg COI'TYTU'Wx1llo skis ald a
rmm.m a at associates ctegee n the
COI'll)Uier field. Experience wHh UNIX ald
Novel prefened. Send resume along wHh

sac:rv requkements 1o:

svsco Food Services aCievelald, nc.

big screen-somewhere youcango
with your friends and escape from
house and home and lose yourself
in th is Mafioso world of action and
adventure.
For some, these releases will be
just as vital on the VCR as on the
big screen. I happen to love the
Godfather, and Star Wars, and I
would rather revisit these classics
than waste my time watching Den·
nis Rodman in Double Team . The
Godfather is a classic that is awesome, and I know that I will enjoy
it, and the elements of the big
screen and the theater atmosphere
will exacerbate the feeling. With
the success of Star Wars and the
anticipated success of other releases such as the Godfather,
America will be revisiting many
of the movies that we love.

As said before, the highlight of
rhis album is how trul y d iverse it
is. Aerosmith has used more different
sounds on Nine Lives than
After an absence of around
on
any
of their other albums.
four years, Aerosmith has finally
The most interesting song on
decided to come back for another
round of money making with its rhe album is "Taste of India ,"
which is a totally new sound for
17th album, Nine Lives.
This album is surprisingly di· Aerosmith that may have been an
verse for the band. It rocks with . experiment, but also may have
songs Like "Falling in Love Cis Hard been a taste of the future sound of
the band. There is a little bit of
on the Knees)" and it's pretty me·
!odic with songs like "Hole in My sitar in the background of this
Soul", "Full Circle" and "Fallen song, along with the typical rocking guitar sound of the band.
Angels". Aerosmith even experi·
Steven Tyler is right on as usual
ments a liule bit with the song
with Nine Lives. His voice is still
"Taste of India ."
in perfect shapeafte rall the years,
In fact, Aerosmith experi·
and
he can actually still write
mented with everything from the
pretty
well. The combination of
cover art for Nine Lives . to the art
on the inside of the album, to the words on this album flow very
fact that they decided to make this nicely with the diverse sound of
their music .
a "CDExtra"forusewith your CD·
Overall, Aerosmith has sue·
ROM (something that many
bands are starting to toy with ceeded with this album.
They're getting old, but somemore and more).
how
they manage to keep getting
Asusual ,Aerosmithseems like
they will be using MTV as their better.
-Aaron Bal!er

~ at 14101 Cedar Rd.
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For the past year, the city of University Heights
and members of John Carroll University have clashed
over various issues. This special CN section takes an
in-depth look at the relationship between the
University and the Heights.

GWelcome to

GffniversitY{f
Cfleigll,ts

John P. Dugan

---
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Spec1 al Reporter

Recent actions aimed at john Carroll students by
the Umversiry Heigh ts City Council m1ght lead one
to believe that UH residents top concern isjCU.
But a recent survey found that that is not the case.
"The schools, the sc hool~. the schools," said several residents when asked what three issues facing
their city concerned them the most. The survey
fo und that
JCU
25 percent
4%
parking
of
resi·
problems
d
e
n
t s
student
housing
polled said
that the
quality of
~
I o c a I
schools
schoo l s
was their
taxes
top con·
cern.

UH Residents' Concerns

Ma n y
of the resi·
dents sa id th at t he qualit y of schools is not a new
concern at all .
"It's time to clean up the schools; whatever the
cost," sa id one UH resident. "They're a mess."
After concern with schools, the majority of resi·
dents sa id that city services and taxes were next on
the list of to p concerns.
O nly three percent of surveyed resid ents said
tha t jCU I UH relations were a top concern, while
nine percent listed st udent housing and parking
proble ms as thei r top concern
Twelve percent of surveyed UH residents said
th at they were concerned abou t nothing.
A!th ough the amount of time spent by council
on iss ues related to john Ca rroll might suggest that
is the residents' top concerns, the survey found that
four other issues are ultimately more important to
them.

The right to vote in U. Heights: L.Of all but JCU

II

students?
Emily Berdell, John P. Dugan
Rochelle Nowinski
Special Reporters

eight to nine months of the year . .. so
undoubtedly,UniverttyHelghts•ssucs.
such as housing and parkmg regulations, w1ll directly affect me."
Not all students supporr that idea.
thoug h. "ldon'tthink wes hould [vote in
Un iversity Heights] beca use there IS
little comm unity involvement outside
of the school," said sen ior Amy
Giordano.

Electio n Day 1996 found hundreds of
j ohn Carrol\ studen ts trekking to Pre0

exercise their citizenship right to vote.
Both JCU students and University
Heights resident s have expressed m1xed
opin ions about whether jCU students
should be able to vote in UH.
Mayor Beryl Rothschild sa id in an Octo ber interview with the Carroll Ne ws
thatjCU studems'voicesshould be heard
through the university, rather than by
voting.
Nonetheless, at least 544 john Car·
roll students are registered to vote in UH
Preci nct R, according to the Cuyahoga
County Board of Elections. They make
up over 47 percent of the total of regis·
tered voters in the city, and there are still
more than 1,000 campus residents who
are not registered to vote in UH.
"I thinkjCU students should vote on
matters that affect University Heights,"
saidsophomoreCathy Hauer. "llivehere

Sophomore Alicia Mazzi said that
students should not vote in UH because
they are not permanent residents.
Although students may be temporary residents, the graduating seniors
will be replaced by incoming freshmen,
said sophomore Todd Robejsek. "The

same issues will plague them unless ome
thingisdone,"hesaid
Whether or not JCU students vote in
University He1ght , they appar ntly care
abo ut w hat happens in the cny In a survey of 100 J U stude nts, a ll of them ex·
pressed concern for City ISSues.
The Student Union led a reg1strarwn
d n ve m the fall so stude nts could swi tch
the1r place of voting fr m their home to
University! \eights Also,incomingfresh
m n arc now able to r •p,i, tcnovotcdunnp,

IIden )ce Plri'elf
was a proponent of students voring in
University He1ghts
"It is important forthest udents to vote
in University Heights," h.e sa1d last se mester. "T hey belong here and haveeveryright .
to vote here."
Nevertheless, UH residents remain
staunchly opposed to the idea of Carroll
students becoming registered UH voters.
Of the residents polled in a survey last
fall , 65 percent said that JCU students
should vote by absentee ballot. Only 35
percent said that students have the right
to vote in Univetsity He•ghts.
Commented one UH resident, ' I'm a
graduate of john Carroll and even 1 feel
students are better off voting absentee. If
you are not living in this community full
time then you just don't understand the
problems here.'

Students work with city in Series of Discoveries
Melissa Lanigan
John Taberskl
Carrie Randel
Special Reporters

j ohn Carroll students demonstrate the
j esuit tradition of service in University
Height s by volunteering thei r services in
the community.
Some jCU students participate in the
"Seri es of Discoveries" with UH residen ts,
which is a program designed to create ties
bet ween city residents.
"The students were a great help. They
were enthusiastic and made the program
run smoothly,"said Susan Carver of the UH
Committee to Eliminate Hate.
Students performed various tasks durin g th e progra m which included observa·
tion, feedback, planning and actu al partici ·
pat ion in th e events.
Students from ajCU Organizationa l Be·
havior class participated in the program.
They se rved as mediators in the program,
accordi ng to Ellen Hepler, a UH resid ent
who n~ rtic ipa t ed in the program. "They
give us a di ffe re nt perspective to look at,"

said Hepler.
"This was a great way to interact with
the residents." said Sarah Cook, a volunteer.
"The program is a 'M>nderful idea. It
definitelymadeourcommunitycloser,"said
Bob Hunter, a resident of
University Heights.
William Nadeau, city
bui ldingcommissioner,said
that the reason he gets complain tsaboutstudents is that
a generation gapexists. "You
have a clash of social ways
of having a good time," he
said. Alleviating that prob·
lem was one of the goals of
Series of Discoveries.
Students also volunteer
tim e in the community at Gesu SchooL
"John Carroll students a re significant to our
program. They uphold the jesuit tradition
of service in University Heigh ts," said Mary
Lou Bongorno, of the Gesu Religious Stud·
ies Department.
Sophomore Amy Koenig. wh o teaches
Sunday school at Gesu, sa1d "the most en·

learn a lot from (the children]," she said.
Sara Kromer, ajCU junior, volunteered
by assisting the Gesu cheerleading coach,
helping three days a week during football
season.
"Thegirlswere funny. l
made upadancefor them
and they were so excited
when they caught on to
it," she sa1d. 'Kromer said
that she also wanted to
srartacheerleadingsquad
for basketball season but
there were not enough
Mary Lou Bongomo girls interested.
Along with 'Kromer,
numerous john Carroll
students ass1st in coachcoaching, smdent teaching, tutoring and a ing the JOsports teams Gesuoffers for their
fifth through eig hth graders.
_
day care program called the "245 Club."
Carroll students are "imrinstcall y moFivejCU students c ur rently teach Suntivated" through community service such
day School on a weekly bas is. Koen ig and
her partner, Patty Raimer, follow a ro utine as this. "By volunteering,it gives me a sense
which includes tal king to the children, of acco mplishment and the satisfaction
that lean have animpact on someoneelse's
planmng a lesson, reading a story, doing a
life," Cook said.
craft project and learning a prayer. "We

joyable pan is teaching the kids... It is on a
different level with a different perspective."
Koenig is one of many John Carroll students who volunteer their servicesat the
school Other activities at Gesu include

"John Carroll students are significant to

our program. They uphold the Jesuit

tradition of service In University Heights."
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TheJCU Parking Saga: Then and Now
1992: Parkind
6
garage proposed
•
•t
b+.o/ UnJverSJ
y;
1ailS faCUlty
referendum
Tom O'Konowltz

-

-

Editor-in-Chief
In December l99l,john Carroll Universityadministratorsannounced that a parking garage would be built on campus that
summer.
It would have been a two-story garage
on the site of the current Belvoir lot, and
would have added 312 new parking spaces.
Construction would have begun the day
after final examinations in May 1992. It
would have been completed, weather permitting, forthe beginn ing of the Falll992
semester_
The garage would have been made of
concrete and brick to match the style of
other buildings on cam pus.
The JCU Board of Trustees even ap-

provedborrowingof$4mill iontofundthe
garage.

mi::c~s~~;d'~~~;:~t~~-nt parking perThe university proposed an increase to
$100 to cover the costs of the garage. The
proposal would also have required faculty
and staff to pay $100 a year to use the garage.
Un iversityadministrationaskedthefacultyand staffthentopassareferendumto
charge $100 a year for faculty parking
passes, when they had never been charged
before.
"It's a question on my part of equity," said
the late Rev. Michael Lavelle,SJ., then president of JCU. "It seems to me that everyone
who parks should bear the costs of the new
parking facility.•
Nonetheless, the faculty and staff did
not approve the referendum by a majority,
so the parking garage was never built.
By t he spring of 1992, a plan was approved to add additional spaces on the
ground.
Extensions to the library and science
lots were approved, and new lots in the
areas near the library and science building.
Ci ty Cou ncil approved that plan.

199Z• Parkind
6
problem remains;
+.
J
I 8CU ty and
StUdentS
surdcJ.est
dar"ao'
cJ.e
66'
6'
1

/I

Tom Choquette
Jim Del Torto
Christine Castro
Special Reporters
Eighty out of lOO faculty, staff and studentssaid that they have experienced problems with parking atjohn Carroll University.
"There is a shortage of approximately
250spacesoncampusaccording to University Heights parking requirements," said
Darrell Horwath, member of thejCU committee on parking and a faculty member of
the department of math. He also said that
the parking problem is at the worst he has
ever seen it.
In a survey of 50 students and 50 faculty

and staff, 65 percent said that a parking
garage should be built on campus. Fifteen
percent suggested lowering the number of
parking passes sold, whil e the remaining
20 percent suggested adding spaces and
enforcing the parking regulations on campus by towing.
A mathematical formula determines
how many parking spaces are required at
the university, according to University
Heights law.
"The university does have an obligation
to provide spaces for parking." sa id
Maryanne Lutjen, Staff Service Committee
chair.
Currently a committee meets to "work
with the john Carroll University campus
community and representatives of the city
of University Heights ttoexamine the parking on and around campus, and if necessary,to make recommendations for change,"
said Provost Frederick Travis in a memorandum to theJCU community
the UH City Council has had the JCU
parking situation as an agenda item for several of its council and committee meetings.
"The problem is john Carroll's, not the
city of University Heights'," said former UH
Police Chief Charles LoBello.

New hous~ng laws called discriminatory
Gina Camlola
Tim Howley
Ann Colletti
Special Reporters
John Carroll students living offcampussaytheir rights are being violated by University Heights housing
ordinances.
"I think it is unfair and unconstitudirected at college
tional. It is

Scction6:
Chap1er 1373: 'Rooming house' and / or 'dormitory' and/or 'minidorm! tory'is a residence proVJdingslcepingfacilitlesand/or common areas for more than three (3) unrelated occupants.
(Summary: These rypes of facilities are nm considered to be
restdential 'family' homes(Chapter 1125.09). This limits the number of unrelated occupants to two people and a designated head of
the household, who Is responsible for obtaining a llc:cnse nad
enforcing the new regulations in the household)

Scction2:
Chapter 1123' Overnight parking of any motor vehicle or trailer
between 2am. and 5 a.m. in residential districts is prohibited
unless ms1de of garages or to the rear of the from setback line on
approved driveway surfaces._

Section 12:
Cha p1er 1125: PENALTY-- Wh.oeverviolatesany provisions of this
chapter is gu1lty of a misdemeanor of the first degree.'

Voices unheard
Tom O'Konowltz
Editor-in-Chief
john Carrollstudents, led by Student Union
President Chris Beato, went to the April7 City
Counci l meet ingtovoiceconcernsaboutnewly
tightened housmg and parking regulat10ns.
They were a few weeks late, and a dollar short.
Council passed the new laws on March 18,
but no students were present to voice their
o pmions. The vote was originally scheduled
over jCU's spring break, but Council postponed
it so students could be present.
"I apologize for us not being here when th is
was passed," Beato said. "It was in the midst of
Dean Farrell's sickness and death, and we also
had a St udent Union inauguration th~t night."
UH Council man Steven Bennett responded
by reminding Beato that one of Farrell's final
actions was seemg that the meeting be postponed. He also said, "There should have been
at least one representative from the Student
Union there."
Bea to dtd say, "I was made aware that (t he

versiry
regarding the city's
that
will tighten regulation of housing for
students off campus.
Severalstudenrssaid that theyconstantly received complaints from city
authorities, ranging from inadequate
shrubbery in front of the house and
not cutting the grass of ten enough, to
having a car parked with one tire an
inch or two on the lawn.
Studentsalsoemphasized that they
weresurprised by the number of times
that their houses were inspected.
Many said that inspectors often arrived unannounced.
Inspectors are required by law to
call at least 24 hours prior to arriving
at a house for inspection, said William Nadeau, University Heights
building commissioner. However, if
the inspection is related to a complaint

date] was changed, but we were never told
what time it was."
Beato told Council he has talked to many
students concerned about the new laws.
"The students are really concerned that
the passing of that ordinance is unfair," Beato
said. He added ,"['ve never heard of anywhere
where they enforce rules as far as payments
and registering [for housing licenses]."
Mayor Beryl Rothschild responded by saying, "There's a lot of things to weigh here. It
isn't so clear cut and simple."
She said, "If you want to live in the neighborhood, you've got to be like the rest of us."
Rothschild cited examples of students
throwing bottles around the neighborhood ,
sun bathing in front yards, throwing garbage
and rubbish all over the place, having all
night parties and running cars at night.
"This is what the residents are telling us,
folks. I'm not making this up," Rothschild said.
She suggested that thestudentsjoinCouncil and homeowners for a tribunal to discuss
such issues on a regular basis.
Bennett said that attempts for a tribunal
have been made in the past with the Student
Union, but nothing ever came of it.

made against the tenant, the inspector does not have to give any prior
notice to his arrival. "The resident
has the right to deny an inspector
entry into their homes, but the inspectormaycome back with a search
warrant at a latertime," Nadeau said.
The students interviewed think
their right to privacy is being violated by frequent inspections, and the

tected under the national fair housing law, which in University Heights
leads to "landlords exploiting kids."
"U it's our money and we're paying to live here, we should be able to
have as many people living here as
we want," said one female sophomore
in response to the new restrictions.
One senior added, "Most houses are
big enough to fit more tha n th ree

$$$

Students and local businesses:

Jennifer Brosius , Colleen Masny
Sarah Furey, Erika Oblak
Spec1al Reporters
john Carroll University 's studen ts, faculty and staff contribute to University
Heights by supporting area businesses.
"Thefacultyandstaff docon tribu tea lot
to the comm unity,'' said Delores Cook, asSIStant manager of Hit o r Miss on
Warrensville Center Road . "A lot of people

A Financial Partnership
wouldn't come to [University Heigh ts] if it
wasn't for j oh n Carroll ."
Fiftee n of 25 businesses surveyed agreed
that members of t he JCU com m unity do
contn bute finan cially to their businesses .
"Due to the location of joh n Carroll Universi t y in Umversi ty Heights, a lot of the
buyi ng power from the universityspillsover
into the city," said Bob Somogyi, the executive director of the Cedar Center Merchants

Summer vacation affects businesses
Colleen Masny, Sara Furey,
Jennifer Brosius, Erika Oblak
Special Reporters
As many students and faculty from john Carroll University leave the ci ty for the
s ummer vacation, there are fewer people to make purchases from local businesses.
Some local businesses notice a decline in business during the summer brea k, according lO a recent s urvey.
"Business is a li ttle bit slower si nce we do get a portion of our business fro m john
Carroll ," said an employee at Rosalina's Hairdressers.
Representatives from BrueggersBagel Bakery, Campus Drug and Pizza zz said that
they agreed that business slows down during the summer.
"john Carroll keeps me at an even keel," said the manager of Pizzazz. "restaurants
generally do more business in the summer. Even though business doesn 't pick up as
much in the summer, (the restaurant)doesn'texpen enceas much business loss in the
winter. The university provides a nice balance."
For others, business remains about the same in the summer. Employees at Park
Opticians, Bialy's Bagels and Flowerville, Inc. said that business neither picks up nor
slows down. ~we have more weddingsduri ng the summer,andduringthewinterjohn
Carroll provides a large portion of business for us," said an Employee at Flower ville.
Mike Pajek, manager of Russo's Supermarket, said that the departure of JC U
students in the summer is made up for by the arrival of students who come home to
University Heights for the summer.

Stu•s Special: Shaker Deli owner cares about customers
Reporter
the prices are slightly higher. High quality
It is 7:30a.m. and the doughnuts, bagels meats and breads, service and especially
a nd corned beef are ready for folks lining cleanliness are very important at the store.
up at the Shaker Deli. The Deli will serve "People see everything," he said.
Since it is a small store, everything has to
about 600 customers today, and Stu art K.
Lu bline will persona lly knowabout 70 per- be ke pt clea n, especially the new deli case
where all of the meats are displayed, the
cent of them .
Lublin e is the ow ner and "boss" of the floors and the counters. Lubline and hi s
Shaker Deli on Fairmoun t Boulevard in employees do not
University Heights. He bought the Deli in wear gloves, however.
1986, but has been connected with it for He checked with the
most of his life.
Department
of
Lublin e, 40, grew up in University Health and discovHei ghts and worked as a stock boy at the ered that it is cleaner
Shaker Deli at age 13 In high sc hool, he was tohandlefoodswithpromoted to deli clerk ,w here hecould serve outgloves. "There are
customers. He lef t the Deli for 12 years, and less he a It h pro bworked for a whol esale meat distri butor lems," he said .
that sold meat to other delis. That is when
T he ca nd y and
he kn ew he was ready to own his own busi- snack racks are
ness, ~nd he bought the Shaker Deli.
neatly stocked, and
There have been a lot of changes at the the ref rigeratedcases
Del i since Lubli ne has known it. He has just cont ai n sele cted
rem<Xl eled the entire interior, putt ing in a soda, bottled water,
la rge glass counter and modern hanging beer and wine. On
la mps above the deli case. The lighting was top of the beverage
a decorative touch added by Lubline's wife cases are neat piles of
of 17 years,j odi, who has worked at th e store unopened boxes of
si nce 1991 , along with Lublin e's mother, foods and drinks
Fri ed a, who has worked therefor nine years. ready to refill the
Fried a Lu blinesaid th at her son loves own - shelves when something needs to be rein g th e Deli. "He always wanted it "
Lublin e isc ommiued to the Deli because placed. In the front
of his many years in the business. lt'salll've of the s tore when the
ever do ne ," he said. Adding that the key is customer walks in, is
se rvice, "Get th e customers in and out quick, the bakerycase,containingoversiz.edcookies,pas tries and other
knoc k them out l-2-3."
Lublin e sa id that the main attraction at confections which are bought for the store.
the De li is th e sa ndw iches. Lun ch is prime The deli coun ter extends beyond t he bakcustomer tim e, with lots of orders for tur- ery co unter and includes all of the sandkey and co rned beef. Carlin Adrian opoli,a wich meats a nd garnishes, along with hot
JCU studem a nd frequent customer of the items s uch as macaroni and cheese ,chicken
Deli , us ual! y orders "Stu's Special," whic h is and salads. All of these foods are cooked by
a corn ed beef sa ndwic h,oneside ordersuch Jodi Lu bli ne in a kitchen below th e store.
The Deli opens at 7:30a.m. A typical day
as macaroni and cheese or macaroni sa lad.
and a slice of cheesecake. Adri anopoli sai d for Lubli ne in vol ves arriving at work at 9
he can tell Lubline is "hard wo rking, honest a.m. He checks a nd begi ns s tocking th e
day's deliveries, for his nea rly 600 customand he cares about his business"
Lubline said t ha t even though the Deli is ers expected that day. At 10:30 a. m., it is
located r igh t nex t to Campus Dr ug,Arabica ti me to prepare for lunch. Lubline slices
and Russo's, he still gets a lot of business meats, cuts bread and stays behind the
~. pecia l

is a college town, college students
should be respected and welcome."
Avery Friedman

housing regulations in general.
Avery Friedman and Chip
Bromley, legal consultants specializing in housing law, agreed with these
students, viewing the University
Heights housing regulations as discriminatory to off -campus students.
"Legal or illegal, it is clearly housing discrimination, " Friedman said.
"It is a college town, college students
should be respected and welcome."
Bromley added that age is not pro-

NEIGHBOR'S
WATCH
Wf

WlL CALL THE POLICE!

Sl.nlathers beware: The neighbor's
watch may soon be watching for
more than just prowlers.

people. Splitting rent between three
people is expensive."
"Some students feel that it is
cheaper to live off -campus," said
Donna Byrnes, director of residence
life. 'The university wishes more students would choose to live on campus because they believe it is the way
college should be experienced."
Students will always continue to
move off -campus however, and so
they will face the difficulties involved with living in University
Heights. This may in turn cause
many students to look to neighboring communities for housing.
jakiel, who moved from University Heights to South Euclid after
dealing with the University Heights
ordinances and rules, said that "the
residents [of University Heights]
would rather have us living somewhere else. They hold grudges because of the stupid act ions of former
students who have ruined it for us."
Obviously there is a problem, but
"right now we have a reaction to the
problem," said Bromley. He suggested that the university offer a con tribution to the city, such as putting
money into the commun ity for
things like police protection,and that
maybe the community could give
John Carroll housing in return.
Living off-campus with a group
of students "is a way to mature yourself and good practice for living in
your own apartment one day," according to Bromley. He added tha t
with the new housing regulations,
students are not able to practice for
f unher living situations.

$$$

Associat ion, which includes 28
University Heights businesses. He
ratedjohn Carroll nimh, on a scale
of 10, in importance to area businesses.
In a survey of 70 stud ems who
were asked to name the businesses
they patronize the most in the area,
the rap five were: Cedar Center,
Arab ica , Russo's Supermarket,
Campus Drug (now Revco) and
Pizzazz. Each of the top five is in
University Heigh ts.
Besides just purchasing from
the busi nesses, many john Carroll
st ude nts are employed in UniVer sity Heights.
joh n Carroll University em ploys 371 faculty, 172 admini stra tors, 650 work-study employees,
a nd staff members and Marriott
employees. Each of these people
mus t pay the 1.5 percent ci t y tax to
Unviersity Heigh ts, according to Pizzazz, located at the front of Carroll's
Debora Sc hm itt , payroll ad minis- campus, is often frequented by JCU students.
trator atjCU.
Sixty of nin ety surveyed sai d that they need employees, and students need money.
have jobs, and at least 12 of them are in
AlljCUstudentss urveyed said that they
Unversity Heigh ts. Many a re babysitters. pa tro nize businesses in th e city. They said
Over 1,000 fa milies per yea r hire Gl r roll tha t they eat out at leasr once or twice a
students to baby-sit, according to Assistant week, and ma ny families eat out in the city
Direc tor of Fi nancial Aid Mary Ba rnhart .
during specia l events.
Some stude nts work at local busi nesses.
Overall, the businesses consider j oh n
Nearly ha lf of the 25 busi nesse su rveyed Carroll important to University Heights.
indica ted that t hey em ploy j CU students
More th an half aid that j ohn Carroll is a
"j ohn Carroll is an asset ro the city, but signiricanr so urce of business support.
thecity is also an asset to john Ca rroll ," sa id
"We'd loveto sccjohnCarrollsraywhere
the owner of Flowerville, as businesses it is," said the manager of Pincus Bakery.

Megan Carney
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est time of the day; no deliveries are made
between 11 p.m. and 2 p.m.
After lunch, more stocking of the she! ves,
order ing items and cleaning everything
spotless to prepare for the next day. At 5
p.m., Lubline goes home to rest for a few
hours, but every night between 9 and LO
p.m., he goes back to the store to close.

Time away from the Deli is spent with
hi s sons, Mark, 8, a nd Evan, 14. Although
Evan has recently worked at the Deli fort he
first time, Lubline sa id that he would be
disappoi nted if either of his sons decided to
follow in his foo tsteps, beca use of the stress
and the seven-day-a-week schedu le. He
wa nts Evan to fini sh college and pursue a
career that would allow him more freedom
fo r days and weekends off. Lublinealso has
always bee n a big sports fan, his favorites
bemg baseball and jogging. "Runni ng helps
me unwind," he said.
Despite the da1ly schedule, Lubline
wou ld miss the deli business if he was away

her," he said. He ~rks seven days a ~
and has become accustomed to being the
boss. ~I went to Phoenix last year a nd l only
called the Deli once a day. I've gotten better
overt he years," he said. He trusts his mother
to take care of the store in his absence, and
the Russian lady that has worked behind
the counter for 19yearscan handle the store,
he said . "It is important to have a commitment to your job, but you have got to have
freedom."
Lubline says he has been blessed to have
the Deli and the employees he has had, although he must really trust a person to
work there. "I'm picky when I hire," he said.
Lubline worries about thef t,and employees
giving items away to friends. Although he
doesn't like to yell, he admits tha t he has
had to be firm with anemployeeor t woover
the years. There have not been many problems, though, and employees he hire are
friendly a nd clean.
Frieda Lubline says her son is very good
w ith the clerks. "They all love him here,"
she said. When it comes to sc heduling and
requesting time off, Lubline "bends and interc hanges" for his employees.
Brian Sparks,astudentatJCU, presently
works for Lubline. He descn bes hi s employer as being "really cool as a boss, and
real particular about getting stuff done."
According to Spa rks, Lubline's concern
about the cleanliness of the Deli is passed
on to all of the deli's employees. "Presentation is a big thing,' said Sparks.
Sparks also said that Lubline always runs
right up to the Deli co unter to greet and
serve hi s regular customers.
He also doesn't like to tra in people;
Lubline likes to hire people who have had
experience behind a deli counter and will
gi ve the customer the quality the Del iserves.
"![you're gon na give someone a lousy sandwich that w ill be re turned, why make u ?"
he asked.
Frieda Lubline agreed.
"He [Lubline] has a very good rapport
with customers. He does not sell them
t hings that are not fresh . If something
should go wrong, they come back and he
makes it good."

..... _
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ThejCU Parking Saga: Then and Now

Students and local bl1sinesses:
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1992: Parking
garage proposed
unJ·'v'ef.sJ't·v,•
J
'
J
biV
fails faculty
referendum
J

-

-

Tom O'Konowltz
Editor-in-Chief
In December 199l,jonn Carroll Universityadrninistratorsannounced that a parking garage would be built on campus that
summer
It would have been a t'M:>'"Story garage
on the site of the current Belvoir lot, and
would have added 312 new parking spaces.
Construction would have begun the day
after final examinations in May 1992. It
would have been completed, weather permitting, for the beginning of the Fall 1992
semester.
The garage would have been made of
concrete and brick to match t he style of
other buildings on campus.
The JCU Board of Trustees even ap-

~:~:;~borrowingof$4rnilliontofundthe

mi~~j~~~~d~~~:~~~nt parking perThe university proposed an increase to
$100 to cover the costs of the garage. The
proposal would also have required faculty
andstafftopay$l00ayeartousethegarage.
Universityadrninistrationasked thefaculty and staff then to pass a referendum to
charge $100 a year for faculty parking
passes, when they had never been charged
before.
"It's a question on my part of equity," said
the late Rev. Michael Lavelle, SJ, then president of JCU. "It seems to me that everyone
who parks should bearthe costs of the new
parking facility."
Nonetheless, the faculty and staff did
not approve the referendum by a majority,
so the parkinggaragewasneverbuilt.
By the spring of 1992, a plan was approved to add additional spaces on the
ground.
Extensions to the library and science
lots were approved, and new lots in the
areas near the library and science building.
Ci ty Cou nci l approved that plan.

1997: Parking
problem remains;
+-acuity
and
1c
students
surd
d,es t o•
da ,-a,0'
d,e
00'
I

I

Tom Choquette
Jim Del Torto

Christine Castro
Special Reporters
Eighty out of 100 faculty, staff and students sa id that they have experienced problems with parking at john Carroll Un iversity.
"There is a shortage of approximately
250spacesoncampusaccording to University Heights parking requirements," said
Darrell Horwath, member of thejCU committeeon parking and a facultymemberof
the department of math. He also said that
the parking problem is at the worst he has
ever seen it.
In a survey of 50 students and 50 faculty

and staff, 65 percent said that a parking
garage should be built on campus. Fifteen
percent suggested lowering the number of
parking passes sold, while the remaining
20 percent suggested adding spaces and
enforcing the parking regulations on campus by towing.
A mathematical formu la determines
how many parking spaces are required at
the university, according to University
Heights law.
"The university does have an obligation
to provide spaces for parking." sa id
Maryanne lutjen, Staff Service Committee
chair.
Currently a committee meets to "work
with the john Carroll University campus
community and representatives of the city
of University Heights ttoexaminethe parking on and around campus, and if necessary, to make recommendations for change,"
said Provost Frederick Travis in a memorandum to thejCU community:
The UH City Council has had the JCU
parking situation as an agenda item for several of its council and committee meetings.
"The problem is john Carroll's, not the
city of University Heights'," said former UH
Police Chief Charles LoBello.

New hous~ng laws called discriminatory
Gina Camlola
Tim Howley
Am Colletti
Special Reporters
john Carroll students living off campus say their rights are being violated by University Heights housing
ordinances.
"I think it is unfair and unconstitudirected at college
tional. It is

ScctionfE
Chapter 1373: 'Rooming house' and/or 'dormitory' and/or 'minidonnitory'isa resldencr:providingslr:epingfacilitiesand/orcommon areas for more than three (3) unrelated occupants
(Sum mary. These types of facilines arc not considered to be
residentia l 'family' homes(Chapter 1125.09). This limits the number of unrelated occupanu to two pcopleanda designated bead of
the household, who Is rcspo!IJiblr: for obtaining a ll«tUe Dad
enforctng rhe new regular!ons in the howehold.)

Scction2:
Chapter 1123 CWerntght parking of any motor vehicle or traller
between 2a.m. and 5 a.m. in residential districtS is prohibited
unless mside of garages or to the rear of the front setback line on
approved driveway sur £aces._

Section 12:
Chapter 1U5: PENALTY--Whoevervtolatesany provisions of this
chapter ts gutlty of a misdemeanor of the first degree.'

Voices unheard
Tom O'Konowltz
Edttor-in-Chtef
John Carroll students, led by Student Union
President Chris Beato, went to the Apri17 City
Council meet•ngto voiceconcernsabout newly
tightened housi ng and parking regulations.
They were a few weeks late, and a dollar short.
Council passed the new laws on March 18,
but no students were present to voice their
opinions. The vote was origmally scheduled
over jCU' spnng break, but Council postponed
1t so students could be present.
"I apolog1ze for us not being here when this
was passed," Beato said. "It was in the midst of
Dean Farrell's sickness and death , and we also
had a Student Union inauguration th.:ot night."
UH Co unci Iman Steven Bennett responded
by reminding Beato that one of Farrell's final
actions was seeing that the meeting be postponed. He also said, "There should have been
at least one representative from the Student
Union there."
Beato did say. "I was made aware that [the

regarding the city's
nee that
will tighten regulation of housing for
students off campus.
Several students said that theyconstant1y received complaints from city
authorities, ranging from inadequate
shrubbery in front of the house and
not cutting the grass of ten enough, to
having a car parked with one tire an
inch or two on the lawn.
Studentsalsoemphasized that they
were surprised by the number of times
that their houses were inspected.
Many said that inspectors of ten arrived unannounced.
Inspectors are required by law to
call at least 24 hours prior to arriving
at a house for inspection, said William Nadeau, University Heights
building commissioner. However, if
the inspection is related to a com plaint

date] was changed, but we were never told
what time it was."
Beato told Council he has talked to many
students concerned about the new laws.
"The students are really concerned that
the passing of that ordinance is unfair," Beato
said. He added, "I've never heard of anywhere
where they enforce rules as far as payments
and registering (for housing licensesL"
Mayor Beryl Rothschild responded bysayi ng, "There's a lot of things to weigh here. It
isn't so clear cut and simple."
She said, "If you want to live in the neighborhood, you've got to be like the rest of us."
Rothschild cited examples of students
throwing bottles around the neighborhood ,
sun bathing in front yards, throwing garbage
and rubbish all over the place, having all
night parties and running cars at night.
"This is what the residents are telling us,
folks. I'm not making this up," Rothschild said.
She suggested that thestudentsjoinCouncil and homeowners for a tribunal to discuss
sue h issues on a regular basis.
Bennett said that attempts for a tribunal
have been made in the past with the Student
Union, but nothing ever came of it.

made against the tenant, the inspector does not have to give any prior
notice to his arrival. "The resident
has the right to deny an inspector
entry into their homes, but the inspectormaycome back with a search
warrant at a Ia terti me," Nadeau said.
The students interviewed think
their right to privacy is being violated by frequent inspections,and the

tected under the national fair housing law, which in University Heights
leads to "landlords exploiting kids."
"U it's our money and we're paying to live here, we should be able to
have as many people living here as
wewant," saidonefemalesophomore
in response to the new restrictions.
One senior added, "Most houses are
big enough to fit more tha n three

~It is

a college town, college students
should be respected and welcome."
Avery Friedman

housing regulations in general.
Avery Friedman and Chip
Bromley, legal consultants specializing in housing law, agreed with these
students, viewing the University
Heights housing regulations as discriminatory to off -campus students.
"legal or illegal, it is clearly housing discrimination," Friedman said.
"It is a college town, college students
should be respected and welcome."
Bromley added that age is not pro-

NEIGHBOR'S
WATCH
WE WI.L CALL THE POLICE!

Slllbathers beware: The neighbor's
watch may soon be watching for
more than just prowlers.

people. Splitting rent between three
people is expensive."
"Some students feel that it is
cheaper to live off-campus," said
Donna Byrnes, director of residence
life. 'Theuniversitywishesmorestudents would choose to live on campus because they believe it is the way
college should be experienced."
Students will always continue to
move off-campus however, and so
they will face the difficulties involved with living in University
Heights. This may in turn cause
many students to look to neighboring communities for housing.
jakiel, who moved from University Heights to South Euclid after
dealing with the University Heights
ordinances and rules, said that "the
residents [of University Heights]
would rather have us living somewhere else. They hold grudges because of the stupid actions of former
students who have ruined it for us."
Obvious! y there is a problem, but
"right now we have a reaction to the
problem ," said Bromley. He suggested that the university offeracontribution to the city, such as putting
money into the community for
things like police protecnon,and that
maybe the community could give
john Carroll housing in rerum
Living off-campus with a group
of students "is a way to mature yourself and good practice for living in
your own apartment one day," according to Bromley. He added that
with the new housing regulations,
students are not able to practice for
further living situations.

$$$

Jennifer Brosius, Colleen Masny
Sarah Furey, Erika Oblak
Spectal Reporters
John Carroll University 's students, faculty and staff co ntribute to University
He tghts by s upporting area businesses.
"Thefacultyandstaff docomributea lot
to the commun ity," said Delores Cook, ass is tan t manager of Hit or Miss on
Warren svtlleCenter Road . "A lotof people

A Financial Partnership
wouldn't come to [UniversHy Heights] if it
wasn't for John Carroll."
Fifteen of 25businessessurveyed agreed
that members of the JCU community do
contribute fin ancially to their businesses.
"Due to the location of john Carroll University in University Heights, a lot of the
buyingpowerf rom the universityspillsover
intothecity," said Bob Somogyi, th e executive director of the Cedar Center Merchants

Summer vacation affects businesses
Colleen Masny, Sara Furey,
Jennifer Brosius, Erika Oblak
Special Reporters
As many students and faculty from John Carroll University leave the city for the
summer vacation, there are fewer people to make purchases from local businesses.
Some local businesses notice a decline in business during the summer break, accord ing to a recent survey.
"Business is a little bit slower since we do get a portion of our business fromJohn
Carroll," said an employee at Rosalina's Hairdressers.
Representatives from Brueggers Bagel Bakery, Campus Drug and Pizzazz sa id that
they agreed that business slows down during the summer.
"john Carroll keeps me at an even keel," said the manager of Pizzazz. "restaurants
generally do more business in the summer. Even though business doesn't pick up as
much in thesurnmer,[the restaurant] doesn'texperienceas much business loss in the
winter. The university provides a nice balance."
For others, business remains about the same in the summer. Employees at Park
Opticians, Bialy's Bagels and Flowerville, Inc. said that business neither picks up nor
slows down. "We have more weddingsduring thesummer,andduring the winterjohn
Carroll provides a large portion of business for us," said an Employee at Flowerville.
Mike Pajek, manager of Russo's Supermarket, said that the departure of JCU
students in the summer is made up for by the arrival of students who come home to
University Heights for the summer.
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Association, which includes 28
University Heights bu inesses. He
ratcdjohn Carroll ninth, on a scale
of 10, in importance to area businesses.
In a survey of 70 students who
were asked to name the businesses
they patronize the most in rhearea ,
the top five were; Cedar Center,
Arabi ca , Russo's Supermarket,
Campus Drug (now Revco) and
Pizzazz:. Each of the top five is in
University Heights.
Besides just p urchasing from
the businesses, many john Carroll
stud ents are employed m Umversity Heights.
John Carroll Un iversity em ploys 371 faculty, 172 ad mini tra
tors, 650 work-s tudy employees,
and staff members and Marriott
employees. Each of these people
must pay the 15 percent city tax to
Unviersity Heights, according to Pizzazz, located at the front of Carroll's
Debora Schmitt, payroll adminis- canpus, is often frequented by JCU students.
trator atjCU.
Sixty of nmety surveyed said that they need employees, and students need money.
have jobs, and at least 12 of them are in
A lljCU students surveyed sa1d that they
patronize businesses in the city. They said
Unversity Heights. Many are babysitters.
Over 1,000 families per year hire Carroll that they eat out at least once or twtce a
students to baby-sit, according to Assistant week , and many familieseatout in the city
during special events.
Director of Fi nancial Aid Mary Barnhart.
Some students work at local businesses.
Overall, the businesses consider john
Nearly half of the 25 businesses surveyed Carroll important to University Heights.
More than half said that john Carroll is a
indicated that they employ JCU students.
john Carroll is an asset to the city, but sign ificant source of business support.
"We'd lovetoseejohnCarroll stay where
the city isalsoanasset to john Carroll ,"sa id
the owner of Flowervi lie, as businesses it is," said the manager of Pincus Bakery.

Stu•s Special: Shaker Deli owner cares about customers
Megan Carney
<; pecial Reporter
It is 7:30a.m. and the doughnuts, bagels
and corned beef are ready for folks lining
up at the Shaker Deli. The Deli will serve
about 600 cus tomers today, and Stuart K
Lubline will personally know about 70 percent of them.
lublin e is t ne ow ner and "boss" of the
Shaker Deli on Fairmount Boulevard in
Un iversity Heights. He bought the Deli in
1986, but has been connected with it for
most of his life.
Lublin e, 40, grew up in University
Heights and worked as a stock boy at the
Shaker Deli at age 13. In high sc hool, he was
promoted to deli clerk, where he could serve
customers. He left the Deli for 12 years, and
worked for a wholesale mea t dist ri butor
that sold meat to other delis. That is when
he knew he was ready to own his own busi ness, and he bought the Shaker Deli.
There have been a lot of c hanges at the
Deli since Lubline has known it. He ha s just
remodel ed the entire interior, putting in a
large glass co unter and modern hanging
lamps above the deli case. The lighting was
a decorative touch ad ded by lubline's wife
of 17 years,j odi, who has worked at the store
since l991, along with Lubline's mother,
Fri eda, who has worked therefor nine years.
Fried a Lu bline said that her son loves owning the Deli. "He always wanted it ...
Lubline is committed tot he Deli because
of hi s many years in the business. lt'sall l've
ever done," he said. Adding that t he key is
service, "Get the customers in and out quick,
knock them our 1-2-3."
Lublin e said that the main attraction at
the Deli is the sandwiches. Lunch is prime
customer tim e, with lots of orders for turkey and corned beef. Carlin Adrian opoli , a
JCU student and frequent customer of the
Del i, usually orders "Stu's Special," which is
a corned beef sandwich,onesideordersuch
as macaroni and cheese or macaron i salad,
and a slice of cheesecake. Adrianopoli said
he can tell Lubline is"hard working, honest
and he cares about his business "
Lubline said that even though the Deli is
located nght nexttoCampusDrug,Arabica
~md Russo's. he still gets a lot of business
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the prices are slightly higher. High quality
meats and breads, service and especially
cleanliness are very important at the store.
"People see everything," he said.
Since it is a smallstore,everything has to
be kept clean, especially the new deli case
where all of the meats are displayed, the
floors and the counters. Lubline and his
employees do not
>vear gloves, however.
He checked with the
Department
of
Heahh and d iscovered that it is cleaner
tohandlefoodswithoutgloves. "There are
less health problems," he said .
The ca ndy and
snack racks are
neatly stocked, and
the refrigerated cases
contain selected
soda, bottled wate r,
beer and wine. On
top of the beverage
cases are neat piles of
unopened boxes of
foods and drinks
ready to refill the
shelves when something needs to be replaced. In the front
of the store when the
customer walks in, is
the bakerycase,conta in ing oversized cookies, pastries and other
confections which are bought for the store.
The deli counter extends beyond the bakery counter and includes all of the sandwich meats and garnishes, along with hot
itemssuch as macaroni and cheese, chicken
and salads. All of these foods are cooked by
Jodi Lubline in a kitchen below th e store.
The Deli opens at 7:30a.m. A typical day
for Lubline involves arriving at work at 9
a.m. He checks and begins stocking t he
day's deliveries, fo r his nearly 600 customers expected that day. At 10:30 a.m., it is
time to prepare fo r lunch. Lubline slices
meats, cuts bread and stays behind the

est rime of the day; no deliveries are made
between 11 p.m. and 2 p.m.
After lunch, more stocking of the shelves,
ordering items and cleaning everything
spotless to prepare for the next day. At 5
p.m., Lubline goes horne to rest for a few
hours, but every night between 9 and 10
p.m., he goes back to the store to close.

Time away from the Deli is spent with
his sons, Mark , 8, and Evan,l4. Although
Evan has recently worked att he Deli for the
first orne, Lubline said that he would be
disappointed if either of hissonsdecided to
follow in his footsteps, because of the stress
and the seven-day-a-week schedule. He
wants Evan to finish college and pursue a
career that would allow him more freed om
for days and weekends off. Lubline also has
always been a big sports fan, his favorites
bemg baseball and jogging. "Runninghelps
me unwind ," he said.
Despite the daily schedule, Lubline
wou ldmissthedeli business if he was away

her; he satd. He \wries seven I)'S a 'M!e
and has become accustomed to being the
boss. ~ I went to Phoenix last yea r and 1only
called the Deli once a day. l'vegotten beuer
oven he years," he said. He trusts his mother
to take care of the store in his absence, and
the Russian lady that has worked behind
the counter for 19yearscan handle the store,
he said. "lt is important to have a commitment to your job, but you have got to have
freedom."
Lubline says he has been blessed to have
the Deli and the employees he has had, although he must really trust a person to
work there. "I'm picky when I hire," he said.
lubline worries about thef t,a nd employees
giving items away to friends. Although he
doesn't like to yell, he admits that he has
had to be firm with anemployeeorrwoover
the years. There have not been many problems, though, and employees he hire are
friendly and clean.
frieda Lubline says her son is very good
with the clerks. "They all love him here,"
she said. When it comes to sc heduling and
requesting time off, Lubline "bends and interchanges" for his employees.
Brian Sparks, a student atjCU, presently
works for Lubline. He describes his employer as being "rea l1 y cool as a boss, and
real particular about getting stuff done."
According to Sparks, Lubline's concern
about the cleanliness of the Deli is passed
on to all of the deli's employees. "Presentation is a big thing," said Sparks.
Sparks also said that lubline always runs
right up to the Deli counte r to greet and
se rve his regular customers.
He also doesn't like to train people;
Lubline likes to hire people who have had
experience behind a deli counter and will
gi vethecustomer the quality the Deliserves.
"If you'regonnagivesomeonea lousy sandwich that will be returned, why make a?"
he asked.
Frieda Lubline agreed
"He [Lubline] has a very good rapport
with customers. He does not sell them
things that are not fresh If something
should go wrong, they come back and he
makes it good."
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Mass exodus: Baseball deals with departures
Mark Boleky
Sports Reporter

For a number of John Carroll
baseball players, It just wasn't fun
anymore.
In the last three weeks, four
players have left the Carroll program , includingsophomore Chris

Dahlmeier. who last year led the
team in homers and runs batted
in en route to being an all -conference and all-region selection.
"It wasn't as much fun as baseball should be." said Dahlmeter,
whowasalsoJCU's 1996 rookie of
the year. "Forrhe amount of effort

A Chilly At-bat: JCU junior Mark Thibeault takes a pitch as snow
falls during a victory over Hiram last Tuesday at Schweickert
Field.

Matt Rayl
Sports Reporter

The john Carroll University
track and field teams took advantage of much improved weather
conditions last Friday as both the
men and women pia ed seventh
at the Ohio Wesleyan Invitational
in Delaware, Ohio.
Partial squads for both teams
also finished seventh last Saturday at rhe Spartan Invitational
held at Case Western Reserve University
The men had two first-place
finishers on Friday. Junior Matt
Lemieux won the pole vault by
clearing a height of 15 feet, while

th epvelin belonged to sophomore
Rob Madden, who threw 165 feet,
9 inches.
Two individuals also turned in
excellent performances in the
400-meter run. Sophomore Eric
Salish took third place at 50.8 seconds and junior Rob Miller placed
eighth with a time of 51.9.
"It was a very difficult and competitivemeet,"said Salish. "!think
that helped me, Rob [Miller], and
[freshman]John [Hoelleinl to perform better.•
Another indi vid ua I who made
considerable improvement on Saturday was sophomore Scott
Mullan, who finished the 5000-

A daily supply of

that we put in, 1 wasn't having
enough fun to connnue doing it."
Perhaps as valuable as
Dahlmeter was junior Matt
Lavelle, who left the team last
week. On the pitching-starved
Streaks, Lavelle, who transferred
this year from Bowling Green State
University, was the most consistent starter with a 2.70earned run
average in 23.1 innings. Joining Lavelle as a transfer was
junior Matt Blazer, whocame from
Walsh University. A doubleheader
on March 22 against his former
school pushed Blazerovenheedge,
and he quit the following week.
"I was told lby the coaching
staff) I was going to get a legitimate amount of playing time
against those guys," said Blazer.
"My family came om here, and I
didn't get any playing time.·
While Blazer was bothered by
his lack of innings. the others said
that they just didn't enjoy playing
any more. Freshman jason Smith
was a first baseman on the junior
varsity team and wasn't expecting varsity time, but he didn't feel
like he wanted to be a part of the
program any longer.
"I played baseball my whole life,
and then when !came here, it just
wasn'tenjoyableanymore,"hesaid.
Head coach Brian Brewer runs
an admittedly tight program, and
many of those interviewed desired
a less rigid program at the Di vi-.
sion lll level. Brewer wants to
implement a similar style to that
of his playing days at Marietta.

"With me, I have an aggressive,
comm itted, a nd very hard-workingapproach,andsometimes that
isn't associated with Division Ill
athletics,"hesatd. "I played Division III baseball for a pretty successful program. Those were the
ways that we became success[ ul,
and that's what I've tried to do
here."
Upperclassmenquiuingteams
in the middle of their careers is
hardly ra re for Division Ill college
sports. This year'sjCU basketball
and baseba llt ea ms have exemplified this, having fewer seniors on
the team than played during their
freshmen years. What is rare is
the baseball team's continuing
exod us of players as the season
goes on, especially those having
successful seasons like Dahl meier
and Lavelle.
Blazer saw a deterioration in
the team's chemistry throughout
the season. "!Brewer] put a lot of
pressure on the team and a lot of
pressure on the captains to sort
thingsout. Hetakesthefunoutof
the game."
Despite the distractions,
Brewer feels comfortable with the
players he puts on the field each
game. "The type of kids that we
havelon the team] now - whether
they agree or disagree with my
philosophies is irrelevant - but
they are executing ]my philosophies! on the field and they are
playing hard and having fun."
At least in the last few weeks,
his team's performance has sup-

meter race wi th an impress1ve
time of 16:28. This mark qualifies
him for the Ohio Athletic Conference meet to be held at the end of
the season.
The warne n were led by Debbie
Pagano, who scored lO of Carroll's
25 total points. The freshman finished sixth in the 1500-meter race
with a mark of 5:05.1.
Also, in her first time running
the 1000-meters, she impressed
womens coach Kathy Lanese by
just qualifying in the event.
Pagano also finished fourth in
the 5000-meter race with a time
of 19:50.6, along with fellow Blue
Streaks Molly Mayer and junior

Penny Roxas, who placed seventh
and tenth, respectively.
Senior Jill Muldoon set a personal record in qualifying for the
OAC meet. She ran the 400-meter
race in a time of 1:10.50, good for
eighth place in the event. Muldoon
also finished fourth in the 200meter with a time of 27.62.
TheonlyStreakof a small number of participants to win his or
her event on Saturday at Case was
freshman Nick Sellers. He won
the 10,000-meter run, posting a
time of 35:44.
Despite several injuries that
have affected the overall performancesof both teams, men's coach
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ported that clai m. TheStreaks(l314, 4-4 OAC) have won three of
their past four games to even their
conference record to .500. Carroll
split a doubleheader with
Muskingum Sunday, and in the
first game showed the togetherness Brewer has been hoping for
all year. Muskinglim was up, 8-1,
after three innings, but nine runs
over the next six f ramesandclutch
relief pitching gave JCU the victory, 10-9.
Brewer's confidence in the
team's performance this year is
contrasted by other inside sources.
One felt that the team could be
winning more games with a differemcoachingstyle. "The players
have no motivation." he commented. "It's just sad."
This is Brewer's second year as
head coach, and he puts a lot of
emphasisonrecru itingtoimprove
the program. "From a basic personality standpointand approach
to the game, I think the kids that
will come here, that I recruit, will
be my type of kids."
Even with new players that may
work better in Brewer's system, the
future of the program could be in
jeopardy with rumors of even
more current players not returning next year.
"I know there are a lot who are
very seriously considering not
playing next year," said a former
player who requested that he remain anonymous. "It should be
interesting to see what ends up
happening."
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Softball seeks to stay in OAC race
Charles Smith
Sports Reporter

Chcrk Skoc.un

A Similar Scene: Opposite the baseball diamond last Tuesday,
JCU sophomore Jen Wolke awaits a pitch against Mount Union.

It will be a busy week for the
john Carroll University softball
ream as it seeks to create some
waves in the Ohio Athletic Conference.
Doubleheaders
with
Muskingum , Heidelberg , and
Capital will give the Blue Streaks
a chance to create some trouble in
the conference.
JCU did just that on Tuesday in
splitting a doubleheader with
Mount Union.The Streaks wont he
ftrst game, ll-6, and lost a heartbreaker, 8-7, in the second game
on a two-run Mount homer in the
top of the seventh inning.
In the two games, freshman
shortstop jaime Skaugen went
eight-for-eight with two doubles,
one run scored , and fourruns batted in. She improved her OACleading batting average to .479
with the performance.
Skaugen has now collected ten
consecutive base hits and has
reached base safe! y twelve straight
times, a streak which began April

6 in a doubleheader with
Otterbein.
Senior pitcher Knsten Brigee
improved her record to 5-6 in the
win, scattenng seven hits over
seven innings and striking out
three batters.
Brigee' career total of 79
punchouts currently ranks second all-time among John Carroll
pitchers.
Senior first base men Carne
McVicker also had an impressive
showing in the doubleheader.
Mc Vicker went five-for-seven
with two doubles, two runs scored,
and two RBI.
Senior Angel Koss went threefor-seven in the twinbill with a
double, two runs scored and three
RBI. She now needs only six more
hits to become the fourth JCU
player to reach the 100-hitplateau.
Cur rently, he stands third on the
hit list.
The victory brought to a halt a
seven-game losing streak against
Mount.
On Monday the team split a
doubleheader with conference foe

Muskingum .
Freshman pitcher Niki Russell
picked up the victory in the second game while Brigee was
charged with the loss in the first
game.
The team took on Heidelberg
in Tiffin on Tuesday. Results of
the game were not avatlable at
press time.
JCU travels to Painesville to
battle Lake Erie College today.
The Streaks also journey to
Htram next Tuesday. The Streaks
will play doubleheaders m both
instances.
On Saturday, the Blue Streaks
will return home to host Capital
in a doubleheader begmmng at I
p.m.
The Streaks have compiled a 46 record in the conrerence and are
in danger of quickly dropping
rrom the conference race in which
the team believed 1l would be a
contender.
Including the split with
Muskingum,theBlueStreaks have
comptled an overall record of 1213 to date.

Tennis teams still Voinovich leads linksters to third place
undefeated in OAC
Brian Murphy

The Players Club at Foxfire
hosted the tournaments second
The John Carroll University round. "That's maybe the toughgolf team placed third Sunday est course the guys have ever
and Monday at the Capital/ played since they've been here,"
Denison Classic, which was JCU head coach Mike Moran said.
shortened to 27 holes because "That's obvious from the scores.
There were very few low scores."
of inclement weather.
Indeed, it is. Bors followed up
Denison captured thechampionship wi h a score of 462, his fine Sunday round wirh a

Senior jim Hauman also
played well on Monday firing a
round of 79 to go along with
his opening round J9. He fmished in a tie for eighth place at
118.
JCU will attempt to defend
its title at the Wooster Parlor
Bank In vitational tomorrow
and SaLurday

Ben Wilkins and sophomore Brian
leisgang, each of whom carded
rounds of 40 on Sunday, shot 84
and 91, respectively, on Monday.
Voinovich, though, kept in contention on Monday navigating the
course for a 78. His total of 114 was
good enough for third place, just
two strokes off Foley's medalist
pace of 112. Otterbein's Matt
Ehlinger took second at U3.

Mill GoU Course Spring Invitational on Sunday and Monday. 16 teams will participate
in the tournament, which is
open to the public, in
Chesterland.
'The tournament definitely
has a big bearing on who represents the region at the NCAA
(tournament]," Moran said.

Sports Editor

Brian Murphy
For the John Carroll UniverSity men's tennis team, the adage
that two is better than one could
not be more true.
During a season in whtch the

Further results of that match were
not available at press time. JCU
plays its next three contests on the
road against Otterbein,Grove City,
andMuskingum. TheMuskingum
match was supposed to be played
last Saturday, but was postponed

Rlul' <;rrea k< h ave played their

because of bad weather.

a-ou\)tes ma'tches ' berore the
singles matchesJCUhascompiled
an overall doubles record or 25-ll.
ITT doingso,JCU has often jumped
out to early leads,something head
coach Greg Debeljak described as
a "big pshychological advantage."
He sa id that winning two or three
of the doubles matches puts a lot
of pressure on JCU's opponents
becausetheythen need tow in four
or five of the singles matches to
win the entire match .
Take, for instance, last week's
match with Heidelberg. After
Carroll won all three doubles
matches, Heidelberg needed to
win five of the six singles matches
to win the contest. Nodice,asthe
Streaks took four of the marches to
rout the Student Princes, 7-2.
It should come as no surprise ,
though, that jCU is dominating
doublesmatches,especially in the
Ohio Athletic Conference where
it is 8-l. After all. the #l team of
senior Andrew Perry and sophomore Bryan Moh lerwon the league
c hampionship at #[ last year.
Moreover. this year's #3 team of
juniors Mark Gentile and Ed
Sc h m iu captured the OAC crown
at #2 doubles in 1996. Finally,junior Pat Aile, who is now playing
#2 doubles with freshman Mike
Kovacs, played on the runner-up
ream at#) team last season.
"We have the best doubles
teams in the OAC," Gentile said.
"\\'e have very steady, very solid
doubles teams."
But JCU is also taking care of
business on the singles side, too.
Led b)' Mohler, who is ll-1 on the
season , the team has compiled an
overall singles mark of 50-20.
"He's probablytheguywecoum
on towin," Debeljaksaid of Mohler.
"He's like money in the bank."
Withan8-l victoryoverMount
Union on Tuesday,jCU went to 4 0 in the OAC and L0-3 overall.

n cam
able to bank on the play of senior
Chris lucia lately. last week, she
upped her singles and doubles
records to 4-0 and 6-0, respectively, with victories against
Walsh, Otterbein, and Mount
Union .
The team, however,dropped the
match with Walsh, 5-4, snapping
a six-match winning streak. It did
bounce back, though, to whip
Otterbein and Mount by identical
9-0 scores.
Lucia has teamed with senior
Susan Okuley in all six of her #1
doubles matches. The pair has yet
to drop a set and has lost only 15
games in OAC competition.
"They're a very tough doubles
team and they're both very tough
players," head coach Toby Perry
said. "That right there is the ex perience for us."
Okuley has also been solid in
singles play. She now stands at 72, but is 4-0 at her normal #4 post.
She was victorious at the #3 slot
against Mount on Tuesday.
The doubles team of freshmen
Lisa Vielhauer and Lizette
Flammer has also stepped in and
done a fine job for JCU. The duo is
5-1 since becoming the regular #3
doubles team.
"They're coming around, get·
ring better," said Perry, whose
squad is now 5-0 in the OAC and
8-3overall.
"It's their first year playing together. They have to learn to play
together. They're a ream for the
future."
Speaking of the future, the
womenarescheduled to play three
straight home matches starting
today with a non-conference
march against Oberlin (which
beat jCU, 6-3, in late February),
and continuing with Muskingum
on Friday and another non-OAC
match against Malone on Tuesday.

Sports Editor

JCUat479.
The first round, played at the
GranvilleGolfClub,sawsenior
Steve Voinovich and junior Jeff
Bors fire rounds of 36, which
put them in a tie atop the leader
board with Denison's Matt
Foley. Their efforts led theJCU
charge into a second-place tie
with Otterbein at 151, just one
stroke behind Denison.

rburrfl annual

Skaugen

Freshman, Softball
Went eight-for-eight in doubleheader against Mount Union last
Monday. Had two doubles,
scored one run and drove in
four runs as JCU ended a sevengame losing streak to Mount
Named OAC hitter of the
week for her performance.

Sophomore, Track and Field
Brought home first-place from
the Ohio Wesleyan Invitational
last Friday in the men's javelin
competition with a throw of
165 feet, 9 inches. Has also
had another first-place and a
second-place finish prior to
that meet.

-
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Mass exodus: Baseball deals with departures
Mark Bolek
Sports Reporter

For a nurn ber of john Carroll
baseball players, it just wasn 't fun
anymore.
In the last three weeks, four
players have left the Carroll program, mcludingsophomoreChris

Dahlmeier, who last year led the
team In homers and runs baited
in en route to being an all -conference and all-region selection.
"It wasn't as much fun as baseball should be," said Dahlmeier,
who was alsoJCU's 1996 rookie of
the year. "Forthe amount of effort

A Chilly At-bat .JCU jlJ'lior Mark Thibeault takes a pitch as snow
falls during a victory over Hiram last Tuesday at Schweickert

Field.

that we put in , l wasn't having
enough fun to continue doing u."
Perhaps as valuable as
Dahlmeter was junior Matt
Lavelle, who left the team last
week. On the pitching-starved
Streaks, Lavelle, who transferred
this year£ rom BowlingGreenState
University, was the most consistent starter with a 2.70earned run
average in 23.1 innings.Joining Lavelle as a transfer was
junior Matt Blazer, whocamefrorn
Walsh University. A doubleheader
on March 22 against his former
school pushed Blazer over the edge,
and he quit the following week.
"I was told (by the coaching
staff! l was going to get a legitimate amount of playing nme
against those guys," said Blazer.
"My family came out here, and l
didn't get any playing time."
While Blazer was bothered by
his lack of innings, the others said
that they just didn't enjoy playing
any more. Freshman jason Smith
was a first baseman on the junior
varsity team and wasn't expecting varsity time, but he didn't feel
like he wanted to be a part of the
program any longer.
"I played baseba ll my whole life,
and then when I came here, it just
wasn't enjoyableanymore,"hesaid.
Head coach Brian Brewer runs
an admittedly tight program, and
many of those interviewed desired
a less rigid program at the Divi-.
sion Ill leveL Brewer wants to
implement a similar style to that
of his playing days at Marietta.

"With me, I have an aggressive,
corn m med, and very hard-workingapproach,andsometlmes that
isn't associated with Division Ill
athletics," he said. "I played Division Ill baseball for a pretty successful program. Those were the
ways that we became successful,
and that's what I've tried to do
here."
Upper class men qumi ng teams
in the middle of their careers is
hardly rare for Division III college
sports. This year's JCU basketball
and baseball teams have exemplined this, having fewer seniors on
the team than played during their
freshmen years. What is rare is
the baseball team's continuing
exodus of players as the season
goes on , especially those having
successful seasons like Dahl meier
and Lavelle.
Blazer saw a deterioration in
the team's chemistry throughout
the season. "!Brewer! put a lot of
pressure on the team and a lot of
pressure on the captains to son
thingsout. He takes thef unoutof
the game."
Despite the distractions,
Brewerfeelscomfonable with the
players he puts on the field each
game. "The type of kids that we
have(on the team] now- whether
they agree or disagree with my
philosophies is irrelevant - but
they are executing lmy philosophies! on the field and they are
playing hard and having fun."
At least in the last few weeks,
his team's performance has sup-

ported that claim. The Streaks(l314, 4-4 OAC) have won three of
their past four games to even their
conference record to .500. Carroll
split a doubleheader with
Muskingum Sunday, and in the
first game showed the togetherness Brewer has been hoping for
all year. Muskingurn was up, 8-l,
after three innings, but nine runs
over the next six framesandclutch
relief pitching gave JCU the victory, l0-9.
Brewer's confidence 10 the
team's performance this year is
contrasted byotherinsidesources.
One felt that the team could be
winning more games with a different coaching style. "The players
have no motivation," he commented. "It's just sad."
This is Brewer's second year as
head coach, and he puts a lot of
ern phasison recruiting toim prove
the program. "From a basic personality standpointand approach
to the game, l think the kids that
will come here, that l recruit, will
be my type of kids."
Evenwithnewplayersthatmay
work better in Brewer's system, the
future of the program could be in
jeopardy with rum ors of even
more current players not returning next year.
"l know there are a lot who are
very seriously considering not
playing next year," said a former
player who requested that he remain anonymous. "It should be
interesting to see what ends up
happening."

Seven is wild for track at Ohio Wesleyan and CWRU
Matt Rayf
Sports Reporter

The john Carroll University
track and field teams took advantage of much improved weather
conditions last Fr iday as both the
men and women placed seventh
at the Ohio Wesleyan Invitational
in Delaware, Ohio.
Partial squads for both teams
also finished seventh last Saturday at the Spartan Invitational
held at Case Western Reserve University.
The men had two first-place
finishers on Friday. junior Matt
Lemieux won the pole vault by
clearing a height of 15 feet, while

the javelin belonged to sophomore
Rob Madden, who threw 165 feet,
9 inc hes.
Two individuals also turned in
excellent performances in the
400-meter run. Sophomore Eric
Salish took third placeat50.8seconds and junior Rob Miller placed
eighth with a time of 51.9.
"It was a verydifficultandcompetitivemeet,'said Salish. "I think
that helped me, Rob (Miller], and
[freshman]John [Hoelleinl to perform better."
Another individual who made
considerable improvementonSaturday was sophomore Scott
Mullan, who finished the 5000-

A daily supply of

meter race with an impresstve
time of 16:28. This mark qualifies
him for the Ohio Athletic Conference meet to be held at the end of
the season.
The women were led by Debbie
Pagano, who scored 10 of Carroll's
25 total points. The freshman finished sixth in the 1500-meter race
with a mark of 5:05.1.
Also, in her first time running
the 1000-meters, she impressed
women's coach Kathy Lanese by
just qualifying in the event.
Pagano also finished fourth in
the 5000-meter race with a time
of 19:50.6, along with fellow Blue
Streaks Molly Mayer and junior

It's not like
we'll give you

the answers.

Pe"ny Roxas, who placed seventh
and tenth, respectively.
Senior jill Muldoon set a personal record in qualifying for the
OAC meet. She ran the 400-meter
race in a time of 1:10.50, good for
eighth place in the event. Muldoon
also finished fourth in the 200rneter with a time of 27.62.
TheonlyStreakof a small number of participants to win his or
her event on Saturday at Case was
freshman Nick Sellers. He won
the 10,000-meter run, posting a
time of 35:44.
Despite several injuries that
have affected the overall performancesof both teams,men'scoach

--- "
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Well ...

is just one of the perks of workmg
in the WRITING CENTER.

yes it is.

APPLY NOW to join the Fall '97 staff

if you
•are eligible for campus employment"
•will be a junior or senior ne•t fall
•haw CIC1II:d B's or hiper in wriung-iJUnsive courses
•have earned J or ltl(n credit houn in courses
other than freshman comp. that involved peer writing workshops
•want to help writtn wrile better.
"We pay better 111111 work-st\ldy,
Stop in 11 OC 207,
or e-mail SJORANKO

or phone 4529.

We welcome ~pplications from studenu in any major .
We a1lo wek:omc:-and bd~ifJCd volunteerS .

Standard~ed tests are J)fedictable.
Understanding them is what Ka~an is all about.
Classes begin May 7 for the

June 16 LSAT exam.
Classes begin May 17 for the

June 21 GMAT exam.

Caii1-800-KAP·TEST to reserve your spot now!
~

~

1·808-UP-TEST

~~----~~--~--~~~
Don' Stupica· is c6nfident ch'ings
will turnaround.
"We're moving along much better outdoors than we were indoors," said Stu pica. "The bumps
and bruises have definitely affected our team scores. Once we
get everyone physically ready, 1
think we'll have better results than
what we've had so far."
Both the men and women will
be tested this weekend as they return to Ohio Wesleyan on Friday
to participate in the All-Ohio Division lll Meet. This annual meet
features the best track and field
performers from schools all over
the state at the Division llllevel.
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Softball seeks to stay in OAC race
Charles Smith
Sports Reporter

Chene Sko.:un

A Similar Scene: Opposite the baseball diamond last Tuesday,
.JCU sophomore Jen Wolke awaits a pitch against Mount Union.

lt will be a busy week for the
john Carroll University softball
team as it seeks to create some
waves in the Ohio Athletic Conference.
Doubleheaders
with
Muskingum , Heidelberg, and
Capital will give the Blue Streaks
a chance to create some trouble in
the conference.
JCU did just that on Tuesday in
splitting a doubleheader with
Mount Union. The Streaks won the
first game, ll-6, and lost a heartbreaker, 8-7, in the second game
on a two-run Mount homer in the
top of the seventh inning.
In the two games, freshman
shortstop jaime Skaugen went
eight-for-eight with two doubles,
one run scored ,and four runs batted in. She improved her OACleading batting average to .4 79
with the performance.
Skaugen has now collected ten
consecutive base hits and has
reached base safelytwelvestraight
times, a streak which began April

6 in a doubleheader with
Otterbein
Senior pitcher Krtsten Brigee
improved her record to 5-6 in the
win, scattering seven hits over
seven innings and striking out
three batters.
Brigee's career total of 79
punchouts current ly ranks second all-time among john Carroll
pitchers.
Senior first basemen Carne
McVicker also had an Impressive
showing in the doubleheader.
McVicker went five- for -seven
with two doubles, tworunsscored,
and two RBI.
Senior Angel Koss went threefor-seven in the twinbill With a
double, two runs scored and three
RBI. She now needs only six more
hits to become the fourth ]CU
player to reach the 100-hitplateau.
Current! y, she stands third on the
hit list.
The victory brought to a ha It a
seven-game losing streak against
Mount.
On Monday the team split a
doubleheader with conference foe

Muskingum .
Freshman pitcherNiki Russell
picked up the victory in the second game while Brigee was
charged with the loss in the first
game.
The team took on Heidelberg
in Tiffin on Tuesday Results of
the game were not available at
press time.
JCU travels to Painesville to
battle Lake Erie College today.
The Streaks also journey to
Hiram next Tuesday. The Streaks
will play doubleheaders in bOlh
instances.
On aturday, the Blue Streaks
will return home to host Capital
in a doubleheader beginning at I
p.m.
The Streaks have compiled a 46 record in the conference and are
in danger of quickly dropping
from the conference race in which
the team believed 1l would be a
contender.
Including the split with
Muskingum,theBlueStreaks have
compiled an overall reco rd of 1213 to date.

Tennis teams still Voinovich leads linksters to third place
undefeated in OAC
Brian Murphy

The John Carroll University
golf team placed third Sunday
and Monday at the Capital/
Denison Classic, which was
shortened to 27 holes because
of inclement weather.
Denison captured the championship with a score of 462.

The Players Club at Foxfire
hosted the tournament's second
round. "That's maybe the toughest course the guys have ever
played since they've been here,"
JCU head coach Mike Moran said.
"That's obvious from the scores.
There were very few low scores."
Indeed, it is. Bars followed up
his fine Sund ay round with a

JCUat479.
The first round, played at the
GranvilleGolf Club, saw senior
Steve Voinovich and junior jeff
Bars fire rounds of 36, which
put them ina tie atop the leader
board with Denison's Matt
Foley. Their efforts led the JCU
charge into a second-place tie
with Otterbein at 151, just one
stroke behind Denison.

Ben Wllkinsandsophomore 8rfan
Leisgang, each of whom carded
rounds of 40 on Sunday, s hot 84
and 91 , respectively, on Monday.
Voinovich, though, kept in contention on Monday navigating the
course fora 78. His total of 114was
good enough for third place, just
two strokes off Foley's medalist
pace of 112. Otterbein's Matt
Ehlinger took second at il3.

Sports Editor

Brian Murphy
Sports Editor

For the John Carroll University men's tennis team, the adage
that two is better than one could
not be more true.
During a season in which the
Blue <;rre"k< have played rh e ir
<1-oul:lle ma't ches before t he
singles matchesjCU hascompiled
a n overall doubles record of 25-11.
lndoingso,JCU has of ten jumped
out to early leads, something head
coac h Greg Debeljak described as
a "big pshychological advantage."
He said that winn ing two or three
of the doubles matches pu ts a lot
of pressure on JCU's opponents
because they then need tow in fo ur
or five of the singles matches to
win the entire match .
Take, for instance, last week's
match with Heidelberg. After
Ca rroll won all three doubles
matches, Heidelberg needed to
win five of the six singles matches
to win rhe con test. Nod ice, as the
Streaks took four of the matches to
rout the Student Princes, 7-2.
It should come as no surprise,
tho ugh, that JCU is dominating
doublesmatches,especially in the
Ohio Athletic Conference where
it is 8-1. After all, the #l team of
senior Andrew Perry and sophomore Bryan Mohlerwontheleague
c hampions hip at #I last year.
Moreover. this year's #3 team of
ju ni o rs Mark Gentile and Ed
Schm itt captured theOAC crown
at #2doublesinl996. Finally,junio r Pat Aile, who is now playing
#2 doubles with freshman Mike
Kovacs, played on the runner-up
team ~t #3 team last season.
"We have the best doubles
team in the OAC," Gentile said.
"Vv't: have very steady, very solid
doubles teams."
But JCU is also taking care of
business on the si ngles side, too.
Led by Mohler, who is ll-1 on the
season, the team has compiled an
overall singles mark of 50-20.
"He's probably theguywecount
on towin,"DebeljaksaidofMohler.
"He's like money in the bank."
With an 8-l victory over Mount
Unton on Tuesday,JCU went to 40 in the OAC and 10-3 overall.

Furrherresultsof that match were
not available at press time. JCU
plays its next threecomestson the
road against Otterbein, Grove City,
and Muskingum. TheMuskingum
match was supposed to be played
last Saturday, but was postponed
bcca u se of bad w eat h er.

e

n

eam

s

able to bank on the play of senior
Chris Lucia lately. Last week, she
upped her singles and doubles
records to 4-0 and 6-0, respectively, with victories against
Walsh, Otterbein, and Mount
Union .
Theteam,however,droppedthe
match with Walsh, 5-4, snapping
a six-match winningstreak.ltdid
bounce back, though, to whip
Otterbein and Mount by identical
9-0 scores.
Lucia has teamed with senior
Susan Okuley in all six of her #l
doubles matches. The pair has yet
to drop a set and has lost only 15
games in OAC competition.
"They're a very tough doubles
team and they're both very tough
players," head coach Toby Perry
said. "Thatrightthereistheexperience for us."
Okuley has also been solid in
singles play She now sta nds at 72, but is4-0at her normal #4 post.
She was victorious at the #3 slot
against Mount on Tuesday.
The doubles team of freshmen
Lisa Vielhauer and Lizette
Flammer has also stepped in and
done a finejobforJCU. Theduois
5-1 since becoming the regular#)
doubles team.
"They're coming around, getting better," sa id Perry, whose
squad is now 5-0 in the OAC and
8-3 overall.
"It's their first year playing together. They have to learn to play
together. They're a team for the
future."
Speaking of the future, the
womenarescheduled to play three
stra ight home matches starting
today with a non -conference
match against Oberlin (which
beat JCU, 6-3, in late February),
and continuing with Muskingum
on Friday and another non-OAC
match against Malone on Tuesday.

Skaugen
Freshman, Softball

Senior Jim Hauman also
played wellonM ndayfiringa
round of 79 to go along with
his opening round 39. He finished in a tie for eighth place at

118.
jCU will attempt to defend
its title at the Wooster Parlor
Bank Invitational tomorrow
and Saturday

r&urrh annul
Mill GoU Course Spring Invitational on Sunday and Monday. 16 teams will participate
in the tournament, which is
open to the public, in
Chesterland.
"The tournament definitely
has a big bearing on who represents the region at the NCAA
[tourna mentL" Moran said.

l~nr1i1P

Went eight-for-eight in doubleheader against Mount Union last
Monday. Had two doubles,
scored one run and drove in
four runs as JCU ended a sevengame losing streak to Mount
Named OAC hitter of the
week for her erformance.

Sophomore, Trock and Field
Brought home first-place from
the Ohio Wesleyan Invitational
last Friday in the men's javelin
competition with a throw of
165 feet, 9 inches. Has also
had another first-place and a
second-place finish prior to
that meet.

--
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OPINION

The Carroll News, April17, 1997

A Modern Greek
Tragedy

(

As far back as the fif1h century BC. the Greeks were emenamed by Ihe
tragedies of Aeschylus, Euripides, and Sophocles. As reuntly as las1 week, the
students of John Carroll were conf romed Wlth the tragedy of this year's Greek
Week Like any good pro1agoms1 tn a tragedy, the already dying Greek life of
John Carroll pul up a struggle to save their honored week Unfortunately,
devotd of a Trojan horse or any mher secret weapons, the overly- resiricted
fraternities and soronties were le.ft to deal with the opposition with what little
power Ihey had.
But "the show must goon," and it did. The new and improved. more
politically correct Greek Week 1rudged through the blockades in order 10
declare its King and Queen organizauons. But the absence of a few hisiorical
Greek Week activiues did not go unnotiud as many siUdents mourned the
loss of the belly flop, food slip n' slide and beer pong. While the victors of
I now face the difficult, yet exciting, challenge of ions do not matter. Your voice is being ignored, if it1s even
Greek Week should be recognized for their accomplishments. one cannot
leading The Carroll News into its next year.
being heard. So it is time to be louder. It is Iime to make
overlook the "tainted" na1ureof their vic10ries. For how can one be declared a
I know why 1am willing to take on this large task demands. It is time to get answers.
victor if they have n't slip n' slid Ihrough food or excelled at the line art of
1have a strong desire to provide thejohn Carroll comWhy can a depanmem (security) that is directly responmunity with importanl information that they need to sible for protecting your safety not provide the public wi th
belly flopping?
any information about incidents that might affect someone's
know in order to make decisions and form opinions.
5o why did one, or even a few people do away with these time-honored
Information and Ihe "right to know" are invaluable safety and well-being? I do respect the security officers and
events of Greek Week? Well, it's simple. All of the sudden, u rtain adminislra ·
resources that can not be truly appreciated until we Iheirdesire to protect us. However, !do not appreciate thefact
tive offictals deemed belly flops as possible causes for death and dismemberare withoui them. Luckily we live in a country where that those security guards will not speak about campus inciwe do have the right to know, and can report things dents for fear of their "boss." 1do not think that it is right that
ment and Ia be led the food slip n' slide as an area for hazardous accidems.
that happen.
security reports are "Top Secret." Notonlydoesitdisregard the
Perhaps in the eyes of the ad mintstraiion 1he ideal Greek Week would consist
Whether we report on a
orportunity for people to be aware
of poetry readmgs and wa1ching paint dry. but what would we do on the
stalkeroncampusorasiUdent's - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - o issues that might affect their
weekends?
achievements (and each is jusi
Tom
safety, it might be illegaL Maybe we
Greek Week isn't about the administration, it's about the students. And
as important as the next), we
should brush up on our Public
have the righ1 and the obligaO'Konowitz
Records Laws.
the loss of Greek Week isn't about liabilities and accidents, it's about the
When two faculty leave a desiUdems'loss of power. Considering that Greek Week has been in the hands of tion to do so. Members of the
Editor-in-chief
partment with concerns of not beJCU community deserve to
the student body for many years, what nght does the administration have
know all that happens here. We
ing heard by the university, that
interfering with it now? While the adminisiration may have had a few
have no desire just to report the
shouldserveasa wake-upcalltoa!L
I challengetheadmi nistration to
concerns wtth the activities of Greek Week. was complete elimination of these "good," or just the "bad," but we
must provide bmh to our readopen its cloud doors. We are your
events really necessary? Maybe Ihe problem could have been solved 1hrough
ers. That is only fair and honest.
Commentary
customers, and wedeserveinformasimple compromising on both parts. Certain modifications or the es1ablish·
Sometimes accomplishing
tionandanswers. Workingtogeiher
ment of safety precautions for 1hese events may have been all that was needed
this is not an easy task, though. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - will be more beneficial to all sides,
(Especially at John Carroll University.) Believe it or while keeping a closed-mouth, non-communicative policy
to save them. Bu1 instead, Ihey were just thrown into the morgue.
not,administratorssometimesthinkthattheyareabove will only create tension and be anti-productive.
For those of you out Ihere who believe that Greek Week is just a time for
releasing informaiion to Ihe public, or discussing imTostudents,l challenge you to voice youropinionsand probf raternitles and sororities to come together to perform stupid human tricks,
portant events or incidents.
!ems
Don't be afraid of possible negative reac tion. It
well, you're righ1. But through these seemingly side show acts, over one
As a private universit ,johnCarrollcanmoreeas- is )'OUr ·
to the
are more Ihan
m~doH ~ a.
f""rh hom I . ow. if h
h
~~tt*-:rf'-f
.
wd<:Om .
for a degree, than can a public university that must
To the faculty, I ask you to not live in {eatofth e·aifrninisrcstnctionsHnposed on Greek Week or, even worse, if 11 is done away with
follow the law.
!ration. Dictatorship this is not. Defend yourselves and do
altogether, what will happen to this obviously prosperous means of charily?
what you know is right.
Luckily, students have the power to change that.
Well , it doesn't take a genius to figure 1ha1 one out No Greek Week- No
You are the consumer, and your opinion does mat·
To the Carroll News, I challenge you to dig into the issues
thousand bucks for the poor. It's that simple.
ter. IflcanaccomplishonethingaseditoroftheCN,it and incidents that need to be reported. I ask you not to fear
is 10 provide information so that more students can negative reaction or accusations. I challenge you to challenge
The loss of Greek Week on john Carroll's campus threatens to damage
voice their concerns and opinions about decisions and others. I challenge you to provide a true service of informamuch more Ihan just the Greek !if e of JCU. The whole morale of the student
events at the university and in the community.
tion, while followingjournahsiic protocol and ethics.
body weakens as they consistently Jose whaiiittle power they have. With rhis
A visitation policy thai dictates who your visitors
We do not know if we will become a campus where
commued depletion of power, the John Carroll studem sees less and less
can be at certain times based only on sex is everyone'sopinionmatters. Wedonotknowifwewillbecome
unaccceptable. Funding 80 organizations with only a campus where the administration discloses vital informaopponuniiy and moreover. less reason to voice his or her opinion abou1 what
$30,000 (a ridiculously Tow amount in comparison to tion to the press and public.
goes on at his or her university.
01her universities) is an airocity. Revoking a charter
But one thing we do know is that we can try to make it
This loss of power has created a noticeable decline in the relaiionship
from a student group that the Studenl Union unani- happen. We can all voice our opinions, and that is the best
between 1he students and the administration atjohn Carroll. The talent show
mously approved basically says that students' opin- weapon anyone has to end unfairness,
became a soap boK for f raterniries to voice their anger at the administration
and Ihe lip sync was used by one particularly enraged fraternity to proclaim
"We Don't Need No Education."
The bottom hne, however, is thai we do need an education and the only
financially. We do not get any money from the school to do
Together we stand? The most powerful student
way we can accomplish this is to decrease the hierarchical structure of power
the things we love most, in fact, all of the money given to us
body at Carroll is the SU right? Wrong! Let me
at john CarrolL The restrictions and cancellarionsimposed by the administraby the school must be used for chartered events. Well, 1
explain. Let's say that someday Greek Week was
tion onto this year's Greek Week have served as jusr another example of Ihe
don't know about everyone else's chaner. but I am pretty
canuled because someone decided to turn Carroll
serious problems facing the John Carroll community. Does one really need to
sure ours doesn't say "partying" on it Thirdly, without us,
into a prison (there were more security guards at the
be reminded of the recent revoking of the Allies charter? This deterioration of
who is going to buy the beer and show all the I reshman a
Lip Sync than at the Pentagon). Who has the power
the relationship between 1he student body and the administration has been
good time? Hopefully, maybe then they will stay here and
10 fight such a decision, the
brough1 to the surf ace and the ill-eflects felt by all. ln order to stop further
SU? Sure, all twenty of them
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - contribute Iheir $100,000 for four
instances of confrontation. relauonshtps based upon power must be replaced
years of parking problems, Ihe
will march down to the
Jon J.
with relaiionships based upon respect. Wouldn't a dialogue be1ween the
greatesl library in the world, the
president's off ice and boldly
Pinney
students and Ihe administration prove more effective than the latter just
increasing number of associate/
voice their opinion in the
barkmg ou1 orders? This mus1 begin with Ihe administration loosening its
Pi
Alpha Chi
part-time professors, annual
form of a memo. The result?
grip on the students' activities. Then, and only then, can a Greek tragedy
tuition increases, and last but not
Well, we Qrtainly would
become a Greek triumph.
least, University Heights residents
never have Greek Week
(the kindest people in the world).
again, and by the way, the
So, how can we, the Greeks,
administration has cut all of
Commentary
take over john Carroll? First of all ,
the organizations' budgets
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - we all need to march down to the
again, sorry!
Now, what would happen
SU and "pull" all of our own
if
all
the
Greek
organizations
joined
together?
Think
charters.
Why
does
the
SU
control our chaners anyway and
/m
s s: The overabundance of men
of it this way, 100 angry Pi Phi's, a bunch of angry
why do we give them 10% of what we make during
dressed as women in the Greek Week talent
wrestlers, a group of pathological football players,
Homecoming? What do we get in return? The SU should
show. It's nice to see some men are comfortworry about themselves and let us take care of our own.
and the rest of us "drunk" people walking down the
hall of the AD building to have a word with the
Secondly, the Greeks need to develop a true "Greek Council"
able with their sexuality. m I s s: Being an
president The result? Greek Week is now two weeks
who will control all of the Greek organizations' charters.
English major and hoping that you didn't pick
long, and "Here, take twenty grand, just please go
Onu this is accomplished, the presidents and vice-prcsiany of those '"actively trying to leave"' profesquietly." Can't we do this?
dents of all the Greek organizations can sit down and
develop a constiiuiion and elect the council board.
First of all, we (Greeks) run the show, they
sors. m 1 s s: Being banned from last
When it is all over, the Greeks can rightly comrol their
(Administrators) need us more than we need them. If
Saturday's brunch because you forgot you
you eliminate Ihe Greek system, you eliminate your
own fate, set reasonable "hazing" guidelines. and voice an
gave up your meal for the Greek picnic. Will
labor foru. Who's going to move the freshman in,
opinion wiih foru rather than a memo. Who knows, maybe
the administrallon will show us some respect and work with
run the Euchre tOurnaments, usher masses, do
theadversityofGreekWeekevercease? Hit:
communily serviu (i n the name of Carroll), decorate
us instead of fighring us? Hey SU, thanks for fighting for the
New staff takes over CN. Popeye included:
the quad, plus all of the01her things we do for this
students' rights. Carroll almost ended up having a "Greek
m I s s: Receiving the sh~rt end
see page
school to keep our charterfrom being "pulled?"
Day" instead of a "Greek Week" while the students sat,
Secondly, the school does n01 support Pi Alpha Chi
unheard. Greek members are also students, right?
of the class registration stick yet aga1n.

CN: The Next Generation

The Revenge of the Greeks?

Fraternity displeased with
administration cancellation of
Greek Week events
When you think of john CarAt the talentshow a fraternity
1
roll University, what do you think
showed their talent oy performof?
ing a well known song about
We think of a university that
Hannukah. It was performed alasksttsstudentstochallengetheir
mos.t exactly as it is done bx the
beliefs, and encourages 1ts stuongmal ~rformer (who is jewdents to challenge the beliefs of
ish), and the crowd appeared to
their government.
have as much fun as those at the
Everyone here is expected to genuine ~rformances. We are
question authority in our free
unawareofwhowasoffendedby
country, except the authority of
the song, if anyone.
the university, of course.
If this student acted with misFr. Salmi canceled four events conduct, and is being threatened
thisJear for two reasons. He canwithdisciplinarypr6bation, why
cele two events because they in- does the Umted 'States governvalved drinking. These events ment not take action against
have been around for years, why
AdamSandlerandthemediathat
cancel them now?
publicizes this song?
Besides,ifFr.Salmiisconcerned
Finally, we do not think it is
about drinking on campus be- fairthat we were not made aware
cause he feels it is not representa- of a newjudgingsystem,imposed
tive of the John Carroll commuby Fr. Salm1, for the lip sync. No
nity, we ask, «Are the students a
group would think oi performpartof thiscommunit)'?" As long mg with theintentionof degradasall participants are of legal age, ingsomeone. And if someone did,
we see no problems with any
would not their own peers conevents.
demn them?
The othertwoevents that were
Many groups had people who
canceled were canceled because dressed as the opposlte sex, and
they were considered dangerous.
other groups performed songs by
As long as our members can repeople of races other than fuetr
member,noonehaseverbeenhun own. We ask who was degraded
participating in these events.
by these acts.
If the
-slide was dangerIt is atrocious that a school such
;---~~~....:._,.e~trftitT<action would
Carroll would deprive
have been taken a
nst
rnakerbY,nowT t
kids ag_ea 6 to 18 wliy can't coltheseissuesaresettled,our
le~~"'kfd!ruse t em?
communityisnothingrnorethan
ln addition, there are club a t_yrranical dictatorship, consports on camJ>us that are very
trolled by one individual.
cfangerous, but Fr. Salmi has not
canceled their activities.
Iota Beta Gamma
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Fraternity member expresses
concern for Greek Week

Delta member defends
controversial advertisement

As the president of Sigma Delta Kappa
and the treasurer of Greek Council, I have
heard the opinions of many students, both
Greek and non-Greek, on Greek Week and
its possible abolishment
Of all the students that I encountered,
notasingleonefeltthat it should be discontinued or changed.
l was recently asked by an administrator the merits that this week brings to the
John Carroll community: To this question,
I answered: uni ty. Unity in the organizations themselves, in the Greek system, and
in the general student body.
l would venture tosaythat as many nonGreek affiliated students enjoy the activi ties and events as Greek students, if not
more.
But how is unityeKhibited through compassion, I was asked . If competition is bad
and something we should shy away from,
then why have athletics, and why have
multi-million dollar athletic facilities?
Competition exists in rheclassroom,rhe
workplace, and everywhere else. Com petition is a fact of life, as cold and hard as death
and taxes, and if you disagree, I wish you all
the luck in the world, the real world.
This year was the first to have an admission fee for two events with the collection
going torhe Make-A-Wish Foundation and
the Epiphany Hunger Center. Over $1,000
and 400 items of canned food were collected in a span of four hours.
To those who were in attendance, I applaud and thank you. Because of you, many
less fortunate than ourselves will benefit
from your showing. If anyone can name a
student-organized charity that has done
this, I would be surprised.
To be honest, what eventatjohnCarroll

I found SaraKalman'sarticle"Fraternity
promotes sex" and Editor-in-Chief Gina
Girardot's commentary "JCU needs a reality check" to be further examples of poor
journalism on the part of The Carroll News.
As Kalman's article correctly points out,
the blotter in question was distributed by the
Brotherhood of Delta Kappa Psi to all oncampusstudents last November. However, if
the advertisement for Tommy's Place caused
such an uproar, whyiSitthat it has taken The
Carroll News five months to report such an
egregious offense to the Carroll community?
Had this advertisement been such a problem,
it would have been reported Immediately.
Furthermore, the fraternity had nothing to do with the actual advertisement in
question. When asked to purchase advertisement space, Tommy's owner provided
the original advertisement for the blouer.
As former president Bryan Painter (note
correctspellmg,somethingKalmandid not)
correctly stated, according to contracts
signed with the particular establishments,
the fraternity has no power to change any
advertisements submitted.
Likewise, the cartoon character that accompanied the advertisement, which Gma
Girardot referred to as "the typical sex pot
with voluptuous physical dimensions· on
the front page was not a product of Delta
Kappa Psi , but rather of Walt Disney Stu·
dio£ Incidentally, this same cartoon character appeared on the door of the women's
bathroom at the bar in question. If this picture is so offensive, why is it that this cartoon appeared more in this newspaper than
in the actual blotter?
lt is also poor journalistic practice not to
mention that while the fraterni ty received
a payment o[ $100 from Tommy's, this was
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New staff
takes over CN
A new staff has taken over The Carroll News, beginning with this week's
issue.
Sophomore Tom O'Konowitz was
elected Editor-in .Chief fort he 1997-1998
school year. He replaces Gina Girardot,
who will graduate in May.
Other graduates leaving the staff are
Sherry Lucchetti and Christine Dresch.
Retiring students who will not be
grad ua tingjust yet are Christina Hynes,
Sam Subity and Steve Colaianni.
'Wearegoingtohavea very new staff
next year,' O'Konowitz said.
'But I am very confident that they
will all do an excellent job. From what
I've seen so far, I think The Carroll News
will have a great next year.'
O'Konowitz named his staff in early
April.
Promotions include: Cherie Skoczen,
business manager; Kristen Schneidler,
editor-at· large;Joe Whalley, production
manager; Denise Glaros and Melinda
Janowicz, news editors; Maria
Trivisonno, features editor; Colleen
Leslie, entertainment editor; Brian
Murphy, sports editor and Nicole
Sloboda, graphics editor;
New staff members include: Meagan
Lynch, Sara Buss, Shane Subler, Susan
Malick, jessica Grassman, Chris Dinda
and Resa Whipkey.
In the midst of these staff changes,
The Carroll News is in need of copyeditors,ad reps, writers, and photographers..
If interested, please coacact the CN.

doesn't represent unhy, then my idea of
unity is well off the mark.
Another fact that was made so apparent
to me and showed so much in the frustrationof students was the idea that this could
be the last Greek Week.
Total disgust of an idea or action by a
largegroupofpeopledisplaysunityaswell.
Perhaps not the kind of unity that is desired, but unity nonetheless.
To the administration, I clearly understand the duty to uphold the jesuit traditions and values of the school, and these
ideals and traditions are what brought
many to john Carroll, including myself.
But it also has to be recognized that I
haveadutytothosestudentsinGreekorganizations, and until my terms are up as a
leader, I will not neglect that duty.
To the Greeks, we need to display more
of the unity that was shown last week, to
show those who disagree that we represent
a significant percentage of the student body,
and that we have traditions and ideals of
our own that need to be upheld.
And finally to those who would like to
say, 'if you don't like it, leave,' it's not that
easy. For it is the people that make a place
what it is, whether good or bad. It is we,the
students, that make john Carroll what it is,
good or bad, enjoyable or not
It is we, the students, the consumers, that
need to uphold the ideals and traditions
that we were taught to us upon our arrival
here, and teach those following us.
We the students have made john Carroll
a good place, an enjoyable place, at}d it is we,
the students, that need to maintain events
such as Greek Week to keep it that way.
Ryan D. Lynch
President, Sigma Delta Kappa
Treasurer. Greek Council

Do you complain to your

roommate?

Maybe y011
--camp'+ to tbe lat m

toJIIcc.roBMew..

formedeverysemesterformanyyears.
was current president Brian Goodremont
not contacted while the article was being
prepared? Goodremont haddirectcomact
with [the late! Dean Farrell as he properly
handled the issue at the time it took place,
rather than waiting until after the fact
While I found this article to be in poor
taste and of even poorer journalistic quality, it did succeed in enhancing the special
section on discrimination in the April 10
Carroll News. For, once again, the Greek
system, and more specifically, fraternities,
are being discriminated against. How is
Girardot allowed to accuse a fraternity of
promoting 'oral sex?" A fraternity, incidentally, that has recently sent members to
perform volunteer service for the Woman
Kind Project, a group that runs what they
describe as "the opposite of an abortion
clinic."
Why isitthat afive-momh-old incident
is reported, rather than the fact that Delta
Kappa Psi has more than tripled the volunteer service work of any other studenrorganization, an accomplishment that earned
Delta Kappa Psi strong consideration for
theStudentUnion's"ExternaiOrganization
of the Year" award.
Casey J Yandek
Delta Kappa Psi
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OPINION

A Modern Greek
Tragedy

HITS & misses
HIT /m I s s: The overabundance of men
dressed as women in the Greek Week talent
show. It's nice to see some men are comfortable with their sexuality. m I s s: Being an
English major and hoping that you didn't pick
any of those '"actively trying to leave"' professors. m I s s: Being banned from last
Saturday's brunch because you forgot you
gave up your meal for the Greek picnic. Will
the adversity of Greek Week ever cease? Hit:
New staff takes over CN. Popeye included:
see page 16. m I s s: Receiving the sh~rt end
of the class registration stick yet agatn.
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As far ba k as the fifth century BC, the Greeks were entertained by the
tragedtesof Aeschylus, Euripides, and Sophocles. As recently as last week, the
students of John Carroll were conf romed with the tragedy of thts year's Greek
Week. Like any good protagomst m a tragedy, the already dymg Greek life of
John Carroll put up a struggle to save thetr honored week. Unfortunately
devOid of a Trojan horse or any other secret weapons, the overly- restricted
fraternities and sororities were left todeal with the opposition with what little
powerrhey had
But "the show must go on," and it did. The new and improved, more
politically correct Greek Week trudged through the blockades in order to
declare its King and Queen organizations. But the absence of a few htstorical
Greek Week activities did not go unnouced as many students mourned the
loss of the belly flop, food slip n' slide and beer pong. While the vicwrsof
Greek Week should be recognized for their accomplishments, one cannot
overlook the "tam ted" nature of thetr victories. For how can one be declared a
victor if they haven't slip n' slid through food or excelled at the fine an of
belly rloppmg?
So why dtd one, or even a few people do away with these time-honored
events of Greek Week? Well, it's stmple. All of the sudden, certain administrative offictals deemed belly flops as possible causes for death and dismemberment and labeled the food slip n' slide as an area for hazardoLts accidents.
Perhaps in the eyes of the admmist ration the ideal Greek Weel< would consist
of poetry readmgs and watching paint dry, but what would we do on the
weekends?
Greek Week isn't about the administration, it's about the smdents. And
the loss of Greek Week isn't about liabilities and accidents, it's about the
students' loss of power. Considering that Greek Week has been in the hands of
the student body for many years, what right does the ad ministration have
interfenng with it now? While the administration may have had a few
concerns with the activities of Greek Week, was complete elimination of these
events really necessary? Maybe the problem could have been solved through
simple compromising on both parts. Certain mochfications or the establishment of safety precaurions for these events may have been all that was needed
to save them. But instead, they were JUSt thrown into the morgue.
For those of you out there who believe that Greek Week is just a time for
f ratemlties and sororities to come together to perform stupid human tricks,
well , you're right. But through these seemingly side show acts, over one
t:hm.emcl d ~ ~
for
hom 1 . ow, if · t~
h
restrictions 1m posed on Greek Week or, even worse, if it is done away with
altogether, what wi II happen to this obvious! y prosperous means of charity?
Well, it doesn't take a genius to figure that one out. No Greek Week- No
thousand bucks fo r the poor. It's that simple.
The loss of Greek Week on john Carroll's campus threatens to damage
much more than just the Greek life of JCU. The whole morale of the student
body weakens as they consistently lose what little power they have. With this
conunued depletion of power, the john Carroll student sees less and less
opportunity and moreover, less reason to voice his or her opinion about what
goes on at his or her university.
This loss of power has created a noriceable decline in the relationship
between the students and the administration at john Carroll. The talent show
became a soap box forfraternities to voice their anger at the administration
and the lip sync was used by one particularly enraged fratern ity to proclaim
"We Don't Need No Education.•
The bottom line, however, is that we do need an education and the only
way we can accomplish this is to decrease the hierarchical strucrure of power
a1 john Carroll. The restrictions and cancellations imposed by the administration onto this year's Greek Week have served as just another example of the
serious problems facing the john Carroll community. Does one really need to
be reminded of the recent revoking of the Allies charter? This deterioration of
the relationship between the student body and the administration has been
brought to the surface and the ill-effects felt by all. In order to stop further
instances of confrontation. relationships based upon power must be replaced
with relationships based upon respect. Wouldn't a dialogue between the
students and the administration prove more effective than the latter just
barking out orders? This must begin with the admmistration loosening its
grip on the students' activities. Then, and on! y then, can a Greek tragedy
become a Greek mum ph
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Fraternity displeased with
administration cancellation of
Greek Week events

CN: The Next Generation
I now face the difficult, yet ex:ci ti ng, challenge of
leading The Carroll News into its next year.
I know why I am willing to take on this large task
I have a strong desire to provide thejohn Carroll community with important information that they need to
know in order to make decisions and form opinions.
Information and the "right to know" are invaluable
resources that can not be truly appreciated until we
are without them. Luckily we live in a country where
we do have the right to know, and can report things
that happen.
Whether we report on a
stalker on campus or a stud em's
achievements (and each is just
Tom
as important as the next), we
have the right and the obligaO'Konowitz
tion to do so. Members of the
Editor-in-chief
JCU com munity deserve to
know all that happens here. We
ha ve no desire just to report the
"good," or just the "bad," but we
must provide both to Ollr readers. Thatisonlyfairandhonest.
Coomentary
Somenmes accomphshing
this 1s not an easy task, though
(Espectally at John Carroll Umversuy.) Believe it or
no~ administratorssomettmes thmk that they are above
releasing information to the public, or discussing important events or incidents.
As a private university,jobn Carroll can. more eas-

.

~ ,~~~~~r

for a degree, than can a public university that must
follow the law.
Luckily, students have the power to change that.
You are the consumer, and your opinion does matter. If I can accomplish one thingaseditorof the CN,it
is to provide information so that more students can
voice their concerns and opinions about decisions and
events at the university and in the community.
A visitation policy that dictates who your visitors
can be at certain times based only on sex is
unaccceptable. Funding 80 organizations with only
$30,000(a ridiculously low amount in comparison 10
other universities) is an atrocity. Revoking a charter
from a student group that the Student Union unanimously approved basically says that students' opin-

ions do not matter. Your voice is being ignored, if it is even
being heard. So it is time to be louder. It is time to make
demands. It is time to get answers.
Why can a department (security) that is directly responsible for protecting your safety not provide the public with
any information about incidents that might affect someone's
do respectldthe security officers
and
safety and
· well-being?us.I H
t heir d estretoprotect
owever, onotappreciatet he fact
that those security guards will not speak about campus incidentsforfear of their "boss.· I do notthin k that it is rightthat
security reports are "Top Secret." Notonlydoes it disregard the
~ffs~~~~i:f~!~r ~~h~e :rr:t a~~~~
safety,it might be illegal. Maybe we
should brush up on our Public
Records Laws.
When two faculty leave a departmenr with concerns of not being heard by the umversity, that
shouldserveasawake-upcalltoall.
lchallengetheadministration to
open its closed doors. We are your
customers,andwedeserveinformationandanswers. Working together
will be more beneficial to all sides,
while keeping a closed-mouth, non-communicative policy
will only create tension and be anti-productive.

Tostudmts,lchallengeyoutovoiceyouropinionsandprob/emswit
Don'tbeafraidofpossiblenegativereaction.lt
Letters to the

.are more than

~~~~~r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~!~~
Tothefaculty,lashyoutonot li ve infea~oft he ·aam i nistration. Dictatorship this is not Defend you rselves and do
what you know is right.
TotheCarroll News ,lchal/engeyoutodigintotheissues
and incidents that need to be reported. I ask you not to fear
negative reaction or accusations. I challenge you to challenge
others. I challenge you to provide a true service of information, while following journalistic protocol and ethics.
We do not know if we will become a campus where
everyone'sopinion matters. We do not know if we will become
a campus where the administration discloses vital information to the press and public.
But one thing we do know is that we ca n try to make it
happen. We can all voice our opinions, and that is the best
weapon anyone has to end unfairness,

The Re,1:enge of the Greeks ?. .,
V1

Together we stand? The most power! ul student
financially. Wedonotgetanymoneyfromtheschooltodo
the things we love most, in fact, all of the money given to us
body at Carroll is the SU right? Wrong! Let me
by the school must be used for chartered events. Well, I
explain. Let'ssay that someday Greek Week was
don't know about everyone else's charter, but I am pretty
canceled because someone decided to turn Carroll
into a prison (there were more security guards at the
sureoursdoesn'tsay """nving"onit. Thirdly, without us,
~"" r
Up Sync than at the Pentagon). Who has the power
who is going to buy the beer and show all the freshman a
good time! Hopefully, maybe then they will stay here and
to fight such a decision, the
• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • comributetheir$100,000forfour
SU? Sure, all twenty of them
will march down to the
Years of parking problems, the
Jon J.
greatest library in the world, the
president's off ice and bold Iy
Pinney
voice their opinion in the
increasing number of associate/
Pi
Alpha Chi
form of a memo. The result!
part-time professors, annual
tuition increases, and last but not
Well, we certainly would
never have Greek Week
least, University Heights residents
again, and by the way, the
(the kindest people in the world).
So. ho w can we, the Greeks,
administration has cut all of
Con-mentary
take
over]ohn Carroll? First of all,
the organizations' budgets
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - weallneedtomarchdowntothe
again, sorryl
SU and "pull" all of our own
Now, what would happen
charters.
Why
does
the
SU
control Ollr charters anyway and
if all the Greek organizations joined together? Think
whydowegivetheml0%ofwhatwcmakeduring
of it this way,lOO angry Pi Phi's, a bunch of angry
Homecoming? What do we get in return? The SU should
wrestlers, a group of pathological football players,
worryaboLttthemselvesandletLtstakecareofourown
and the rest of us "drunk" people walking down the
the Greeks need to develop a true "Greek Counct'l"
Secondly'
hall of the AD building to have a word with the
who will control all of the Greek organizations' charters.
president The result? Greek Week is now two weeks
long. and "Here, take twenty grand,just please go
quietly.' Can't we do this?
First of all, we (Greeks) run the show, they
(Administrators) need us more than we need them. If
you eliminate the Greek system, yoLt eliminate your
labor force. Who's going to move the freshman in,
run the Euchre tournaments, usher masses, do
community service (in the name of Carroll), decorate
the quad, plus all of the other things we do for this
school to keep our charter from being "pulled?'
Secondly, the school does not support Pi Alpha Chi

When you think of John Carroll University, what do you think
of?
We think of a university that
asksltsstudentstochallengetheir
beliefs, and encourages Its students to challenge the beliefs of
their government.
Everyone here is expected to
question authority in our free
country, except the authority of
the unr'versl·ty, of course ·
F 5 1 ·
1d r
r. a m1 cance e tOUr events
this yearfor two reasons. He canceled two events because they; involved drinking. These events
hav-e been arou n d 10r
r
years, w h y
1h
~
cance t em nowr
Besides,if Fr.Salmiisconcerned
about drinking on campus because he feels it is not representative of the John Carroll community, we ask, "Are the students a
part of this community}" As long
as all participants are of le~l age,
e
bl
·
w see no pro ems Wlt anY
events.
The other two events that were
canceled were canceled because
ther were c ons1'dered d angerous.
A
be
s ong as our mem rs can remember, no one has ever been hurt
participating in these events.
If die
was danger.;;;_....-+~Y8,44~+,~rt"t'ltrl'R
·
ld
I"
actiOn WOU

Once this is accomplished, the presidents and vice-presi· ·
d
d
d entsor a]I t he Gree k orgamzauonscansit
ownan
develop a constitution and elect the council board.
When it is all over, the Greeks can rightly control their
own fate, set reasonable "hazing" guidelines, and voice an
opinion with force rather than a memo. Who knows, maybe
the administration will show us some respect and work with
us instead of fighting us? Hey SU, thanks for fighting for the
students' rights. Carroll almost ended up having a "Greek
Day~ instead of a "Greek Week" while the students sat,
· h1
l
dents,ng
d Gree k mem be rsareasostu
unh ear.
t.

Atthe talentshow a fraternity
1
showed their talent oy performing a well known song about
Hannukah. It was performed almost exactly as it 1s done b)' the
original ~rformer (who is Jewish), and the crowd appeared to
have as much fun as those at the
genuine ~rformances. We are
unaware of who was offended by
the song, if anyone.
If th'IS StUd ent acte d W1t
· h mJs·
d
con uct, and is being threatened
with disciplinary prObation, why
does the Umted "States government not take action ~ainst
Ad am 5an dl eran d t h erne tat h at
publicizes this song?
Finally, we do not think it is
fair that we were not made aware
of a new judging system, imposed
by Fr. Sa1mt, for the lip sync. No
group would think ol perform~ng with the inten~ion or degradmg someone. And If someone did,
ld
h ·
wou
not t e1r own peers condemn them?
Many groups had people who
dressed as the otpos1te sex, and
oth ergroupsper
ormed sonfh b "/
1 f
peop e o races other than t e1r
own. We ask who was degraded
by these acts.
Itisatrociousthataschoolsuch
C
11
d
arr01
eprive

Fraternity member expresses
concern for Greek Week

Delta member defends
controversial advertisement

As the president of Sigma Delta Kappa
and the treasurer of Greek Council, 1 have
heard the opinions of many students, both
Greek and non-Greek, on Greek Week and
its possible abolishment.
Of all the students that 1 encountered,
notasingleonefeltthat it should bediscontinued or changed.
l was recently asked by an administrator the merits that this week brings to the
John Carroll community. To this question ,
I answered: unity. Unity in the organizations themselves, in rh e Greek system, and
in the general student body.
l would venture to say that as many nonGreek affiliated stUdents enjoy the activities and events as Greek students, if not
more.
But how is unityexhibited through compassion, I was asked. If competition is bad
and something we should shy away from,
then why have athletics, and why have
mu1ti-mi11 ion d o11ar at hi etic facilities?
Competitionexistsintheclassroom,the
workplace, and everywhere else. Competition is a factoflife,ascold and hard as death
and taxes, and if you disagree, I wish you all
the luck in the world, the real world .
This year was the first to have an admission fee [or two events with the collection
going to the Make-A-Wish Foundation and
the Epiphany Hunger Center. Over $1,000
and 400 items o£ canned food were collecced in a span of four hours.
To those who were in attendance, I applaud and thank you. Because of you, many
less fortunate than ourselves will benefit
from your showing. If anyone can name a
student-organized charity that has done
this, I would be surprised.
To be honest, whateventatjohn Carroll

lfoundSaraKalmansarticle"Fraternity
promotes sex" and Editor-in-Chief Gina
Girardot's commentary "JCU needs a reality check" to be further examples of poor
journalism on the part of The Carroll New!<.
As Kalman's article correctly JX>ints out,
the blotter in question was distributed by the
Brotherhood of Delta Kappa Psi w all oncampus students last November. However, if
the advertisement for Tommy's Place caused
suchanuproor, whytsit thati t hastakenThe
Carrol l News five momhs to report such an
egregious offense to the Carroll community?
Had thiSadvertisement beensucha problem.
it 'M)uld have been reponed Immediately.
Furthermore, the fraternity had nothing to do with the actual advertisement in
question. When asked to purchase advertisement space, Tommy's owner provided
the original advertisement for the blotter.
As former prestdent Bryan Painter (note
correctspelling,somethingKalmandtd not)
correctly stated, according to contracts
signed with the particular establishments,
the fraternity has no powerto change any
advertisements submitted.
Likewise, the cartoon characterthat accompanied the advertisement, which Gina
Girardot referred to as 'the typical sex JX>t
with voluptuous phys ical dimensions• on
the front page was not a product of Delta
Kappa Psi, but rather of Walt Disney Studios. lncidentally,thissamecartooncharacter appeared on the door of the women's
bathroom at the bar in question_If this picture is so offensive, why is it that this cartoonappeared more in this newspaper than
in the actual blotter?
lt is also poor journalistic practice not to
mention that while thefratemity received
a payment of $100 from
this was

a~~~~~-1~~~~{TI~~~i~~~~~--T-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Citizens.
•..
twoconsecutlw nights?

have
taken eyare
makerbeen
bY.now?'lft
kids ag_ed 6 to 18, wliy can't colle~e1das usetfiem?
dd' ·
h
1b
n a
ltlOn, t ere are C u
sports on cam()US that are very
cfangerous, but Fr. Salmi has not
canceled their activities.
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issues are settled, our
community is nothing more than
1 d ictators h ip, cona tyrranica
trolled by one individual.
Iota Beta Gamma
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issue.
Sophomore Tom O'Ko
't
now• z was
elected Edt' tor t·n-cht'ef 11ror the 1997 1998
school year HereplacesGt'naGt'rard0 t
·
•
who will graduate in May.
Other graduates le t'ng th taff
av · ,. esDr are
SherryLucch tt'1 dCh
h
e an
ns me esc ·
Rett.rt·ng stud ts h
·11
t be
en w o WI no
graduatt' ngj.USt "et
re Chrts
· t.ma H ynes,
, a
Sam Sub1' ty and Steve Colat' nn·
a 1.
'Weare going to have a very new staff
t
• O'I<
·
·d
nex year,
onowm sat ·
'But 1 am e
r·d
1
v ry con en t tha t they
will all do an excellent job. From what
I've seen so far, I think The Carroll News
wi II have a great next year.'
O'I<onowitz named his staff in early
Apri.1
Promotions include: Cherie Skoczen,
b
usiness manager; Kristen Schneidler,
editor-ar-large;Joe Wholley,production
manager; Denise Glaros and Melinda
Janowicz, news editors; Maria
Trivisonno, features editor; Colleen
Leslie, entertainment editor·, Brian
Murphy, sports editor and Nicole
Sloboda, graphics editor,·
New staff members include: Meagan
Lynch, Sara Buss, Shane Subler, Susan
Malick, jessica Grassman, Chris Dinda
and Resa Wht'pkey.
In the midst of these staff changes,
The Carroll News is in need of copyeditors, ad reps. writers, and ...J.--·aphers_.
r"""l>'
lf&nterested,pl.eascconc.cttheCN.
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doesn't

represent unity, then my Idea of
unity is well o££ the mark.
Another factthat was made so apparent
to me and showed so much in the f rustrationof students was the idea that this could
be the last Greek Week.

formedew:rysemesterformany years.
was current president Brian Goodremont
not contacted while the article WQS being
prepared? Goodremont had direct contact
with (the late] Dean Farrell as he properly
handled the issue at the time it took place,

Total disgust of an idea or action by a
large group of peopledisplaysunityaswell.
Perhaps not the kind of unity that is desired, but unity nonetheless.

rather than waiting until after the fact
While 1 found this article to be in [X)Or
taste and of even poorer journalistic quality, it did succeed in enhancing the special

To the administration, I clearly understand the duty to uphold the jesuit traditions and values of the school, and these
ideals and traditions are what brought
many to John Carroll, including mysell.
But it a1so h as to be recogni zed t h at l
h
d
h
d
k
aw:a utytot osestu entsinGree organizations, and until my terms are up as a
1
leader, I will not neg ect that duty.
d 1
To the Greeks, we need to isp ay more
of the unity that was shown last week, to

section on discrimination in the April 10
Carroll News. For, once again, the Greek
system. and more specifically; fraternities,
are being discriminated against. How is
Girardot allowed to accuse a fraternity of
promoting 'oral sex?" A fraternity, incidentally, that has recently sent members to
perform volunteer service for the Woman
Kind Project, a group that runs what they
describe as "the opposite of an abortion
clinic."

showthosewhodisagreethatwerepresent
asignificantpercentageof the student body;
and that we have traditions and ideals of
our own that need to be upheld .
And finiillY to those who would like to
say,"if you don'tlike it, leave,' it's not that
easy. For it is the people that make a place
what it is, whether good or bad. It is we, the
d
ha
k h
11 h
stu ents, t t rna ejo n Carro w at it is,
ood b d
· bl
g
or a •en.JOYa e or not
1·
h
d
h
h
ttswe, t estu ents,t econsumers,t at
d
h ld h ·d 1
d
d· ·
nee to up o t e 1 ea s an ua mons
h
h
· l
t at we were taug t to US upon our arnva
h
d
h h
r 11 ·
ere,an teac t ose•O owmgus.
"' h
d
h
d J h Ca oil
vve t e stu ents ave rna e 0 n H
ood 1
· bl pia
d· ·
ag
pace,anenjOya e
ce.at;t ttlswe,
th e s t u d en ts, tha t neeel t o m a·nta
·n
events
1
t
h G k"' k k
· h
sue as rec "ec to eep Itt at way.

Whyisitthatafive-month-oldincident
is reported, rather than the fact that Delta
Kappa Psi has more than tripled the volunteerserviceworkof anyotherstudentorganization, an accomplishment that earned
Delta Kappa Psi strong consideration for
the Student Union's"ExternalOrganization
of the Year" award.

Ryan D. Lynch
President, Sigma Delta Kappa
Treasurer, Greek Council

Do you complain to your

roommate?

Maybe y011

.-.114comp' · to the aat m
toallcc.roBNewa.

Casey J. Yandek
Delta Kappa Psi

-
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WANTED

Restaurant now hiring: Old
Mission, the only place to be
seen in Cleveland is now
hiring for all positions .
Servers,
bartenders ,
hostesses, cooks, and
bussers
are
needed
immediately. Call Jesse at
(216) 542 - 1000 for an
interview.
Free T-Shirt +$1000. Credit
card
fundraisers
for
fraternities, sororities, and
groups.
Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1 000 by earning a whopping
$5.00 /VISA application. Call
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 65.
Qualified callers receive a
free t-shirt.
Men I women earn $480
weekly assembling circuit
boards
I
electronic
components at home.
Experience unnecessary,
will tra in.
Immediate
openings in your local area.
Call 1-520-680-7891 Ext.
C200.
Cool summer jobs. Route
drivers for Cleveland and
area. Must have good driving
record. Good pay. Flexible
hours. Call Home City Ice,
1-800-674-0880. Ask for
Brian or Pat.
Cruise Ship Employment How would you like to work
in exotic locations, meet fun

people, and get paid? Call:
206-971-3554 Ext. C55561
rt-Je are a research and
publishing company).
Direct Care .
Make a
difference in the Iife of a child
with special needs. The
Hattie Larlham Foundation
provides community home
care to children and young
adults with special needs
throughout NE Ohio. An
opportunity is now available
to care for a 9-year old young
man with Cerebral Palsy in
the Beachwood area. A
healthy appreciation for
video games and computers
is a plus! Hours: M-F, 3:306 :30 pm.
Some Sat.
afternoons or weekend
evenings. This care position
may expand to 35+ hours I
week in the summer (during
summer camp) .
For
information call Ms. Vesely
at 1-800-551-2658.

SITTERS NEEDED
Responsible, mature, nonsmoker
needed
for
occasional "sitting" for 2
children (ages 6 and 9) of

happy, high-hilarity children,
take them places, talk to
them, bring them home, play
them.
Good
with
environment, competitive
pay, some day I time
flexibility. Call 932-2372 to
discuss.
Immediate babysitting for
long hours work period at
Cleveland Heights home.
Afternoons and evenings.
Need help April and May
especially. Possible short
term live-in for May, if desired.
Nice working environment.
Need help NOW. 932-2372.
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HalcJ!ta, Olllo 4411B

Canol~ua.Jc;;

Bob Boyle, annoying tart
noise! --- luv us
C, B, T and T I had so much
fun on Sat! Have to do it
again!

ACROSS
1.GIIII
&. Jabbered
10. AddiiJonal
14. AIIIniiB
16. School in Lyona
18. Sllgma
17.Money~

I 8. ACCC sdlool
20. '111111 11'..:1
21. Sound ii'r88U8e
22. Garden toola
23. Rllllad edge

~: =:
33. Judean king

::::-period

:. :::_thoTVohaw 1..,.. -t-+-+38. Glue
39. Son cl Soia

o40. Fntalgncltho
41 . : : '• . 42. PAC 1oac1too1
44. Digit

45. 1no oppoo;~ra

!.~covera
60 Precious 8101188
5 ,: Slltke ~

1

54. ~USAachool

57.

a. mllzvah frolic

sa. u--tuma~evolce

5

bedroom

house

in

&9.Pacllcc.-Aitart~c

near Lee. Appliances and
parking available. $1000 per
month - phone 421-8421.

ez. ll'unk

&3. Anrloylng ln88ct
DOWN
1. - d e tole gras
2. Seed COIIerlng
3. PAC 10 .chool
4. 'M1g

I

S

C .

5. Glllll

6. 'Please r;;.e me
7. Stlr fry pant
- 8. Eei,OE

· 41 . Broadalala
43. 1dea
-44. lnollgale
48. Alae. Fr.

9. Wd. ;ooanlng
10. Monnon angel

47. Shut wllh force

11 . 51~

48. ~ croquel

12. Subte<fuge
13. Superlallve erdlngs
1s. Chld'aexdamallons
2 ' - Gdctflnclle.g.
24· Rampage
25- EJdsla

~: ~:'

49. FOld e.g.
50. Elallon
52. P1ol

53. Section
55. Oc:cupallon abb<
56. •
bin eln Berliner'
57. Swine
•

a~~~

2ll. Scooler
30. Big EMf school
31 . 'LA. law' chaniclar
32. en.ader Rolph
34. Dena
37. Jog
38. 1\rilol
-40. 'Don' make

Seeking Financial Aid? Get
the system to help find free
money for college! Detailed

OUT OM
ALil\1\8
by
Gary Kopervas

.a•

PERSONALS

25. Sinbe.

1 and 2 bedroom apartment
for rent. Appliances, carpet,
and garage. Can be partially
furnished. Located 2 miles
north of JCU on South Belvoir
Blvd.atMayfieldRd. Nopets
I no smoking. Great for
seniors, graduate students,
or faculty. Only $480-620
per month. Please leave
message at 291 -8458 or 9329215.

M
Summer Job. M-F 2:30 5:30 or thereabouts. Loving,
experienced person to pick
up from nearby camp two

. . . . . Ilia Cfllit:

20700- Paotc-

profiles on 200,000+
individual awards from
private and public sectors.
Call Student Financial
Services: 1-800-472-9575
Ext. F55561 (We are a
research and publishing
company).

w~irRinob-n)tegsJ~atS~:t~~-E~~~~~&H~~~~~·n~~~~~rc~.,~

home in Shaker.
Car
necessary.
Excellent
references essential. Call
751-1985.

_.., .. «
Tile carroll-

"You're awfully quiet, Rex.
You're not being mean to
the cat, are you?"

"Do you have anything that
doesn't fequire exercise on
my part?"

